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OPTICAL TUNING OF THE ARCS AND FINAL FOCUS
SECTION OF THE STANFORD LINEAR COLLIDER (SLC)

In this thesis, we present the experimental tuning procedures developed for the Arcs
and for the Final Focus Section of the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC). Such tuning is
necessary to maximize the luminosity, by minimizing the beam size at the interaction
point, and to reduce backgrounds in the experiment.
In the final Focus Section, the correction strategy must result from the principles of
the optical design, which is based on cancellations between second order aberrations, and
on the ability to measure micron-size beams typical of the SLC.
In the Arcs, the corrections were designed after the initial commissioning, to make
the system more error-tolerant, through a modification in the optical design, and to enable
adjustments of the beam phase-space at the injection to the Final Focus System, through a
harmonic perturbation technique inspired from circular accelerators. Although the overall
optimization of the SLC is not entirely finished, an almost optimal set-up has been
achieved for the optics of the Arcs and of the Final Focus Section.
Beams with transverse sizes close to the nominal ones, of a few microns, have been
obtained at the interaction point We present and discuss our results and the optical limits
to the present performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 LINEAR COLLIDER APPROACH AND BASiC NOTIONS

In the past twenty years, electron-positron colliders have established thenisidvps- as
powerful tools for studying high-energy particle physics.
1'ntil now, electrons and positions have been collided by confining particle bunches 111
storage rings. This approach can however not be extrapolated as dcsir d to very high
energy because of the rapid increase in synchrotron radiation emitted in the '.sending
magnets. Tiie energy loss per turn to synchrotron radiation scales as E.'* 'R, where E
is the beam energy and where R is the average radius of the storage ring. It CP.II be
shown that because of this, both the size and Hie cost of a storage ring with an opumized
design scale as E . This law is illustrated in Fig. 1. where the average radius of most
electron-position storage rings is shown as a function of their energy.
1

m

An alternate method for producing electron-p.isitron collisions consists of colliding
beams of two opposed linear accelerators . In this case there is no significant synchrotron
radiation except in the vicinity of the collision poiut. and thus more favorable scaling with
energy may be possible.
-1

In order to be a useful tool for particle physics, an elect ron-posd ron collider must in
addition to high energy also provide high luminosity - or event rate for a process with
unit cross-section. The liinu'tiosity can be expressed as a function of the frequency of the
collisions / . I he ii'unber of particles per bunch .V, and the effective transverse area A over
which the collisions take place:

Present technology limits th_- repetition rate of linear accelerators to a few hundred Hz.
This is much less than the frequencies of several hundred KHz at which bunches circulate
in typical storage rings. Also, the bunch population is usually higher in a storage ring than
in a linear accelerator. In order t .> reach comparable or higher luminosity. I he transverse
area of the beams at the collision point of a linear collider must be made substantially'
-mailer than rhat typical of storage rings*.
The collision point area A is conveniently expressed as a function of (. the transverse
I'liiittance ot the beam, defined as the area of the phase-space occupied by the particles
divided by ~. .mil of J', which we define as lite second moment of t he transverse particle
distribution at the coll .ion point normalized to this euuttance". If these two parameters
:
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are the same in each transverse plane, one obtains for A :
.4 = W e ,

(2)

The factor 4 in (2) arises through the overlap of the pirticle distributions, assumed to be
gaussian in this calculation,
To produce a small interaction area .4, both the emittance and the J ' - p a r a m e t e r
must be small. The emittance can only be made small at the source, or through radiation
- d a m p i n g , which can be used to cool the beams in a dedicated storage ring- Such a storage
is referred to as a "damping ring". The 3"-parameter can only be reduced by focusing the
beam to the smallest possible size. This is achieved in a dedicated optical system imme
diately upstream of the collision point, which must in general be corrected for chromatic
aberrations. This optical system is referred to as a "final focus system".
Besides the basic design of the components of a linear collider, the handling of im
perfections in the long open structure involved presents conceptually new problems. Such
handling must be folded into both the detailed design of the individual components and
into the overall system optimization. Considerable effort is in fact required at several
stages of the system to preserve the carefully damped emittance and to precisely monitor
and control beam parameters, Botli are necessary conditions for the final focusing to work
properly and to minimize backgrounds in the experimental apparatus from secondaries
produced by the beam halo and by the tails which are typical of linear accelerators. Solv
ing such issues at reasonable cost appears to be a crucial element in the development of
linear colliders which must be factored into basic scaiing and feasibility arguments.

1.2 T H E S T A N F O R D L I N E A R C O L L I D E R

The Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) is the first linear collider presently operating. It
was conceived and built with the double motivation of :
4

1. Producing high luminosity electron-positron collisions with a center of mass energy
of about 92 GeV, to study the physics of tlie intermediate vector boson Z°.
2. Providing the first practical test of tlie linear collider approach towards high energy
electron-positron machines.
A schematic of the SLC is sho-.vn in Fig. 2. En the case of the SLC'. one single linear
accelerator - the Stanford linear accelerator - is used rather than two opposing systems
AS the
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as was described in 1.1. to accelerate hotli electron and positron beams. Tin* beams are
ihen aimed into collision by means of two arcs. The collision point beam size required In
achieve significant luminosity is nominally a few microns.
More specifically, at the begining of each cycle, two electron bunches are generated and
co-accelerated to 1,11.6 GeV in the injector and in the first sector of the linear accelerator'.
At 200 MeY, they are joined by a positron bunch. The three are then injected tor cooling
into two damping rings", from which they are extracted before the next linac pulse. They
are the!! reinjected into the linear accelerator and co-accelerated up to energies of oO G e V ' .
The 6 mm equilibrium ring bunch-length is compressed to 1.5 mm bifore reinjecting into
the linear accelerator to minimize wake-field effects produced in the accelerator wave-guide
structure by the intense bunches. The last electron bunch is ejected onto a target ai &i
Gev. lo produce positrons . These ace returned along the length of the Linac to the '200
Mev point in the injector. At the end of the linear acceleiator. electrons and positrons are
bent around and into collision through two arcs". The final focus system, straddling the
interaction area, provides the necessary optical demagnificati'ju and steers the beams into
collision".
8

The main parameters of the SLC are shown in Table 1. Column one lists the design
parameters, and column two lists presently achieved parameters. As can lie seen the lumi
nosity reaches unfortunately only a thousandth of the nominal value. Also, the operating
efficiency for achieving peak luminosity with acceptable background iu the experimental
apparatus (not listed in Table 1) was lower than r,% in the last cycle of luminosity runs
during the summer of 1938The discrepancy between expected and achieved performance results partly from in
sufficient emphasis, during the early phases of the project, o i the design of systematic
diagnostic and correction schemes to control the beams adequately at each stage of the
system, on the development of a global integrated tuning strategy, and on hardware reliabil
ity and stability. Tuning and correction methods were in most, cases developed empirically
and added-on to each of the components of the 8LC after the basic optics and geometry
had been fixed, or sometimes m response to specific difficulties encountered in the com
missioning phase. In several cases, the methods developed were therelore imperfect, and
their improvement is the centerpoint of the ongoing effort to bring the SLC toward* its
design performance. The experience gained with the SLC. which is the first linear collider
to be brought into operation, will he very useful to the design ol future linear colliders.

1.3 S C O P E A N D O U T L I N E O F T H E S I S

In 'his t lie.sis. we present the procedures developed to correct and to tune the <>p< i«'i in
I wo parts of the SLC' complex; the arcs and the final focus sections. The met hods which we
3

describe were conceived and developed in preparation for and during the commissioning
of the SLC, mainly between 1934 and now. They are presented through a selection of
technical notes, conference articles and publications describing in detail their design and
the operational experience which has been acquired. Although the entire SLC' complex
has not yet reached its nominal performance, these methods have enabled to achieve a
close to optimized optical transport in these two sections, and to characterize the optical
limitations to the SLC performance.
We introduce these papers in an overall presentation where we:
1. Review the basic principles of the optical designs of the arcs and filial focus sections,
on which our tuning methods are based.
2. Study the effect of focusing errors in the system on the luminosity and on the back
ground. These errors can result in both recoverable and unrecoverable distortions of the
beam phase-space. We give order of magnitudes for resulting tolerances and characterize
the different cases in terms of their effect on the phase-space and of their correct ability.
3. Describe the context of the SLC commissioning, and the evolution of the global
tuning strategy, from which the optimization of the arcs and final focus can not be entirely
isolated. Some of the methods were developed in preparation for the commissioning, while
others were conceived in response to specific difficulties encountered during the first tests.
We then introduce each of the papers presented, show its relevance to the subject of
this thesis, and outline its original components.
In the case of the arcs, the papers presented describe essentially:
L. A method for correcting long FODO arrays in a compact and economical way.
This method is inspired from harmonic correction techniques common to circular acceler
ators. Its application to an open beam-line is new. We have designed and implemented
this method in the last portion of the arc beam-line, to enable tuning the phase-space
at the entrance to the fitial focus section. Surh tuning has turned out to oe crucial to
minimize backgrounds resulting in the experimental apparatus from secondary particles.
Such secondaries are geneiated when edges or tails of mismatched beams get scraped off
in the final focus system, where the aperture (normalized to the nominal beam size) is
MEi'.ifkaurly smaller than in the arcs.
2. The study of the partial modification of the arc lattice. To follow the terrain of
the SLAC site, the arcs were designed in three dimensions: in addition to the horizontal
bending, the beam-line is deflected vertically by rotating the bending magnets about their
axis. In the initial design, these rotations were introduced abruptly. The coupling between
the horizontal and vertical betatron motions was suppressed by grouping these rotations
in Imig-i'ange cancelling pairs. This strategy, however, made the system sensitive to sys
tematic errors. It has been possible to modify the design to produce smoother transitions.
These new transitions almost entirely suppress the sensitivity to systemalir errors, and
4

render the overall optical transport much more tolerant.
In the case of the final focus, the papers presented describe essentially:
1. The elaboration of the interaction point beam size minimization procedure. This
procedure consists of the sequential application of ten corrections in the different optical
modules of the final focus section, following a strategy which must take into account the
ability to measure very smaJl beam sizes and to resolve the various distortions, as well as the
specificity of the final focus optics. The final focus design is in effect based on balancing
several higher order optical aberrations which can individually dominate the minimum
beam size if the system is not adjusted correctly. It is now possible to adequately control
the interaction point beam size, starting with a very distorted phase-space at the entrance
to the system.
2. The practical implementation of this procedure and the operational experience
which has been acquired, along with the present optical factors which limit the SLC lu
minosity. As we explain, these optical limits result principally from the requirement to
minimize backgrounds in the experimental apparatus, and from a somewhat larger than
nonunal eiiuttance at the exit to the SLAC linear accelerator.
Finally, we include, in an appendix, papers on the development and on the initial
performance of "lie of the three measurement techniques, based on electromagnetic spacecharge effects occuring in the collisions between the two beams, which were conceived to
diagnose the beams at the interaction point: the "beam-beam deflection'" technique. The
two other- methods which were developed are based on "beainstrahlung'', or synchrotron
radiation from the space-charge forces, and on "disruption". Such methods are particularly
important to diagnose the beams at the interaction point, but do not belong directlv to
rhe subject of this thesis.

5

II. OPTICS IN THE ARCS AND FINAL FOCUS

(p

II. 1 O P T I C S I N T H E A R C S "

II. 1.1 O v e r v i e w

The arcs are the only part of the SLC which will not be required in linear colliders of
the future. They are needed in the SLC system, which uses the same linear accelerator to
accelerate both beams, to bend each beam around 270 > and into frontal collision. Because
of the limited size of the SLAC site, they have a short bending radius of 279 meters. They
are intended to behave passively and to produce a close to exact optical image of the
electron and positron beams injected from the linear accelerator. The optics is therefore
designed to be an optical identity from the beginning point to the exit. A schematic of the
two arcs is shown in Fig. 3. Two physical mechanisms must be counteracted to prevent
the beam phase-space from being enlarged as it is imaged through: synchrotron radiation
emittance dilution and filamentation effects from the natural chromaticity of the lattice
and from the fact that the beam has a finite eaergy spread.

II. 1.2 S y n c h r o t r o n R a d i a t i o n

Synchrotron radiation photons are emitted at random and causr energy fluctuations.
Lower energy particles are bent more and follow curves with shorter average radius. This
disperses their trajectories incoherently which in turn dilutes the phase-space in the plane
of the Wending. Such trajectories execute betatron oscillations in the quadrupole lattice.
To minimize the growth, both the photon emission rates and the oscillatiou amplitudes
must be small. This is achieved by making the bending radius large and the betatron
period short, through tight focussing. It can be shown that the growth is proportional
to Tjjp*, where Tj is the betatron period and p the average r a d i u s . The transport
therefore uses the lowest possible field compatible with the size of the S'LAC site, and a
strong focusing alternating gradient lattice, with optical parameters chosen to uuuimize the
average invariant amplitude of the dispersed oscillations. For a FODO array, the optimum
cell phase-shift'- to minimize emittance growth is near 135°. For reasons explained below,
the design in fact uses 10.3°. The packing factor is in addition maximized by using combined
function magnets.
4
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At "JO Cev, the emittance added in one passage is 1.3 10"" rad-m (or one half of the
design value at the entrance) in the horizontal plane, and 0.5 10"'° rad-m in the vertical
plant*. The emiltance growth occurring in the vertical plane arises because of vertical
dii.pers.ion introduced by the rolls (described later).

II.1.3 " C h r o m a t i c F i l a m e n t a t i o n "
7

The second mechanism for phase-space growth arises through residual energy spread
resulting from the bunch-length and the accelerating linear accelerator RF. Because of the
energy dependance in the focussing, or cluomaticity. optical distortions at the injection to
the arc. or arising from gradient errors within the arc lattice, are not imaged coherently.
For example an off-energy slice of a mismatched phase-space is transmitted with a phaseshift A f - 2T\ ^SE
where bg is the relative energy error, .Vj is the number of betatron
periods, and JTJ :S 1.5 is the ratio of phase change to excitation change in the arc lattice.
For large phase-shifts, the overall mismatch averaged over all energies looses its phase
relation to the input. The effective volume occupied by the observable phase-space is
thereby enlarged. This effect is referred to as ''chromatic filamentation"'. L'nlike the
phase-space dilution resulting from synchrotron radiation, this enhancement of the effective
volume does not violate Liouville's Theorem. The volume of the full six-dimensional phasespace (.c, x', y, (/. -jr. ;) is in fact not changed, but acquires a complicated internal structure
corresponding to a second order correlation.
3

The arc beam-lines have .Vj = 69 betatron periods. For a fractional energy spread
of <T /E ">. 0.5%, the spread in betatron phases at the output is about a . ^ K. In order
to assure coherent imaging of focusing trrors injected into the arc or generated along the
beam-line, over an energy band-pass of rO.5%, the design uses sextupoles to cancel the
first-order chromaticity of the lattice.
E

4

II. 1.4 C h r o m a t i c C o r r e c t i o n

The sextupoles are introduced by shaping the combined function magnet poles'. For
the horizontal optics, the vertical component of 'he magnetic field on the horizontal axis
[y = 0) is:
B [t)
t

2

= B„„[l - -.r^~.r ),
P
P-

(3)

wliere Q and S are the strengths of the quadrupole and sextupole components respectively,
and p is the bending radius. The sextupole provides additional focusing for off-energy and
off-axis rays with x = fix — bet], where >) is the dispersion function, which suppresses the
chromaticity if 2.S*r; = Qp. Since sine and co.siue-like components are equivalent modulo
ir. 2 in a repetitive lattice, only one family per plane is needed. Additional terms in .!•"
and b~ lor rays solely oH-axis or off-energy are suppressed by grouping the cells to produce
cancellations as locally as possible. Second order arhromats achieve this by pairing the
sextupoles T phase-shift apart and by requiring at least four-fold sequential s y m m e t r y " .
This is done by grouping the cells into achromatic superperiods with the smallest possible
multiple of 'IK compatible with t lie cell phase-shift. In t he SLC arcs, each such Miper period u r a c h r o m a t - spans a (>T phase-advance and consists of ten 10*° cells. This i.» ii compromise
between achromat compactness, best with 90". and quantum dilution. >mallest near 1!?."".
1 he resulting lattice [auctions J and i] are shown in 1-ig. 4.
8

II.1.5 General Layout

The whole arc consists of 23 such achromats. In addition, as shown in Fig. .1. special
matching sections are used at the inflexion points (reverse bends sections) and between
the linear accelerator and the main arc (beam switchyard section). The matching sections
needed at tiie exit of the arcs are described in the section on the final focus.
Finally, for economical reasons, the arc beam-lines are required to follow the terrain of
the SLAO site, and are therefore not planar. To provide the necessary vertical deflections.
the achromats are rolled relative to each others. The distribution of rolls for the north and
south arcs are shown in Fig. 5.

II.2 O P T I C S I N T H E F I N A L F O C U S

II.2.1 O v e r v i e w

The final focus is the last section of beam-line in the SLC before the interaction point.
Its main function is to focus the beam to a t ransvtrse size of less than 2pm at the collision
point.
Schematically the final focus consists of a demagnifying telescope, similar to a low-.i
insertion in a circular machine, with a special section at its entrance to match the arc
lattice parameters. Because of the finite emitlance and momentum spread in tlie beam, a
2^(m beam spot cannot be obtained without carefully minimizing higher order chromatic
and geometric aberrations. The dominant optical aberration is the first order chromaticity
- or momentum dependauce of the focusing; - of the demagnifying telescope. Physically,
this first order chromaticity causes particles with different energies to be imaged into
longitudinally displaced focal points at the interaction point. The magnitude «f this effect
is easy to estimate by considering solely the variation with energy of the focal length of
the last focusing elements. Since this focal length, computed as the distance from the
interaction point to the principal planes of the final lens system in each plane, is about
o meters, and because the depth of focus of the optical system, measured by the linear
-i-functum f.t the interaction point is required to be aboul 0."> centimeters, we see that
particles with energy errors of a few parts per thousand are totally out of focus (See Fig«)

II.2.2 First Order C h r o m a t i c i t y
9

15

More quantitatively, we use T R A N S P O R T to compute the rate of change F of the
interaction point beam size with the fractional energy error C>E. We have:
1

cT (^)

2

= J'(6 )
t

2

= .j;^~F 6 .

E

e

(4)

E

where 3Q = 3"[6E = 0) represents the nominal value of the 3* parameter, and where e is
the emittance. One obtains F ^ 15 m. where F ^ 15 meters, where 3'JJ and ,J* are the
effective and linear ^-functions at the interaction point,
jn

The presence of this first order* chromatic term in (4) leads one to define an energy
band-pass over which the detnagnifying telescope will perform its function. This band-pass
is shown in Fig. 7a. As can be seen it is much smaller than the minimum fractional energy
spread of 0.002 which can presently be obtained* at the end of the linear accelerator.
An effective value could be calculated for the 3' parameter, by averaging equation
(4) over the particle's energy distribution. This parameter would however not represent
the new particle distribution very well since this new distribution is more peaked than a
gaussian. and lias tails. Rather than calculating this new distribution explicitly, we will
directly estimate the effect on the luminosity, by averaging the usual expression over the
two beam's energy distributions, which we take to be equal and square. One obtains:
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The result is shown in Fig. 8 for different energy spreads and allows to determine an
optimum J*. Since tins energy band-pass scales as 3' from (4), and because the optimum
occurs when the band-pass is matched to the energy spread, one expects the optimum 3'
to scale roughly linearly with the energy spread in Fig. 8. This can indeed be verified.

nd

II.2.3 Chromaticity C o m p e n s a t i o n a n d 2

Order Distortions'

4 , 4

The first order chromaticity is corrected by introducing a special chromatic correction
section upstream of the demagnifving telescope (see Fig. 9). This chromatic correction
section consists of two - / telescopes, combined with ciipoles at their foci, to generate
significant energy dispersion at the quadrupoles. Sextupoles. where the focusing strength
varies linearly with excursion, are put near the quadrupoles. to provide additional focusing
proportional ' o energy. This compensates for the intrinsic first order chromaticiiy. Ad
ditional first-order perturbations to the imaging produced by each sextupole are made to
cancel over the length of the section by pairing the sextupoles rr betatron phase-shift apart
7~/ie chromatic
<irre<i»tnd
beam

t e r m in question

to a first uriler

appears

term in the opticAl

to be n second
transfer

*ize

10

order

since f4j gives

term

in 14). but it is reai/>

the behaviour

of the square

Hues
of the

and by imposing sequential symmetry for the dispersion function. In this way, all residual
perturbations to the focusing are pushed to second order. The parameter J " can thus now
be written:
v

J

J

J

u
o
o
where K\, *> and K measure the magnitudes of the residual second order perturbations
to the focusing.
3

n,i

11.2.4 Origin a n d Scaling Laws for 2

Order D i s t o r t i o n s

Because the SLC is designed for round beams at the collision point, with equal emittauces and d-functions in each plane, the linear chromaticity must be corrected in both
planes, and two families of sextupoles must be used. In order to save space, a single chro
matic correction section, with interleaved families for correction in each plane, is used.
The second order perturbations to the focusing come in most part from coupling between
these two interleaved families. This consideration allows to develop approximate scaling
laws for these t e r m s .
16

Since the largest contribution to the first order chromaticity comes from the final
demagnifying telescope, we can find a nearly exact scaling law for the strengths of the
sextupoles by neglecting the first order chromaticity introduced by the telescopes whicli
make up the chromatic correction section; the scaling law is obtained by equating the
first order chromatic contributions to the variation of the interaction point angular spread,
from the intrinsic first order chromaticity of the final demagnifying telescope and from the
sextupoles. We obtain:

where .S' is the strength of the sextupoles, /* is the distance from (lie interaction point to
the principal planes of the last lenses. B is the angle of bending in the chromatic correction
section, and i
is the length of the chromatic correction section (see Fig. 9).
c c s

Xext, because the dominant second order perturbations to the focusing in (6) come
from the cross-coupling of the sextupole families used to correct in each plane, we can
neglect the final deinagnifying telescope in the scaling laws for these second order terms.
We find in tins case:
I K, x S'il ,BM.
\ K x SH> ,M\
c

3

(SJ

C

where .1/ - I'i L is the magnification of the final demagnifying telescope, and where I is
the distance between the lens and the "source" in Fig- 9.
By substituting in (8) for the sextupole strength needed to correct the first order
chroinaticity in (7). we find the following scaling laws for the three contributions to the
11

interaction point beam size which arise from the second order terms in (6):

I

„

^

I" C2 '~T~

It can in addition be noted that scaling /" at constant . 1 / = I'/L is equivalent to
scaling the full length of the final dema^mfying telescope*. Thus if we scale the whole
length l i of the final focus system, we expect all temis in (9) to scale linearly.
to

The dependence cf these three limiting residual second order terms on the design
variables: B, l , l and l
has been checked with T R A N S P O R T , by scaling t h e SLC
final focus design. The results of such calculations are shown in Fig. 10a,b,c,d.
m

cca

tot

As ciui be seen the scaling is not perfect. This arises mainly because the first order
chromaticity of the lenses in t h e chromatic correction section is not, as was pointed out,
included in the scaling argument. Because of this, the reduction of the magnitude a* these
terms when increasing the length l , of the chromatic correction section is less than linear
and eventually saturates, in particular for the geometric term <r . Similarly, the reduction
of their magnitude when decreasing /" is less than quadratic. The actual simulated power
dependances are given in the figure captions.
cc

Kj

II 2.5 L i m i t s o n C h r o m a t i c C o r r e c t i o n B e n d A n g l e

As can be seen from (9), there is a lower limit on t h e angle B of the bending in the
chromatic correction section, from both the chrotiiatic term in Hi and from the geometric
term in N . We will return to this point in the next section.
3

In addition, there is a sharp upper limit on this bend angle from synchrotron radiation
emittance dilution, which increases as the fifth povver of the bend angle and .-f the beam
energy. For the SLC final focus, the limit o c c u r s when this bend angle B is of the order
of about one degree, which corresponds to an emittance growth of about '2Q% at 50 GeY.
14

II.2.6 O p t i m i z a t i o n P r o c e d u r e

The scaling laws given in (9) allow one to understand the different procedures which
can be followed to optimize the optical design. A full description of the optimization
process can be found in Ref. [i6j.
fly length of the telescope, ite intend the distance between the image and the source
12

:

Several points of views can be taken. Here, we will show one of them, wh rii cousins
in considering that the emittance e and the energy spread 6e have been set in the overall
system specification, that a given 3' is desired, and that Oi.,.- wishes to choose the lengths
'ioi. hes *nd /*, and the bend angle B in an optimal way*.
A reasonable procedure would go as follows:
1. Set the bend angle B to the maximum possible consistent, from the point of
view of the synchrotron radiation emittance dilution, with the chosen minimum beam size

<*' = \Z3o«2. Set the magnification M such that all terms in (9) be about equal, for the given
emittance and energy spread, and for the chosen 3$. When this has been done, it can he
seen from the two first equations in (9) that the betatron and chromatic angular spreads
at the input to ihe chromatic correction section are about equal.
3. Decrease the ratio l'-/l ,
until the second order aberration terms and the linear
term in (6) are about equal. This determines a minimum for 3' in (6). As we will also
see, this optimum can also be interpreted as the point for which the energy band-pass uf
the corrected system is matched to the energy spread SE of the beam.
cc

Implicit in this is the fact that the sextupole strengths are free parameters. Also, the
magnification M of the final demagiiifying telescope is in general riot sufficient to demagnify
the input J-function to the desired J J , and an initial demaguifying section is needed
upstream of the chromatic correction section. Therefore, when .V, the magnification of
the final demagnifying section, is varied, we assume t h a t this initial demagnifying section
can be adjusted to keep the overall magnification of the beam-line (and thus J j ) constant,
and that over this adjustment range, this initial section does not contribute significantly
to the chromaticity of the overall beam-line.
In practice, the minimum distance /" between the interaction point and the principal
planes of the last focusing elements is set by the maximum gradient available in those
focusing elements, and by the requirement to leave sufficient space for components of
the experimental apparatus. In the case of the SLC final focus system, /* ^ .*>«(. The
optimization led to introducing a demagnificatiou of a factor four in both planes for the final
telescope, and of factors eight and three in the horizontal and vertical planes respectively
for the initial telescope. Besides initiating the demagnificatiou. the initial transformer also
serves to match the final focus and arc betatron l a t t i c e s . This results, given an energy
14

Tivo different points ot ciew would consist in asking:
i. For given constraints on the lengths £,„, and /*, what Ace the requirements on the emittance and
on the energy spread to reach a given J * ?
.' Fur a given ernittance and energy spread, and for given constraints on the leittftlis I,,,, and !'
what is the minimum 3' that can be reached ?
13

spread of <?£• ^ 0.002 and an emittance of f i 3 10'° rad-m, to about a 3'
^ 4 mm
(this is also illustrated in II.2.8). The bend angle B is set to about one degree as was
mentionued above.
mill

II.2.7 O p t i c a l B a n d p a s s

The overall effect of the chromatic correction is to broaden the energy band-pass,
described above, over which rays are imaged to the same interaction point focal point.
From (5), the width of this band-pass scales roughly as y /3j (if only the term in K\ from
(6) is used). The bandpass is shown in Fig. 7b. Defining it quantitatively as the band
of energy deviations for which 3' < 1 . 2 5 ^ , it is ±0.5% for 3l = 16 nun and ±0.22% for
-JQ = 4 nun.
|/

II.2.S O p t i m u m J'

Much as in the case without chromatic correction described above, the luminority is
maximized by matching this enlarged band-pass, defined by 3', to the beam energy spread.
This is illustrated in Fig. 11, where the luminosity loss is computed as a function of 3"
for two different energy spreads, using the raytracing code M U R T L E . The solid lines
indicate the luminosity loss as a function of 3" for the chromatically corrected system,
and the clashed lines, reproduced from Fig. 8, show for comparison the loss which occurs
without the chromatic correction. As can be seen the wider band-pass produced by the
chromatic correction results in a smaller optimum for 3'.
17

IL2.9 General Layout

The whole system is shown in Fig. 12. It includes, in addition to the two telescopes
and to the chromatic correction, a section to match the arc dispersion function. Also the
extraction of the spent beam is built in to the upper telescope, using a kicker and septum
magnet.

14

IIL IMPERFECTIONS AND TOLERANCES

i

i*

III.l I N T R O D U C T I O N

The goat in this chapter is to describe tlie effect of errors on the beam pilase-space.
in order to define tolerances and a global strategy for adjusting the SLC or an SLC-like
system. We give this description at a Qualitative level, and we give only orders of magnitude
for the tolerances.
We first determine the evolution of the phase-space from the different kinds of errors.
and in the different cases. We then analyse the effect of the distortions induced by these
errors on the performance of the system - i.e. on the luminosity and on the backgrounds in
the experimental apparatus, and the ability to correct them. As we shall see, this analysis
enables to classify the different kinds of errors in terms of their consequences and in terms
of the type of correction they require (local or at the end) and to split up the tuning of
the machine sequentially into several pieces. This then allows to define criteria for setting
tolerances, and to outline a global commissioning strategy.
This thought-process results from our accumulated experience in learning to operate
the SLC. The actual commissioning strategy which was followed differed initially from the
prescription we give here. We briefly describe this initial strategy in the next chapter.
Ideally, such conceptual analysis would be carried through at an early enough stage
so as to be able to incorporate its most important implications into the basic design and
architecture of the optics and of the control system.

III.2 E F F E C T S F R O M I M P E R F E C T I O N S

III.2,1 Errors in the G u i d e - F i e l d a n d B e t a t r o n Oscillations

Static dipole errors along the entire system cause spurious kicks to the beam,
then as a result executes betatron oscillations in the quadrupole lattice. Such dipole
arise from misalignments of the lenses in the focusing lattice, or from Reid errors
hemliug magnets of the transport. This is illustrated in F:g. Ma. The frequency
betatron oscillation is referred to as the betatron frequency.

I I I . 2 . 2 E r r o r s in F o c u s i n g - F i e l d a n d P h a s e - S p a c e D i s t o r t i o n s

III J'J.l

Regular Focusing Field Errors and Betatron
16

Mismatch

uhirh
errors
in ihe
of (he

Static quadrupole - or focusing - errors perturb the beam phase-space ellipse as shown
in Fig. 14. Such focusing errors arise from gradient errors in the focusing lenses of the
system, or, if the lattice uses sextupole magnets, from horizontal misalignments of the
beam in these sextupoles. Because the quadrupole error will kick particles in this ellipse
proportionally to their excursion in the quadrupole, its effect is the stretching of the ellipse
shown in Fig. 14. The ellipse will then rotate in the coordinate system as it is imaged
through the rest of the system. The beam envelope, or the projection of this ellipse on the
horizontal axis, will therefore beat along the optical array. Because the ellipse is invariant
under rotation of K, the beating which is generated has twice the betatron frequency. This
is illustrated in Fig. 13b.
III.2.2.2 Skew Focusing Field Errors and Cross-Plane

Coupling

If sextupoles are used in the transport, as in the arcs and final focus sections, or if
the system does not satisfy mid-plane symmetry, such as the arcs, where the beam-line is
rolled about the axis to allow following the terrain, then another type of focusing error can
arise, which couples the horizontal and vertical planes. Such cross-plane coupling arises
from vertical misalignments of the beam in t h e sextupoles, or from the imaging of beats
in the beam envelope, generated by the regular focusing errors described above, across
the rolls. In this case, the projections of the - coupled - four-dimensional phase-space
onto the horizontal and vertical planes are in general not preserved and can result, if left
uncorrected, in larger effective emittances.

III.3 E V O L U T I O N OF P E R T U R B A T I O N S -

CORRECTIBILITY

I I I . 3 . 1 C a s e of C h r o m a t i c i t y C o r r e c t e d O p t i c a l L a t t i c e

In parts of the system where the Hrst order chromaticity of the lattice is corrected,
such as the arcs or the final locus sections, the distortions of the envelope, from both
regular and skew quadrupole errors, and the coherent oscillation of the beam generated by
dipole errors, are transmitted with the same Irequency lor all energies within the optical
hand-pass of the chromaticity-corrected optics. In this case, the effects or these errors can
he correrted further downstream in the system. This is in particular the case for the arcs.

I I I . 3 . 2 C a s e of L a t t i c e N o t C o r r e c t e d for C h r o m a t i c i t y

In parts of the system which do not have chromatically correrted optics, -such a* the
17

linear accelerator, both these errors will gradually loose their coherence, due to the finite
energy spread in the beam.
III.3. J. 1 Incoherent

Propagation

of Betatron

Oscillations

- Beam

Dispersion

The propagation of a dipole error will generate linear correlations between the energy
and the transverse coordinates, which we refer to as beam dispersion. After the phaseshift accumulated between particles with maximum positive and negative energy errors has
reached x. the effective phase-space area containing the beam will become as large as the
phase-space trajectory described by the betatron oscillation induced by a dipole error. This
occurs without violating the conservation of the six-dimensional [x. j ' . y.y', ^ , . ) phasespace volume. However this phase-space volume has become correlated, and its projection
on one of the ( r , / ) or (t/,y') planes corresponds to an enlarged area. We illustrate this
mechanism in Fig, 15a,b.
Such beam dispersion is correctable downstream, through adjustments in a purposely
designed matching section.
111.3.2.2 Incoherent

Propagation

of Betatron

Mismatch

- Chromatic

Filament at ion

Similarly, the propagation of a quaclrupole error will cause second order correlations
- or aberrations - of energy to transverse coordinates. In. this case, the cmadrnpole error
generates an anomalous cor elation between positions and angles in the transverse (r..r')
or [y,y') phase-space. This correlated ellipse then rotates in phase-space with different
speeds for different energy slices in the beam, as was described in II. 1.3. Also here, when
the accumulated phase-shift between slices with opposite and maximal energy error has
reached K. the ensemble of trajectories composing the beam will be contained in an effective
area as large as the circle in which the distorted phase-ellipse in inscribed. The actual area
occupied by the trajectories is not enlarged, but acquires a complicated smeared structure.
This effect, usually referred to as chromatic Hlameutation. is illustrated in Fig. lb.
r

In this case, the distortions cannot be corrected downstream and must be corrected
locally. This is particularly Die rase for the linear accelerator, and is important to minimize
the effective emiltance at the injection to the arcs.

III.3.3 Frequency Analysts

The effects from t lie acrum illation of these two errors will in general only be Mguiticiiut
if lhey add in phase. In tlie rase of the dipole errors, subsequent kicks of the -;imr Vijtn rind
separated by _ T phase-advance will add up and cause a betatron oscillation with increaMini
amplitude. In the <a>e of the cmadrupole errors, the beats in the beam envelope will t»r«>w
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if errors with the same sign are separated by n phase-advance. In general, since the errors
are random, their Fourier component, at the betatron frequency for the dipole errors,
and at twice the betatron frequency for the quadrupole errors, is not more significant
statistically than other components in the frequency spectrum of the errors. Also, the
specific distribution of the errors can be such that cumulative effects occur in one section
of the array and not in the others.
We will examine the case of focusing errors in more detail.
III.3.3.1 Average Growth from Random

Focusing

Errrors

In a repetitive F O D O array, and for an ensemble of error distributions, the average
fractional growth {—£) of the beam phase-space which occurs at the end, in any of its
dimensions, is related to the magnitude of the errors in the following way:
< ^ >

A
i

5

« " ^ ,

(10)

where (R is the standard deviation of the random errors, N is the number of cells in the
array, and A is a parame.'er or order unity, which characterizes the lattice. For the arc
laiiire. we find through, simulation that A ~ 2. In this case, the exponential law arises
because the differential growth of the beam size is proportional to the beam size and to
the cell number for a quadrupole error at twice the betatron frequency. T h e V.V in the
exponent arises from the fact that the one standard deviation statistical expectation value
for t]»e magnitude of any given component in the spectrum of random quadrupole errors
is f/}/v'.V.
Growth occuring through the accumulation of random errors can in some cases be
co-reded globally, by deliberate introduction of a perturbation at the resonant frequency.
This is explored in more detail in sections VI. 1 and 4 for the case of focusing errors in the
arc lattice.
When chromatic filament at ion effects are negligible, the induced distortions remain
coherent and can also be corrected downstream, in a purposely designed matching section.
Such •». matching section has been developed in the final focus (see chapter VII)
III.3.3 J Bandwidth

Limits from Discontinuities

in (he Focusing Lattice

It is not uncommon that there be a rather large component in the spectrum of random
errors at zero frequency, from systematic errors in the calibration of the magnets or in tne
knowledge of the energy (if the lattice is not chromatically corrected). For a truly repetitive
lattice, such errors are harmless and simply cause ttie betatron frequency to be shifted.
This is however no longer the case if the lattice includes discontinuities, as is the case
{or the arcs, where large rolls of up to len degrees were introduced to enable following
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the terrain (see section II.1.5). These rolls were matched in pairs, to produce long-range
cancellations of the distortions induced on the phase-space. This arrangement produced a
relatively strong artificial sensitivity to systematic errors (see also section VI.2).
The distortions of the phase-s^ ace are correctable, either globally, through systematic
adjustments of the focusing elements, or further downstream, in the same conditions as in
III.3.3.1.

III.3.4 E l e c t r o m a g n e t i c C o u p l i n g t o t h e E n v i r o n m e n t - W a k e - F i e l d E f f e c t s
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Electromagnetic coupling of the beam charge distribution to the environment can
result in correlations between transverse and longitudinal coordinates. Orbit excursions
of the beam, caused by dipole errors, induce in general asymmetries in the image-currents
on the inner walls of the vacuum chamber, or of any other structure seen by the beam.
For large enough current, these asymmetries can result in significant transverse fields or wakefields - affecting the trailing part of the bunch, and thus causing a growth of the
effective emittance.
The most sensitive part of the system is the linear accelerator, where large Wakefield
effects are generated in the R F waveguide structure, for typical SLC beams. Beam tra
jectory errors must be corrected locally and launch parameters must be stabilized at the
entrance for minimization. Such wakefield effects, pertinent to the dynamics of the linear
accelerator, are riot considered further in this Thesis.

I I I . 3 . 5 N u m b e r o f Free P a r a m e t e r s of Transverse P h a s e - S p a c e

It is important to know the number of independent phase-space distortions which can
be corrected downstream, iu order to enable designing appropriate correction schemes. We
will evalnate this number in the case of the transverse phase-spare, and include also the four
dispersion terms. We will include in our counting neither correlations to the longitudinal
coordinate from wakefields. nor second order correlations between energy and transverse
coordinates, from chromatic filamesitatioii effects, both of whirh nnist be corrected locally.
IU.3.5 I Optical Transfer

Matrix

The optical transfer is described through a four by four matrix /? (transport matrix),
relating the four input coordinates _Y,„ to the four output coordinates A" „,:
0

-V „, - R\„,
D
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(lit

Since the particle motions are governed by Hamilton's equations, this transfer matrix
is constrained to be symplectic, which means that:

R'SR=S,

where 5 =

/0

-1

0

0 \

I j

J

°

^ J,

\0

0

1

0 /

Q

(12)
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is the symplectic matrix in four dimensions. It can be s h o w n that (12) results in six
independent constraints on the matrix R, which has therefore a total of ten independent
parameters.
HI.3.5.2 Beam Phase-Space

Matrix

The phase-space is described through a symmetrical four by four variance matrix <r,
describing the correlations between the four x,x\y
and y' beam excursions, For a linear
transformation of the coordinates described by R, this matrix is mapped through similarity
transformation as follows:
<r„,=Rtr, R .
(13)
t

n

HI.3.5.3 General Ca.se of Unequal Input

Enuttances

The tr-matrix is fully specified through ten terms. However, only eight of these terms
can be perturbed through a perturbation satisfying Hamilton's equations. This comes
about because in general, Hamiltonian systems with two degrees of freedom can be shown
to possess two canonical invariants ' . Including the four linear dispersions, the phase-space
can thus in general be perturbed in twelve independent ways.
-

0

III.3.5.4 Special Case of Equal Input Emif ranees

In the case of equal input emittances. it is possible to show, .ising the symplectic
constraint of (1"2), that two additional constraints exist on the beam phase-space, restrict
ing the total number of independent distortions, including the four linear dispersions, to
leu. The proof, which we outline below, is straightforward. What is lacking, however, is a
physical understanding of the mechanism by which this symmetry between the emittances
ran generate these two new constraints.

Proof

The proof consists of showing that because the transport matrix is syroplectic, the T-matrix

transformed through this transport matrix will also be sjmplectic. if the emittnnces are equal in each plane at
the input point. This then imposes two additional conditions on the elements of the rT-matrix.. Consider an input
phase-space with the two I .r. .r > a n d ( t / . i y ) planes decoupled. The <T-matrix <7

ln

representing this phase-space

is block-diagonal. The emit! ancr in each plane is given by che square root of the determinant of each t wo by two
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block. Since ** assume that these two emittances art equal, we scale each two by two block by this common
value e for the square root of the determinants. We can thus write:

Nejti wr multiply (14) by i t from the left and by i t

from the right, and use (J2). [n the rest of rhis proof, wi>

will in addhon set £ — 1. We have:

RSR'

= R<T R'SR<r R'.
!n

(15)

u

In (151, »!• recognise CT i. given by (13). We have thus:
cu

1

RSR

= T S<r t.
out

a

(16)

oll

a

To show that the output phase-space matrix &out '* I * symplectic, we need to show that the left hand side of
(16) is equal to S

To dt> so, we start with (12) and take its inverse, go through the following manipulations,

and note that S" = —/, where / is the identity matrix. VVe have:
1

l

S-

t

t

l

=R- S- lR r ,
l

RS' R'

(17,

= S~ ,

l

(IS)

-S.

(19)

-RSR'=
s

Thus the output C-matrix <?aut * symplectic. Writing out the conditions explicitly nt a point where positions
and angles are frim-uhanvously uncorMlatw* within **cft pt&ne. as occurs for example At the collision point, after
a waist ha* been obtained there in each plane, i.e.- where (Tyj — &$!

' cr ffii{\

~r}

u

V r,

4

=

-r\ )

3

=

0 , * t ©blam:

= 1,

4

-/"IJ-

w h e r f we h a v e d e f i n e d the n o r m a l i z e d c o r r e l a t i o n s : r j
(

=: <T , / */<T <Tjj
}

tl

• T h u s t h e r e is a t o t a l of lour c o n s t r a i n t s

r e s t r i c t i n g t h e d i s t o r t i o n s of t h e p h a s e - s p a c e if t h e i n p u t rrnittatlces in e a c h of the t w o t r a n s v e r s e p l a n e s are efJUal.

In i his case, there is a total of ten independent distortions, including the four linear dtspecvtin terms.

III.3-6 Classification o f P h a s e - S p a c e P e r t u r b a t i o n s

The different cases described m this section ate summarized in Table '2. where vie
list, for each basic type ol perturbation, the consequences on the beam phase-space if a
rtirrerrioii is not applied until the very end, as a function of each location in the SLC.
downstream of the damping rings. In each rase, we then ask if the distortion is in principle
correctable at the very end.
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Distortions correctable in principle may however not be tolerable in practice because
of the requirement to minimize backgrounds in the experimental apparatus. As we shall
explain in the next section, such requirements impose much more stringent constraints on
the distortions which can be allowed to accumulate to the very end. We do not attempt
to incorporate such requirements in Table 2
For completeness, we have also included the etnitt^nce dilution effects from syn
chrotron radiation which occur in the arcs.

III.4 C O N S E Q U E N C E S O N P E R F O R M A N C E A N D S E N S I T I V I T I E S

III.4.1 Sensitivities Pertinent to the Luminosity

III.4.1.1 Phase-Space

Distortions

The luminosity which can be obtained depends strongly on the ability to correct the
distortions of the beam phase-space which we have described. The distortions which are
uncorrectable at the very end, such as the correlations of transverse to longitudinal coordi
nates and chromatic filatnentation effects, are translated into a larger effective enuttance.
and affect the beam size directly through (2) if they are not taken care of locally at their
source. For the ten distortions which, in the case of equal emittances in both planes, can
be corrected at the very end, the SLC is equiped with a special matching section just
downstream of the arcs. This matching section serves as a buffer section to absorb the
distortions. Because the beam size at the interaction point is produced by carefully bal
ancing higher order chromatic and geometric aberrations, all of these ten distortions must
be corrected to fully optimize the luminosity- Allowable distortions are of the order of
one half to one standard deviations of the optimum parameters at the collision point, for
reasonable luminosity to be maintained.
UIAA.2

Beam Jitter

Maintaining the luminosity also requires that the beams remain in collision. The
luminosity reduction for an offset corresponding to q standard deviations of t lie beam can
be calculated by perturbing the overlap integral performed to obtain (1) and (2). One
obtains, in the case of round beams:
C{q)

-- C t "*.
a

(21)

where £ is the luminosity for an offset i; - 0. From (21) can be seen that the maximum
ntfset between the two beams which can IJP tolerated is about q <. 1 standard deviations.
ti
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In the SLC\ the main source of pulse to pulse jitter in the beam position resides
in the kicker magnets used to extract the begins from the damping rings. This pulse
to pulse jitter causes variations in the beam trajectory along the whole machine, and
as mentionned in III.3.5, such variation can blow up the emittance through transverse
wake-field effects. Therefore, at high intensity, the tolerance to beam position jitter is
in fact not set by the requirement to maintain the beams in collision, but rather by the
requirement to minimize these wakefield effects. With large local energy spread (several
percent) introduced on purpose along the bunch to reduce the build-up of wake-field tails
(so-called BNS Damping), the tolerance to launch jitter is of the order of a tenth of a
standard deviation of the transverse beam distributions, at 5 1 0 particles per bunch.
10

III.4.1.3 Intensity

Dependance

More generally, the entire system enters a new regime at high intensity. Because of
the wake-field effects, tolerances for maintaining a nominal phase-space at the end of the
linear accelerator become more stringent with increasing intensity. It is therefore expected
that the effective emittance at the collision point will be a growing function of the beam
intensity, and that the gain in the luminosity from raising the current will not be as rapid
as that implied through (1).

I I I . 4 . 2 S e n s i t i v i t i e s P e r t i n e n t to B a c k g r o u n d s in t h e E x p e r i m e n t a l A p p a r a t u s
III.4.2.1

Introduction

Beyond the goal of maximizing the luminosity, the beam phase-space must also be
stabilized to minimize backgrounds in the experimental apparatus. Such backgrounds arise
when tails of the beam generated by wr.kefields in the linear accelerator strike apertures
near the interaction point, causing electromagnetic showers into the detector, or further
upstream in the final focus beam-line, where they produce muons which can reach the
detector.
Such beam tails are clipped by using collimators at the exit of the linac and in the
arcs. Ideally, such collimation would be perfect and define a full-proof beam .stay-clear,
allowing to precisely shadow the critical apertures in the final focus.
III. i.'2.2 Principle of

C'ollimation

'The basic principle of a rulliinalion system is illustrated in Fig. 17. as an exam
ple. Siiuplistically. a minimum of three collimators is used to e u c h r e a three-dimensional
( A . A ' . ^ £ J phase-space volume in i.ie horizontal plane. The two first ones are upstream
of a bending magnet, and serve mostly to define the spatial and angular dimensions. The
1
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third ove is downstream. It serves mainly to define the energy.
If the two spatial and angular dimensions of this volume are defined at reference point
(0) by A'(0) and -Y'(0), and if the desired cut on the energy is ^ £ . then the settings of the
collimators is obtained by inverting the three linear equations relating the parameters of
this volume at t h e reference point to the spatial coordinates .Y( I), -Y(2) and A'(3) of the
beam at each collimator. If fl' ', for t = 1,2 and 3, represeut the optical transfer matrices
between the reference point and the three collimators, then these three relations can be
writen:
1

X{i) = *V,'.Y(0) +

fli'.'rtO)

^ R^^f.

(22)
h

Similar equations can be writen for the vertical plane.
In order that the equations in (22) be far from degeneracy, it is important to choose the
locations of the two first collimators with about a wi'l betatron phase-advance separation,
and the third collimator where the natural dispersive size ot live beam is significantly larger
than its betatron size. Moreover, with high current small emittance beams, it is desirable
to collimate the beams at relatively high values of the J-parameter, so as to minimize the
power deposition on the collimators*.
In many cases, a more sophisticated collimation system is usually required, of which
the arrangement described above is only the first stage. There are two basic reasons for
this. The first is that the equations in (22) fully define the specified phase-space volume
only to the extent that the optics between them is independent of energy over the specified
— T £ range. To minimize such chromatic effects it is important to place the collimators
as close to each other as possible. The second perhaps more important reason is that
each collimator impinged by the beam will reradiate some fraction of the incident beam
through edge-scattering. For this reason, it is often desirable to add a fourth collimator
JT/2 phase-advance upstream of the first one in Fig. 17. With this redundant collimator.
the two following ones can also serve to clean up large angle debris, and the last one to
catch components of this debris with large energy errors.
Even with this extra collimator, the scheme we have described will not enable to
entirely suppress particles from forbidden regions beyond the specified beam-stay-clear.
and there will be a certain probability for transmitting particles into such regions. This
probability can be reduced by adding more stages to the collimation system.
III.4.2.3 Beam-Sf ay-Clear Requirements

In relation to the nominal beam size, ihe tighe=t aperture in the sy>tem are the
quadrupoles near the collision point. Although these quailrupoles only represent one be
tatron phase, it is appropriate to define a full phase-space volume corresponding lo llirjr
With

very small emittuncei

from (he rUsL'ontinuiiiis

amJ a large

i-pnrnmeler.

in i h e b e a m - p i p e xenerrited
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aperture. The reason is that t h e phase relation between the collimation and these apertures
is not well defined for typical tail particles with large energy errors, if the collimators are
far upstream in the system. For nominal emittance and with the optics in the final focus
adjusted to minimize the beam size at the collision point, this aperture, and therefore the
phase-space volume to be defined by the collimators, corresponds to about five standard
deviations of the beam phase-space distribution*.
Ul.4.2.4 Constraints

on Performance from Partial

Collimation

(1) Requirements on Beam Stability
During initial commissioning, the collimation scheme available at the SLC was insuf
ficient. Only a primary cut was being made, and, in addition, the different dimensions of
phase-space were cut non-orthogonally and sometimes a significant betatron phase-distance
apart. As a result, not only could secondaries be transmitted, but also primary particles
from corners of phase-space which are significantly correlated. Consequently, the beam
stay-clear defined by these collimators was far from full-proof and was very sensitive to the
detailed shape of the phase-space at the end of the linear accelerator. This generated an
abnormally stringent tolerance on the stability of the phase-space. Small variations would
c'tcn cause the collimator configuration to no longer be optimal and backgrounds to rise
in the experimental apparatus.
With ideal collimation, the end of the linear accelerator would provide a iireak-point
in the accumulation of errors, separating the minimization of backgrounds produced by
the errors in the sections upstream of the arcs from tuning in the arcs and final focus
to maximize or simply maintain the luminosity. The fraction of particles outside of the
beam s1 ay-clear defined by the collimators would then be small enough not to generate
backgrounds, independent of variations in the beam phase-space upstream of this break
point. Variations would of course still need to be stabilized within this (five standard
deviation} beam stay-clear, in order to maintain the luminosity. As we described in III.4.1,
such stabilization must be done roughly at the level of one half to one standard deviations.
Short of such a well defined break-point, the tolerance to changes in the beam shape
at the end of the linear accelerator is very tight. In the initial commissioning of the system,
it was of the order of a tenth of a standard deviation, which was very hard to maintain.
The collimation scheme is at present being upgraded with additional collimators. This is
expected to ixduce this sensitivity substantially.
This comes a.hout from the fact that for the optimum 3' of about O.S cm required at the interaction
/joint to optimize the luminosity, the one sMn^arci deflation ia/ue of the beam size in the lust lens*.rrAthe* A maximum of About three itiilimetecs, unci from the rait that the aperture of the±e /ast /t-fi-es i..
alxujt i u-o centimeters. Thus, since one must al/ow for off-centering from misteeri/ix of alum t one sfa7ir/aril
deviation, the useful aperture is al>out seventeen millimeters or just over hvp ^tanrJArfl ^evjariou.s of the
lirAip size
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(2) Requirement to Operate with Detuned Optics
Operationally, in order to reduce the requirement for a good full-proof five standard
deviation cut on the phase-space, the optical demagnification in the final focus is reduced
by about a factor two. This reduces the natural beam size in all the high-J quadrupoles
near the interaction point by a factor two, and lowers the probability that stray particles
which have been transmitted through the collimatiou at the end of the linear accelerator,
wander outside of the beam stay-clear specified by the aperture. This is however costly
in overall performance since the beam size at the collision point is thereby enlarged, and
thus the luminosity reduced.

(3) Requirements on Phase-Space at the Arc Exit
The sensitivity to insufficiently collimated beam-tails was in addition enhanced, ini
tially, because the apertures of the fiual focus beam-line, upstream of the correction ele
ments used as part of the optical buffer section for phase-space distortions (described in
III.4.11, are tighter than those in the arcs, by factors of five to ten, after normalising to the
nominal beam size. For this reason, otherwise correctable phase-space distortions could
cause scraping off this aperture. This in turn would generate muons which could reach
the detector. The tolerance to beam loss along the final focus beam-line was of the order
of 10' particles per crossings, or one part per thousand of a beam with t O particles per
bunch. This was a very stringent tolerance, which required that the beam phase-space be
nearly matched at the arc exit. To meet this tolerance special optical controls within the
arc lattice had to be designed, to enable controlling the beam size and shape at the end.
More recently, special magnetic shielding has in addition been installed in the final focus
tunnel, to relax tolerance to beam loss there by almost an order of magnitude.
10

III.5 T O L E R A N C E S A N D T U N I N G : T H R E E M A J O R P I E C E S

III.5.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n

It is appropriate to evaluate tolerances to errors and a global strategy for adjusting
the -y.-iem by dividing up the SLC in three major pieces, and in terms of their overall
effect on performance, described in III.4.
I he three major pieces are:

I. The part.-, of the SLC which are upstream of the damping riiiKs: the electron and
p'iMtroii Mimves, rhe injector ami first sector of the linear accelerator, and the transport
27

lines feeding the beams into the damping rings.
2. The parts of the SLC which are between the damping rings and the end of the linear
accelerator', the transport lines connecting the damping rings to the the linear accelerator,
and the linear accelerator,
3. And the parts of the SLC which are between the end of the linear accelerator and
the collision point: the arcs and final focus sections.

III.5.2 S o u r c e s and Injector

The damping rings, thanks to the radiation damping, will "standardize" virtually
anything" that is injected into them. Therefore, errors in the sections upstream of the
damping rings matter only if the distortions generated become larger than the available
aperture, in which case the transmission into the rings is derated. The detailed shape
of the beam and its etnittance are not very important as long as the beams makes it
into the rings without getting scraped off. T h e tolerances are \ 'erefore relatively loose
on the transport, as long as the phase-space generated at the sou.ce is not abnormally
Ur?e. This is true both of static and dynamic errors. In this way, except for possible
losses in beam current, errors and tuning upstream and downstream of the damping rings
are independent of each-other. The damping rings provide a breakpoint in the overall
accumulation of errors, where the beam "looses memory" of what perturbed it before.

I I I . 5 . 3 R i n g t o Linear A c c e l e r a t o r S e c t i o n a n d Linear A c c e l e r a t o r

Errors in t he ring to linear accelerator section and in the linear accelerator will cause a
combination of effective emittance growth and betatron mismatch. The effective emittance
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growth is uncorrectable and affects the luminosity that can be achieved directly. The
mismatch of the phase-space will if left uncorrected combine with the mismatch generated
in the arcs and final focus. As Jong as such errors are static, this is not a major problem
for the luminosity. The effects from, and sensitivity to such mismatch, from the point of
view of ' h e luminosity, was described in III.4.1.
The static tolerances must be specified to avoid significant emittance growth. If the
collimation system at the end of the linear accelerator is close to perfect, and defines a Cullproof beam-stay-ciear, as described in III.4.2. then these tolerances must be determined
to maintain a stable phase-space at the end of the accelerator to one half tc one standard
deviations of the nominal parameters. In this case, the tolerances in the linear accelerator
are of the order of lOO^m for the orbit errors, and of the order nf half a percent for the
focusing errors, in order to assure emittance growth below a factor l . V . The tolerance on
the focusing errors is not difficult to meet for the quadrupole strengths. It is however quite
difficult to know the energy of the gradually accelerated beam, locally, to that precision.
In addition, because this energy depends on the population of klystrons used to gen
erate the R F power which is fed to the beam, and on the correct phasing of this RF at
each station, and because both these are not entirely stabilized, the phase-space mismatch
and effective emittance growth are not necessarily stable. It is therefore most often un
reasonable to allow them to accumulate and combine with residual errors in the arcs and
final focus, because as we will see, the tuning procedures for the final focus are complex
and lack orthogonality, which means that a full reoptimization can be required even for
modest changes. In. general, this second part of the system can be considered the '"active"
part of the SIX'. Stabilization is still an ongoing effort.
In the case of the ring to linear accelerator transport line, a chromaticity corrected
optical system, the tolerances are determined by iae requirement to minimize higher order
aberrations. This is similar to the requirement", in the final focus which we describe in
chapter VII. Work on this is also ongoing.

I I I . 5 . 4 A r c s and Final F o c u s : R a n g e of O p t i c a l Buffer S e c t i o n

Because the arc latlice is achromatic, the errors are transmitted coherently tu the
end. and can therefore be corrected optically in the final focus. The final forus is equipped
with special optical matching elements In perform such corrections. Because the SLC lias
nominally equal emittanres in hot It transverse planes, this optical matching is designed
to correct the ten possible independent phase-space distortions, and uses therefore ten
variable elements. The correction range allows ro match phase-apace* distorted by as
much as tour standard deviations of the nominal parameters, and in any of its diiiieiiMoiis.
A? u f rtr^rihed
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much nu>rc >trtfuic-nt.

If the beam phase-spare is close to matched at the exit of the linear accelerator, and
if for a moment we do not consider the background problems, then the tolerances u> errors
in the arcs are in principle set by the correction range available in the final focus. We can
then estimate the tolerances through (10). by calculating the standard deviation f of the
random errors compatible with the factor four correction range. We find, since the number
of cells is N = 230, and if require a 98% confidence level: i a := 0.023.
K

This is a rather loose tolerance. Initially the system was much more sensitive, for the
two following reasons.
1. As already mentionned in III.3.3.2, the discontinuities introduced into the arc
lattice by the rolls of the achromats resulted before the modification of the roll transitions
in a severe tolerance to systematic errors, of the order of 0.005 (see section VI.2)
2. As already mentionned in III.4.2.4, the smaller normalized apertures in the final
focus beam-line required initially that the beam phase-space be negligeably mismatched
at the end of the arc. The tolerances to random errors were in this case also of the order
of E - 0.005.
fl

III.5.5 Global Tuning Strategy

The above considerations on the tolerances and on the tuning in the SLC are sum
marized in Fig. 18. Both static and dynamic random errors naturally cause an average
growth of the phase-space with the exponential of the square root of the distance. Two
breakpoints exist, where the beam is in principle reset to its nominal condition. These
breakpoint separate the tuning in the three parts of the SLC' which they define. The first
breakpoint, the damping rings, re-standardizes the beam perfectly. The second breakpoint,
consisting of the collimators at the end of t he linear accelerator, serves to separate t lining
related to maximizing the luminosity from the requirement to minimize backuromuls in
the experimental apparatus. The settings of the collimators are determined by the op
tical set-up arrived at in the arcs and final focus. This set-up results from timing both
these sections to maximize the luminosity at the interaction point. After this, the second
breakpoint - the collimators - decouples the backgrounds in the detector fioiu timing in
the upstream sections. The tolerable error level and performance of feedback corrections
and tuning are determined at each stage by the "capture-range" defined b\ each of these
hreakpo ..ts.
Much of the present challenge in optimizing the overall tuning strategy of the S i t
is the definition of the second breakpoint, by improving the collimation at the end of the
linear accelerator, and the luring of the beam in the second part of the SI.C the Him
to linear accelerator and linear accelerator sections. Once this i- done, the opiie- in the
arcs and final locus can be adjusted to optimize the luminosity independent ot background
considerat ions.
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IV. SLC TURN-ON PROGRAM

JI

IV.X I N T R O D U C T I O N

What was described above is the current status and understanding of the commission
ing of the SLC. Both result from our accumulated experience with this m a c h i n e " . The
initial program proceeded in a rather different way. as we were learning to operate this
new kind of machiiie.
Commissioning and tests of successive stages of the SLC were an ongoing enterprise
since the fall of 1981, and throughout the construction period (fall 1984 to spring 1987).
Subsequently, and for a lit tie over one year, much dedicated work was devoted to the newly
installed arcs and final focus sections, with continuing improvements in the upstream parts.
This last half-year, the full extent of the overall tuning problems of the SLC have been
recognized. Special efforts are now dedicated to optimize each system according to the
general framework described in III.5.5-

IV.2 EARLY C O M M I S S I O N I N G

PHILOSOPHY

The e;vrly commissioning philosophy for the systems downstream of the damping rings
consisted in transmitting the beam rapidly and as far as possible into each newly built and
installed systems to enable early diagnosis of major installation and const ruction errors.
After this was done, the program continued with an overall tuning and correction strategy
which treated the final focus section as an optical buffer section for the accumulated errors
in the whole machine.
The program therefore began early on trying to focus the beam to a small size at the
collision point, although with little success, because of primarily two reasons: the specific
problems with the arc lattice, which were not understood initially, and were discovered
experimentally, and the lack of understanding and stability of the phase-space at the end
of the linear accelerator, due to insufficient time spent commissioning the upstream parts
of the S I X .

IV.3 OPTIMIZING THE ARC P H A S E - A D V A N C E "

Att'-r thf mechanism which caused the arc lattice u» distort the beam pUase-spnce
had li'i-n identified, namely the sensitivity to systematic phase errors introduced by Hie
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rods, the program shifted towards minimizing the distortions, through a combination of
measurements of the phase-advance in eacli of the achromats. and partial corrections, pos
sible in the combined function magnets, by physically moving magnets and by combining
trim windings in each achromat and a global imbalance between focusing and defocusing
magnets set up in a separate circuit.

IV.4 M O D I F I C A T I O N OF R O L L - B O U N D A R I E S

A second cure which was devised consisted in modifying the roll distributions to
generate transitions with a greater tolerance to systematic phase errors. The adjustments
of the arc phase-advance had brought the system close to specification, and had minimized
the coupling to the point where it could be handled relatively well by the optical matching
sections in the final focus. It was however felt important for future operability to implement
this passive cure, which made the system significantly more error-tolerant, particularly for
equal or close to equal input emittances. After implementation of this modification, the
arcs behaved much as arcs without rolls, and although some cross-plane coupling remained
at the arc exit, the beam envelope was near its nominal size. This, and improvements made
in controlling the phase-space at the end of the linear accelerator, enabled to obtain and
to maintain small focused spots of about bfi-m at the collision point.

IV.5 N E W A N D T I G H T E R C O N S T R A I N T S FROM B A C K G R O U N D S

In the next commissioning phase, the problems of minimizing backgrounds in the
detector began to be included in the tuning strategy. The initial collimatiou strategy
concentrated the primary cnllimatiun in the final focus, where nearly every accessible
place on the beam-line is at the same betatron phase because of the large J-fuuctious, and
where only small fractions of the phase-space could be cut without generating excessive
numbers of unions reaching the detector. Because of these two problems, a nearly matched
phase-space was found to be required at the entrance to the final focus. For this reason.
two additional modifications had to be introduced. Firstly the o>Uimatioti strategy had
to be modified, and the primary rollimalion redeployed to the linear accelerator to arc
beam-line I "beam switchyard") and to the arc "reverse bend . Secondly, a new srliemr
tor doing optical corrections with the combined function arc magnets, through harmouir
perturbations, hail to be devised to enable adja-i'inst the beam »hape *i the arc exit.

IV.6 C O L L I D I N G B E A M

OPERATION
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After this, the program proceeded trying to maintain stable colliding beams at the
interaction point, with low backgrounds. This involved both small adjustments to the
optics in the arcs and final focus and extensive use of the new collimators, hi this phase,
the beams were made to collide and maintained in collision for the first time b\ detecting
beam-beam deflections, which result if the beams don't collide head-on.
The beam-beam deflection method was proposed at an early stage in the commission
ing, as a way to bring the focused micron size beams into collision at the interaction point,
using the electromagnetic fields produced by the charged electron and positron bunches.
These fields are intense enough to deflect the opposing bunch coherently, if the collision is
not head-on. The deflections can be measured with strip-line beam position monitors at
the system's high /i-points, where they are magnified.
This method is one of the three obser.able effects from the beam-beam interaction at
the S L C The two other methods are the synchrotron radiation emitted as the particles
are deflected in the electromagnetic field of the opposing bunch ("beanistrahlung"), and
the enlargement of the betatron angular spread at the interaction point from these same
fields ("'disruption'').
With its strong and relatively easy to detect signals, the beam-beam deflection method
has become the primary method for maintaining the beams in collision. It also provides a
signal strongly correlated with the luminosity, which may in the future be used to optimize
the beam sizes of the two beams at the interaction point.

IV.7 T O O M A N Y

KNOBS

With a not fully stabilized phase-space at the end of the linear accelerator, with the
presence of still some unstable pieces of hardware in the arcs and final focus, and because
of insufficient and solely primary collimation, the program often became non-convergent:
collimators were set-up one day for a given phase-space; then the beam phase-space would
change and particles would begin to get transnu'tted into forbidden parts of the required
beam stay-clear. The response would be a combination of re-adjustments of the collimators
and of the optics in the arcs and final focus, which images the collimators. This would
then require further optical adjustments to re-optimize the beam size at the interaction
point and so on. It was understood that to solve this problem, tile program had ti>
begin by ascertaining a stable optical set-up in the arcs and final focus, where corrections
would not be made con.inually to feedback on variations In the beam sizes at the collision
point or to rising backgrounds, but rather as well thought out adjustments based oil tinn'
averaged observations and measurements. It was also understood that the stability of
the linear accelerator is essential, and that a more lull-proof collimation system is nenled
to separate luminosity maximization from background minimization, as described above.
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Also, reliability issues began to receive more attention, as the time to reach a well optimized
set-up became longer, with the ever increasing requirements put on the phase-space, and
sometimes almost reached the time between hardware failures in the machine.

IV.8 P R E S E N T GOALS

The SLC is at present being restarted. A new collimation system is to be installed at
the end of the linear accelerator, Also, special magnetic shielding ha? been installed in the
final focus tunnel, to reduce the rate of muons generated by beam tails getting scrapped
off the vacuum chamber of the early parts of the final focus. This, combined with the
already existing slits, will enable beam tails to be cut more efficiently.
Furthermore, much attention is now given to controlling and stabilizing the beam
phase-space at the end of the linear accelerator. This, coupled with improvements in
handling the backgrounds, is expected to enable using the nominal rather than the detuned
optical configuration in the final focus, and thus to reach a lower ^"-parameter for the beam
at the interaction point.
10

In addition, tests are being made with larger intensities (2 and 3 1 0 particles per
bunch), to begin exploring experimentally the hich current dynamics and the possibility to
reduce wakefield effects through the introduction of a large energy spread along the bunch
in the early sectors of the Linear accelerator (so-called BNS damping).
The combination of these improvements, and of others not nientionned here, is ex
pected to enable producing a useful rate of detectable Z" particles.
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V. OVERVIEW OF OPTICAL TUNING
IN THE ARCS AND FINAL FOCUS

V.l

INTRODUCTION

The optical tuning procedures which were devised to adjust the arcs and final focus
sections of the SLC result from:
1. The basic principles of the optical design of these two sections, which were described
in chapter II, and
2. The global evaluation of the sensitivity to imperfections and of the overall tuning
consideration? described in chapter lit,
These procedure whete furthermore developed in the framework of the actual strategy
followed to commission the SLC, as sketched in chapter IV.

V.2 O P T I C A L T U N I N G I N T H E A R C S

The SLC arcs have an achromatic lattice consisting of a FODO array. To maximize
the packing factor, combined function magnets are used. All magnets except in the "'beam
switchyard" and ''reverse bend" are on the same power supply. T h e magnets are equipped
with backleg windings, on a achromat by achromat basis. These backleg windings were
originally introduced to provide a gradual adaptation of the magnet excitation to the beam
energy, which decreases by about 1 GeV because of the synchrotron radiation emitted in
the bending field. In addition, an imbalance between focusing and defocusing magnets can
be set up globally over the length of the arc, through a separate circuit.
The goal of the tuning in the arcs is primarily to render the optical transfer as close
as possible to an identity transformation. To some extent, tuning in the arcs is also used
to supplement the tuning of the final focus, as explained in III.4.2.4. in order to correct
for errors in the incoming phase-space. Three methods were devised for this purpose. The
twn first nties are specifically geared towards optimizing the lattice in the presence of the
lar^e < 11>contnities introduced by the rolls- The third one is a more general method for
adjusting lima repetitive FODO arrays.

V.2.1 P h a s e - A d j u s t m e n t s "

1

I lit- hr-t i Kit- i, ;i partial adjust ment of t lie phase-advance per achmiual in earli phine.
b\ !;..iviii^ :..IL; <•! S Imri/diitally. by readjusting the backleg windings and by .-.citing up the
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global imbalance. This had to be done since the rolls were in the original design grouped
in compensating pairs separated by one or several achromats, to adjust the phase-advance
in each plane near its design value of (JT per achromat.

V . 2 . 2 S m o o t h i n g out R o l l D i s c o n t i n u i t i e s

The second one is a modification to the roll distribution, enabling a smoother transi
tion, which was shown to reduce the sensitivity of the lattice to systematic errors substan
tially. This was a passive correction, which reduced the need for doing precise adjustments
of the phase-advance.
This modification is described in section VI.2.

V.2.3 Harmonic Corrections

The third correction is a harmonic correction. It applies more generally to F O D O
arrays, and allows to correct any kind of error generated in the arcs. It is designed in
particular to correct for coherent build-up of the phase-space distortions due to errors at
twice the betatron frequency, including both in-plane phase-space distortions and crossplane coupling. The required trim corrections were introduced in the combined function
magnets by rewiring the backleg windings in each magnet of the last seven achromats of
each arc into sets, spatially modulated at twice the betatron frequency. By driving the
upper and lower windings of each magnet separately, it is possible to generate both regular
and skew quadrupole perturbations in the magnets. In total, the lattice can be perturbed
in nine independent ways through this method. These additional adjustments allow both
to take out errors in the lattice and to correct dL.ortious of the phase-space injected into
the arcs.
This method is described in sections VI.3 and 4.

V.3 OPTICAL T U N I N G I N THE FINAL

FOCUS

The optical correct inns in t he final focus svere dfMiiiiftl to enable re iidiiistiitt> i he lat
tice, in order to absorb phase-space distortion-, in beams with equal emit timet"- in both
planes a I the injection to the section. The design of these adjustments and of t he >lratr-!>\
lor optimally applying Ilieiu started out with ati op'ical system which had already beet! op
timised for the required performance of the final f .ens and for the available space. Because
3a

of this, the design work had to take a pragmatic approach, and only slight modifications
to the lattice were possible. As a result, some of the correction modules straddle sei-eral
of the telescopes of the final focus, and are therefore strongly coupled. In "\ddition, one of
them has a practical range severely limited by perturbations to the trajectory produced
on the outgoing spent beam.
The maximum adjustments of the optics which are possible enable absorbing distor
tions of up to a factor four in any of the orientations of the phase-space. All components
of the transverse phase-space and the couplings between them must be controlled to mini
mize the beam size at the collision p o i i i . This involves ten independent distortions of the
phase-space, and thus the correction algorithm uses ten variable quadrupotes.
T h e adjustments are grouped in three sets:
1. Four corrections to minimize the spatial and angular dispersion in both planes,
using two pairs of quadrupoles to perturb the matching of the dispersion in the first
section of the final focus. The pairs are separated by j and consist of regular and skew
quadrupole for control in each plane.
2. Three corrections to the betatron angular spread at the interaction point, by
cotitrolling the magnitude of < r'" > and of < y' > , and by minimizing the < f V >
correlation. This is done using the two last erect quadrupoles and a skew quadrupole in
the upper telescope, where the demagnification of the final focus is initiated.
•i. Three adjustments to position the waists in b o t h planes at the interaction point, by
minimizing the correlations between the positions x,y and the angles x',y' in both planes.
This is done using trim windings on the next to last two quadrupoles of the final telescope,
and with a skew quadrupole just upstream.
The ten variable quadrupoles used for these corrections are shown in Fig. 12. Because
each correction is coupled to the ones downstream, they must be applied sequentially. A
flow diagram illustrating this sequential application is shown in Fig. 19.
The seven first adjustments are strongly coupled and depend non-linearly on phasespace parameters. The final three waist corrections can be orthogonalized independent of
the input phase-space. A ten-dimensional non-linear fitting program has been developed
to match the lattice in the final focus to the input beam. Local orthogonal "knobs"' are aiso
defined for Hue-tweaking around the initial solution, although this is not always practical
because of steering from the lenses.
Thf nptiral t miing of ihe final turns is the subject of chapter VII.
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Figure 6. Longitudinal displacement of the focal point with the energy.
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Figure. 13 Betatron oscillation (a) and oscillation of the square of the beam envelope
(b) in the focusing lattice. The oscillation of the square of the envelope is at twice the
betatron frequency.

Figure. 14 Distortion

and rotation of beam phase-space from a focusing error.
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Figure. 15 Incoherent imaging of a betatron oscillation of a beam with finite energy
spread (a). This results in an abnormal correlation between the transverse coordinates and
the energy of the particles in the beam. The projection of the phase-space (x, x', -g-, z) on
the plane (x x') is thereby enlarged.
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Figure. 16 Incoherent imaging of a phase-space distortion. In (a), we show the
nominal phase-space, and in (b) the distortion of this phase-space from a focusing error.
The incoherent imaging of this distortion generates a second order correlation between
the transverse coordinates and the energy of the particles. When this correlation becomes
large, the projection of the phase-space on the plane (x, x') will correspond to the larger
cercle in which the ellipse is inscribed.

(3)

(01

(1)

12)

Figure. 17 Basic principle of collimation.
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Figure. 18 Illustration of the separation in three major pieces of the tuning in the
SLC. There are two breakpoints in the accumulation of the errors, from the radiation
damping in the rings, and, in a more imperfect way, from the collimators at the end of the
linear accelerator.
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of the ten optical adjustments
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Design

Achieved

Unit

f
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£N
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7.10
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7.10
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P*
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3
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a*
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4

|im

&

2.3 1030

0.8 1(£

5.4 IO-

5

5.10

5

m.rad.

9
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Table 1
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cm-^sec
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inSLC

Synchrotron
Radiation

Consequence on
Phase-space

Arcs

Downstream Correc tability (Excluding
Background Constraint)

Incoherent Dilution
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<X
^ >
i' E
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<Xj,Z>

NO

<x $£>
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<

R.T.L.

X

Betratron

Oscillations
<

from

X

Linac

i' E

< X., Z >

NO

<x.,xj>*
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< Xi, Xj >
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<x,f>

YES

Errors
Arcs
in
Guide-Field

Final Focus
i

E

< x , xj >
t

Phase-Space

YES

R.T.L.

<x ,f>
iXj

NO

Distortions

<x
from

i l X j

>

YES

Linac

<x.,x. ^ >
i

Errors
Arcs

NO

J E

<x ,x >

YES

<x ,x >

YES

<x,f>

YES

j

j

in
Focusing

i

j

Final Focus
Fields

i

E

* The arc transfer is sensitive to steering for large steering errors.
Table 2
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VI. REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS ON OPTICAL
CORRECTIONS IN THE ARCS

5*

V I . 1 " B e t a t r o n P h a s e - S p a c e D i a g n o s t i c in a F O D O A r r a y "

This collider note describes one of the experimental methods used to determine the
beam phase-space injected into the arcs. T h e method consists of:
1. Varying the phase-advance per cell in the optical lattice of the linear accelerator, in
order to cause the beats in the /3-parameter which result from the accumulation of focusing
errors upstream of the arcs t o move longitudinally, and of,
2. Measuring t h e beam-size on a fixed phosphor profile monitor screen.
This method is being successfully applied to monitor the phase-space at the end of
the linear accelerator.
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BETATRON PHASE-SPACE DIAGNOSTICS
IN A FODO ARRAY*

I. INTRODUCTION
1

As has been shown , betatron mismatch is conveniently diagnosed in long
repetitive FODO arrays by systematically varying the cell phase-shift n and by
measuring beam size at the end. For small variations, lattice parameters a and
0 change negligibly. This can be seen calculating for example 0 as a function of
H in a thin lens FODO array. One gets:
2

.

_

T

1 ± sin(tt/2)

where 0± are the minimum and maximum values, occurring at the D and F lens
respectively, and L is the cell length. The beam-size remains therefore nearly
constant if the phase-space is matched to the lattice. If it is not matched, beam
parameters beat at twice the betatron frequency along the array, and the size
at the end will vary as the beats are moved back and forth. A total phase-shift
of 7T is needed to go through a full cycle of variation. In the Linac, where the
total phase-advance is 60TT, a ±2.5% systematic variation of F and D lenses is
sufficient.
In this note, we show by parametrizing the mismatch in normalized coor
dinates, that the beam phase-space is readily determined from the measured
size-variations. The parametrization given is general and applies to any transfer
channel. The insensitivity of lattice parameters to systematic phase-shift applies
however only in a FODO array. In addition, the calculation assumes uncoupled
motion. The proposed method is therefore not applicable in the Arcs or Final
Focus Sections. It is relevant however at the end of the Linac, where it enables
rapid diagnostic, in both planes simultaneously, and without extensive set-up, of
the beam injected into the passive part of the Collider.
•Work iupported by Dep»rtment of Energy Contract DE-AC03- 76SF00515.
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Phase-space parameters can also be determined without varying any focussing
element, through measurements at at least three different betatron phases. The
four Sector-30 off-axis screens may be used for this, allowing monitoring without
intercepting the beam during running. Practical formulas can be derived. An
approximate expression is givtn for the emittance as an example.
3

4

As noted , the spacing in betatron phase of the four screens is not regular.
Also, two out of four screens are at <? n* whereas the two others aTe at J3 j .
This gives about a factor two assymetry in their sensitivities, which the error
analysis of this method must take into account. This, and a comparison with the
traditional methods is not included here.
m

m

n

5

6 6

II. NORMALIZED COORDINATES '

The transverse motion of a particle in a focussing array is governed by Hill's
equation:
~

+ k,(s)z = 0

(2)

where z and s - ct are the transverse and longitudinal coordinates respectively,
and k [s) represents the strength of the time-varying restoring force from the
focussing array.
z

Introducing the normalized variables 2 = -y= and d$ = 4^, where 0 satisfies:

transforms the governing equation (2) into that of a pure harmonic oscillator:
d?z

Thus the solution of (2) is:
2 - a\/0cos(</> -I 6),
where a and b are integration constants.
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(5)

It is easily verified that:
2

2

7Z + 2azz' + pz' = a?,

a n (

a

ne

a

(6a)

u a n t

t

m

6a

i s

where ^' = 37, T = "*p"' *
~ ^"' ^" .
' y
( )
Courant-Snyder invariant . It can also be written in matrix form:

called the

6

2

Q

( t . i ' j r ' f M = a ,where T = ( _

J and det(T) = 1.

(66)

(6) defines the closed phase-space trajectory - an ellipse - of a particle with
initial condition a. It also defines the envelope of the phase-space matched to the
lattice. The Twis3 parameters a, 0 and 7 are here properties of the lattice. The
area na of the ellipse is identified as it times the emittance c. In the matched
condition, the beam-matrix a = eT.
2

7

III. PARAMETRIZATION OF MISMATCH
In the normalized coordinates z = -jm and ? = jf = yf&{z' — §zz), the
matched phase-space is a tirelt of radius t. This can be verified by direct sub
stitution in (6a). A mismatch amounts to distorting this circle into an ellipse.
We characterize the mismatch by the ratio M of the radius of the larger circle
in which the ellipse is inscribed to that of the initial circle corresponding to the
matched case, and by the angle 4>o between its major axis and the abscissa (see
Fig. 1): M and <po can be thought of as the » jplitude and phase of the mismatch.
The equation of the distorted ellipse is calculated in terms of M and 4>o, first
in the coordinates rotated by 4>c in which it is erect, and then transforming back
into the unrotated coordinates. This gives:

(7)
The corresponding beam-matrix, written in the normalized 3ystem, is:

2

° ~ ' { -cos<j> sin4>o(M - jj,)
0
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2

M cosHo + * £ * *

) '

Transforming back into real coordinates gives:
on = /35m
(Tij = £12 - ae>n,

(9)

2

Oil = p(52j + ot 5n -

2CWIJ).

In the matched condition, characterized by M = 1, (9) reduces to (6b) as ex
pected.
IV. PHASE-SPACE DETERMINATION
From (8) and (9), the beam-size measured at an arbitrary point at the end
of the array as a function of the total induced phase-shift <f> is:
3

a

«*(*) * ^ ( ( M + ~ ) + (M - ~)cos2{4>

- *o}).

(10)

The period of this function is n as expected. The mismatch parameters M, 4>o
and the emittance € ore easily computed:

In (11), ^o is the difference in phase between o($) =
c{0).

<TM**

and the starting point

The full beam-matrix can then be reconstructed from (9), using the lattice
parameters a and 0 at the measurement point. Equations (10) and (11) are
approximate because Twiss parameters a and 0 change slightly with the induced
phase-shift from (l). The contribution to the error from this is however amall aj
it is bounded by their variation over the 2.5 % phase changes which are applied.
We can also use (10) to determine the phase-space from measurements on
the four off-axis screens , without varying any focusing element. Approximate
expressions are easily written if the slight mismatch present in the design lattice
3

4

is neglected* . Using A^u st Ata« ^ 22.5°, and Atfw =* 67.5°, where i = 1,4
t The design Linn lattice ii not fully periodic. It includes deviations in quadrupole strengths
required to match across vector boundaries These local deviation* can be as large as 20
%, However because the systematic strength variations induced in this method are about
2.5 %, effect* from these irregularities are small. This has been checked using the on-line
model.
1
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refer to the four screens, the horizontal electron emittance is:
,
,A\+ A-t + Aa+A
r = (
~

A

A

,Ai-A3.2
} ~\
^
'
2

, y/2{Az - 4 ) - {Ai - ^3)
*
2
' ' ^ '
4

2

where At = ^f-, in which ft, = 0
=* 20m. and #,, = j 8 , =* 50m.. The
same expression applies for the vertical plane by exchanging 0 i for 0 az, and
for the positron emittance, by exchanging horizontal for vertical electron results.
3

min

4

ma

m n

m

Similar expressions can be obtained in the same way for mismatch parameters
M and 4>oACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Fig. 1: Matched (inner circle) and mismatched (ellipse) phase-space in normal
ized coordinates.
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V X 2 "Roll-fix - A n Adiabatic Roll Transition for t h e SLC A r c s "

This conference article describes the modification of the roll transitions which were
used to provide the vertical deflections necessary to follow the terrain of the SLC site. The
boundary was modified into a smoother transition, which almost perfectly suppressed the
coupling of horizontal lattice dispersion into the vertical plane, and substantially reduced
the sensitivity of the betatron lattice to systematic focusing errors. This modification was
proposed and implemented to help control the magnification and build-up of errors from
the arc lattice, by making the system more error-tolerant. The pappr summarizes the
evaluation and performance of this scheme.
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ABSTRACT
The SLC Arcs were rolled at achromat boundaries to follow
(he terrain of the SLAC site. This makes the linear optics
sensitive to systematic gradient errors, from which severe crossplane coupling effects may arise. As a partial correction, a
smoother roll transition was introduced which relieves much of
this sensitivity. We present an evaluation of this scheme and
report on the observed improvements.

However, these long-range cancellations resuited in a limited
bandwidth for the optical transfer, which had relatively stringent
tolerances to systematic focusing errors. This fact was realized
in several stages, before and during the initial beam tests. At
first, a stringent tolerance to systematic horizontal displacement
errors, which in the combined function magnets generate
systematic focusing errors, was noticed through computer
simulations. For example, see Ref. 3.

INTRODUCTION

During the first beam tests, it was observed that the transfer
of betatron oscillations and of the dispersion function across
rolled achromat boundaries could be associated with a large
magnification.
A detailed calculation of the magnification
associated with this transfer can be found in Ref. 4. In the initial
commissioning, this magnification was observed to be as large
as a factoi of three over the whole length of the Arc because
the systematic errors exceeded tbe specified design tolerances of
0.002

The two Arcs of tbe Stanford Linear Collider (SLCJ are
designed to bend the electrons and positrons around and into
collision, without significant emittance dilution.' To minimize
emittance growth from synchrotron radiation in the bend field,
the focusing must be strong and compact and, therefore, use
combined function magnets. To assure achromatic imaging,
the magnets must also include sextupole components, and be
grouped into sets (aehromats) appropriately symmetrized for tbe
suppression of optical aberrations. In addition, for economical
reasons, the two Arcs were designed to follow the terrain of the
SLAC site (see Fig. 1), and thus include vertical deflections.
For maximum compactness, these deflections were produced by
rolling the magnets around tbeir axis by up to 10° at achiomat
boundaries (see Fig. 2). To provide as overall cancellation of
the induced cross-plane coupling, the rolls were grouped in pairs
separated by one or several achromats, corresponding in the
idea] system to an identity transfer matrix witb 6 n» phaseadvance.
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Although, for the case of equal input emittances (correspond
ing to the SLC design specification), such growth is in princi
ple recoverable downstream, in the Final Focus, where a set of
skew corrections are installed, its magnitude required initial
correction within the Arcs. Also, as was later found, the pro
jected transverse r uttance must in fact be close to the nominal
design value at the exit to the Arcs, in order to minimise de
tector backgrounds induced by beam-tails striking the smaller
(normalized) aperture in the Final Focus region? Two basic
cures were therefore devised. The first consisted of adjusting the
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North Arc

This can be seen from calculating the projected erruttances
i , and c, onto each plane of a four dimensional phase-space
transferee! through a fully coupled system, and by using the
six symplectic conditions imposed by Hamiltoaian Mechanics.*
With the simplifying assumption of upright phase-ellipses and
of beams initially uncoupled in both planes, one can show that
the following inequality holds:
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In most cases, the inequality sign in Eq. (2) can be replaced
by an equality. This has been observed in several computer
simulations. An analytical attempt to show this is ''Escribed in
the Appendix.

25
««,

From Eq. (2), we see that the most severe coupling effects
arise if: detC < 0, or if: detC > 1. In this case, the phasespace projections will grow in both planes, irrespective of the
initial emittance values. On the other hand, coupling effects
with 0 < del C < 1 are severe only if the initial emittance
values are very asaymctric (and if it is desirable to preserve such
an auymetry). In this case, the coupling will tend to equalize
the two emittance projections. In the SLC, where the initial
emit tan CM are close to equal, coupling effects with 0 < del C < 1
are benign.

Fig. S. Roll angle about team axis versus achromat number for
North and South Arcs.
focusing gradients, based on measurements of the phase-advance
in each achrotnat,' to their nominal values. Such adjustments
helped bring the growth in the betatron transfer down to within
a factor of about two, but farther reductions by this procedure
were limited by measurement errors and by the lack of fully
separate controls in each plane and in each achromat.'
A second cure consisted of splitting each roll over several
magnets on each side of the boundaries, to yield smoother
transitions having a greater tolerance to phase-advance errors,
and to nearly suppress the coupling of horizontal lattice
dispersion into the vertical plane. The adjustments of the
phase-advance had brought the system dote to specification,
and bad minimized the coupling to the point where it could be
handled relatively well in the Final Focus. It was however felt
important for future operability to implement this passive rollfii
cure, which makes the system significantly more error-tolerant,
particularly for equal or dote to equal initial emittancea in both
planes, ax was noted above.

D E S C R I P T I O N OF O R I G I N A L A N D
T A P E R E D ROLL T R A N S I T I O N S
1 1

Figures 3(«) and (b) show the principle of the original and
tapered roll transition pairs. The first transition has a total
angle 6. It is matched by a second transition, with a total
angle —$, located an integer number of achrornats downstream.
In this way, all cross-plane coupling effects cancel after the
second transition, if the achromats in between are perfect, and
correspond to an identity transfer matrix.

In additioc the nearly suppressed vertical dispersion is
expected to reduce synchrotron radiation induced emittance
growth in the vertical plane. The scheme could be installed
without major disruption to the beam-line, and resulted in
some observed improvements. The reference trajectory could be
kept unperturbed through small vertical displacements of the
magnets involved.

-mmre

The practical consequences of cross-plane coupling are dif
ferent in a beam-line than in a circular machine. In a cir
cular machine, the motion is stable only for tunes such that
sum-resonances (corresponding to pv + ay, = n), have negli
gible effects. Residual coupling arises in this case exclusively
from difference-resonances (corresponding to pv, — qv, — n),
which can be shown to result in stable beating between the
two projected transverse emittances.* In a beam-line, distor
tions from cross-plane coupling can correspond both to growing
and decaying solutions.' " The two projected emittances can
in this case both grow. It hat been shown that the severity
of such growth can be characterized by the determinant of the
off-diagonal two-by-two submatrix C of the general four-by-four
transfer matrix:"
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In the original transition (see Fig. 3(a)], the full roll •
concentrated at the achromat boundary.
In the taperetransition (tee Fig. 3(b)], the rolls are distributed across thi-r
cells around the boundary. As we will show, this taperin
suppresses the most damaging component of the cross-plan
coupling induced in the betatron transfer. Within each cell
the rolls are split equally across the defocussing magnet. Thi
was found to nearly cancel the coupling of horizontal lattic
dispersion into the vertical plane, and is due to the fact lha
the vertical phase-advance across a defocusing magnet is onl;
about 22*, and because the angular horizontal lattice dispersion
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Fig*. S(a) and (b). Principle of original (a) and tapered (b) rol
frsiutit'on pairs. In the original set-up (a), pain of rolls wer
eoncenlniiea' at ackromat boundaries separattd by 6 nx betatro.
phase-advance. In the tapered solution (b), each roll was spti
about five magnett to yield a smoother transition. The optimui.
value for the ratio r of the total roll of the first cell to the totl
roll of the transition is near r = 0.28.
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APPROXIMATE CHARACTERIZATION OF
CROSS-PLANE COUPLING
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In this paper, aft»r introducing an approximate measure for
the cross-plane coupling in the betatron transfer, we evaluate
the sensitivity to errors in the initial and modified designs, and
characterize the predicted improvements. We then report on
observed improvements.
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has opposite sign at the entrance to focusing and to defocusiog
magnets. We define by r the ratio of the roll of the first cell to the
total roll of the transition, [D the original proposal, r = 0.38 was
used, by analogy with the coefficient* for • matched trajectory
bump. It * « later found that r = 0.28 give* a slightly better
results."
TOLERANCES WITH ORIGINAL A N D
T A P E R E D ROLL T R A N S I T I O N S
Following tbe above description of cross-plane coupling
effects, we use the magnitude and tbe sign of detC to
characterize the severity of tbe cross-plane coupling effects which
arise from errors in the Arc lattice.
^(ou.inu,,)

The original design was especially sensitive to the total
deviations A#i«., from the nominal phase-advance between
transition pairs. For two original roll transitions, each of angle
4, and separated by a regular FODO lattice with an integer
number of betatron periods [as in Fig. 3(a)], it can be shown
that after the second transition:
J

det C = sin (20)rsin
sin (
3

„

2

J -a

Fig. 5. det C as a function of systematic phase-advance errors
t>f etfuaf aign (dashed line) end of opposite sign (solid line),
between two tapered roll transitions.

sin Aji, sin A/i,

(3)
where o is the usual Twist parameter at the transition (in the
Arc, a = 2 65r
For phase-advance errors with the same sign in each plane,
det C <: 0, while for phase-advance errors with opposite sign,
det C > 0. The magnitudes of det C, computed with a
simulation to confirm Eq, (5), are shown in Fig. 4 as a function
of (l/2)(A/ii ± A p ) , for a typical transition with 8 = 10°. As
expected, the maximum value for |det C|, which is close to one,
is reached for ( ] / 2 ) ( A ^ , ± A/i.) = ±90°. The same quantity is
shown in Fig. 5 for the tapered transition. As Lao be seen, the
onset of a negative det C is nearly suppressed by the tapered
transition, and the onset of a positive det C is reduced by a
factor of two.
13
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Fig. 6. detC as a function of systematic phase-advance errors
of equal sign (dashed line) and of opposite sign (solid line) in
the entire North Arc with original roll transitions.
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Fig. 7. detC as a function of systematic phase-advance errors
of equal sign (dashed line) and of oppositt sign (solid line) in
Me entire North Arc with tapered roll transitions.

Fig, 4- detC as a function of systematic phase-adtanct errors
of equal sign {dashed line) and of opposite sign (solid line),
between two original roll transitions.

In the modified North Arc, and in the case of equal ernittances
in both planes (for which cross-plane coupling with 0 <
det C < 1 is benign), this particular tolerance is very broad and
one expects the sensitivity to errors to be comparable to that of
a flat Arc. For unequal x and y emittances, the improvements
are, however, not expected to be as great (see Fig. 1 — dashed
line).

The actual roll distributions in the two Arcs are mote
complicated (see Fig. 2), but are superpositions of the basic
ones shown in Fig. 3. We therefore expect the same overall
features as for the simple examples examined above. To verify
this, we show in Figs. 6 and 7, tbe same quantities as in Figs. 4
and 5, under the same conditions — but for the whole North
Arc, as s function of the fractional phase-advance deviations
( 1 / 2 ) ( ( A , J , / M ± {Au /u,)\.
As can be seen in Fig, 6 (solid
line), the tolerance to systematic phase-advance errors, for
negligible coupling to occ-jr. was about ±0.006 in the original
North Arc.

In practice, tbe system can be perturbed by both random
and systematic errors. Also, the tolerance to errors depends
on the requirement put on the phase-space at the Arc exit.
As was mentioned in the introduction, the cross-plane coupling
distortions of tbe phase-space are correctable in the Final

t
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Focus, but Urge distortions of the beam envelope — from any
kind of error — can result in unacceptable background in ihe
experiment, and must therefore be avoided. This leads us to
define a tolerance in terms of the maximum deviation from
the nominal size reached by the beam envelope at the end of
the Arcs, as generated through the mixing of the distortions
from both random and systematic errors. Extensive computer
simulations *' were performed to evaluate the sensitivity of
the Arcs, with both random and systematic errors. It was found
that in the case of equal emittances. the Arcs with modified roll
transitions are about as sensitive to errors as a fiat Arc without
rolls- We illustrate this point with the result from one of these
simulations in Figs. 8(a)-[c), where the geometric mean of the
maximum growth of the horizontal and vertical monochromatic
beam sizes at the end of the Arcs is calculated, for the original
North Arc. for the tapered North Arc, and for a hypothetical flat
Arc. The errors are the same in each case and correspond to
systematic err*~sof 0 01 and to a sample of randomly distributed
errors with a standard deviation of 0.005, in both the focusing
and the defocusing magnets. As can be seen, the distortions are
almost the same for the tapered Arc [case (b)] and for the flat
Arc [case (c)j. Similar results were obtained for the South Arc.
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Figs. 8(a} (b) and (c). Maximum growth of the geometric
mean of the monochromatic beam sizes in the vertical and
horizontal planes at the end of the North Arc perturbed by
systematic errors with the same sign in each plane, 9/0-01, and
random errors, uilh a standard deviation of 0.005. The tame
sample of errors art used for comparing the North Arcs with the
ong\nol roll transitions (a), with the tapered roll transitions (b),
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Figs. 10(a) and (b). Horizontal and vertical dispersion mea
sured in the North Arc, before (a) and after (b) the installation
of Ihe tapered roll transitions. The vertical dispersion was es
sentially suppressed by the modification.

O P T I M I Z A T I O N OF T A P E R E D ROLL
TRANSITION

PERFORMANCE A N D CONCLUDING REMARKS

A perfect match of the betatron transfer can be achieved
by including at least five cells in the transition, but is not
practical because the sign of the rolls must alternate in this case
(presumably because the phase-advance across more than two
cells becomes larger than x), and because the solution depends
in this cose very nonlineariy on the total roll of the transition.

The performance of the modification was particularly clear
for the suppression of vertical lattice dispersion. This con be
seen from the measurements in the Noeth Arc, before and after
the modification of the roll transitions [see Figs. 10(a) and (b)|.
The minimization of the coupling in the betatron transfer
which was achieved during the recommissioniag of the Arcs after
the installation of the modification cannot be attributed solely to
this design change. It was also the result of the previous phaseadvance adjustments,' of several other empirical adjustments
and reateering performed at turn-on.

The distribution of rolls indicated in Fig. 3(b), however, can
be improved An example of sucb an optimization is shown
in Fig 9. where the maximum positive and negative values
of del C. occuring when the phase-advances between the pairs
of roll transitions shown in Fig. 3 are perturbed to satisfy
(l/2)|.l*i, ± A*i,) = ±90°. is computed as a function of r. The
dependence is fairly flat The optimum value of r = 0 28 results
in slighl improvements m the overall performance.

The modification did in addition improve the overall per
formance of the Arc, by reducing, as expected, the need for
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feeding back on the optics to caned variationi from steering or
other changes. However, later, expectation! on the quality of
the phase-space at the exit to the Arcs were also enhanced, in
particular from the requirement to minimise beam tail induced
backgrounds in the detector.* Because of this it became neces
sary to implement further and more precise corrections.
11

More recently, it has been possible to determine the transfer
matrix along the Arc beam-line, by fitting betatron oscillations
launched at several input phases," Such calculations have shown
that presently del C ~ 0.2 at the exit to the North Arc, leading
to small coupling effects in the case of equal emittances.
APPENDIX
It ii possible to calculate the projected emittances exactly
with the simplifying assumption of upright phase-ellipses and
of beams initially uncoupled in both planes, by folding the
contributions to each emittance projection from the two planes.
Because the phase-ellipses are not in general upright, the derived
expression is an upper bound of the cases with phase-ellipses of
arbitrary orientation. One obtains:
<.., = [ t . , ( 0 ) | l - d e t C | + € „ ( 0 ) | d e t C | ] v ^ + 7

Last, but not least, we would like to thank the Mechanical
Engineering and SLC Alignment Groups for the very rigorous
and efficient installation and alignment work related to the
initial set-up of the Arcs and to this tapered "rallfix."
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describes the mixing which results from folding the phase-ellipses
if they are not similar. Such dissimilarity arises from upright
quadrupole perturbations to the lattice, both through random
and, in the presence of rolls, systematic errors. The parameters
\
describe the ui^gnitude of the mitmatfh which result in each
plane. These parameters are defined in normalized phase-space
as the ratio of tbe radius of the circle in which a distorted phaseellipse is inscribed to that of the smaller circle which corresponds
to the matched case. If there are no upright quadrupole errors
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then tbe mixing term T = 0. For mismatches with A,, %, 2,
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V I . 3 "Specification of H a r m o n i c Corrections (Wirefix) for t h e SLC Arcs"

This collider note describes the theory and the design and implementation of harmonic
corrections in the arcs. Normally a method which applies to circular accelerators, harmonic
corrections can under certain conditions be used efficiently for doing optical corrections in
long open FODO arrays. Such corrections were introduced in the last third of the arcs
to supplement the optical corrections in the final focus. They are necessary to enable
adjusting the beam at the entrance to the final focus, where a nearly matched phase-space
is required to minimize backgrounds in the experimental apparatus.
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I. I N T R O D U C T I O N

In the original SLC commissioning plans, it was thought that accumulated
optical mismatch, generated by focusing errors in the whole machine, would be
corrected at the very end, in the Final Focus. Dedicated correctors for optical
matching and a special adjustment strategy were planned for this purpose, with
a large tuning range of up to about a factor four in any dimension of the beam
phase-space .
For several reasons, this does not appear to be feasible. One major constraint
limiting the magnitude of mismatches which, can be absorbed in the Final Focus is
the background generated in the detector, from electromagnetic debris and from
muons produced when beam-tails strike apertures there. The apertures in the Final
Focus, normalized to the nominal beam size, are in effect significantly smaller than
in the Arcs, both upstream and downstream of the dedicated optical correctors.
Because of this, otherwise correctable optical distortions can result in enhanced
backgrounds, as imperfectly collimated beam tails get magnified by the optical
distortions, and can get scraped off.
With the present collimation and shielding arrangements, it is necessary to
control the beam upstream of the Final Focus in order to inject a nearly matched
phase-space there. Following work by Stiening in the Linac , and by Fieguth in
the Arcs , we have developed and installed a new system of harmonic focusing
collections at the end of the SLC Arcs, to provide such control.
2

3

* The protection collimator PC18, for example, haa a radius of 4 millimeters. After normal
izing by the nominal beam size, it is smaller than the Arc 6 millimeter vacuum chamber by
a. Factor 6.7.

** Work s u p p o r t e d by t h e D e p a r t m e n t of Energy C o n t r a c t DE-AC0376SF005L5.
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The scheme consists of introducing smr '* regular and skew focusing deviations
at specific harmonics of the betatron frequency which the phase-space is specially
sensitive to. The harmonics in question are the zeroeth harmonic and the second
harmonic of the betatron frequency . The focusing deviations are introduced in
the Arc lattice by perturbing the strengths of the combined function magnets with
a set of appropriately rewired trim windings at their backleg . The corrections
provide an efficient way for adjusting both for errors in the Arc lattice and for
mismatch at the injection to the Arc, generated by the upstream systems.
In this note, we describe the specification of this correction procedure as well
as the present installation. Initial operational experience with this new method foi
adjusting beam-lines is presented elsewhere*.
We begin with a description of the theoretical work which guided the specifica
tion. We then define the harmonics in the case of the Arc lattice, and describe the
wiring modification and the strength of the regular and skew quadrupole compo
nents which can be generated, as calculated with POISSON . We also describe the
intra-magnet wiring arrangement through which the spatial strength modulations
are produced.
5

Finally we present the predicted effects from the present installation, and out
line possible improvements.

» In a circular accelerator, these harmonics correspond to the half-integer resonance in each
plane, and to the sum and difference coupling resonances.
t The backleg windings were introduced in the Arc magnets originally to provide a step-wise
adaptation of the strength of the lattice to the energy of the beam, which loses about 1 Gev
through the emission of synchrotron radiation in the guide-field.
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II. THEORY OF HARMONIC CORRECTIONS
II. 1 Concept of Harmonic Correction in a B e a m - L i n e

2,3

In a beam-line where the focusing lattice consists of a periodic FODO array, the
optical mismatch which occurs from focusing errors is conveniently described by
an ellipse which rotates in phase-space with the betatron phase-advance . Because
ellipses are invariant under rotation of it, the beats in the beam envelope occur at
twice the betatron frequency. Therefore, focusing errors which are separated by JT,
and more generally, which occur at twice the betatron frequency, will build up and
enhance the optical mismatch.
6

Thus it is natural to consider adjusting the lattice and the phase-space in
a FODO array by introducing controllable focusing perturbations at twice the
betatron frequency. In general, the focusing errors in the lattice are random.
Such focusing perturbations will thus add to or subtract from the strength of the
Fourier component of the random errors which is at twice the betatron frequency,
Controlling the strength of this harmonic thus enables to t'ther make an overall
correction of the lattice, or to purposely distort the lattice to minimize optical
mismatch in the injected beam. This notion can be applied both to regular focusing
errors and to skew focusing errors.
Because the perturbations from the errors are random and contain in general a
systematic component, the accumulating optical mismatch will not remain indefi
nitely in phase with the focusing perturbations which are introduced. The longer
the array, the larger the phase-shift between the two will be, anj the weaker the
effects from the controls become as the system becomes more narrow-band. Be
cause of this, Iiarmonic corrections cannot be performed over a region that is too
long, without losing much of their efficiency.
A second reason why harmonic corrections car. in general not be applied over a
region that is too long arises if the momentum dependance of the focusing, referred
to as the chromaticity of the lattice, is not or is imperfectly corrected. In this case,
the finite momentum spread in the beam will cause the optical mismatch from the
focv-ing deviations to filament into a larger effective phase-space. The efficiency
of a harmonic correction can in this case be reduced. Because the SLC Arcs are
designed to be achromatic, such effects arise only to the extent the chromaticitycorrection, because of the errors, is imperfect. For the range of errors which we
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consider*, this is a small effect which we will not consider here.
II.2 Scope of Theory

The scope of this theoretical description is not thaf of full generality or rigor.
The goal is rather to show the basic features of betatron oscillations and of trans
verse phase-space, as they are imaged through a FODO array which has been
perturbed by a periodical focusing deviation. We will calculate the effects for each
perturbation separately, in an idealized system with no errors, and ignore mixing
effects which arise when several perturbations are applied simultaneously. Such
mixing effects can change the magnitude of the effects, but do not change the
basic features of the solutions which we will derive.
The only case of mixing which we will treat is that of a systematic focusing
deviation, from the random errors or applied as an independent perturbation,
combined with a periodic focusing perturbation at twice the betatron frequency.
Rather than calculating the explicit solution for this case, we will indicate the
magnitude of the reduction factor which results.
A practical case of periodic focusing deviation applied to a lattice with random
errors will be explored through simulation in section VI.
In order to calculate the effects to be expected from harmonic focusing pertur
bations in a repetitive lattice, it is convenient to introduce and work with normal
ized variables.
II. 3 Normalized Variables

7

The transverse motion of a particle in a focusing array is governed by Hill's
equation:
i + Kz=0

(1)

where z = x, y and s = ci are the transverse and longitudinal coordinates respec
tively, and where K represents the strength of the varying restoring force from the
focusing array.
* We consider focusing perturbations of up to about one percent.
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The use of the normalized variables u

l/30-lp
l

ZiW

=: -4- and d<j> = 4jr, where 0 satisfies-.

+ Kp-1

= 0,

(2)

4

transforms (1) into the equation of a pure harmonic oscillator:
y

««.» + *,!/ = °-

(3)

In (1) and (2), / = %, where / = *,/?. In (3), a = % * . The solution of (1) is
thus:
z = ay/^cos(<j> + b)

l

(4)

whtre a and b are integration constants, and is referred to as a betatron oscillation.
By definition the frequency of this oscillation, written as a function of the phase
variable <i>, is one.
Although the form in (4J is general, it is specially suited to periodic arrays
consisting of repeated cells. In this case K, fi and <j> are periodic with the cell
length and the betatron oscillation is pseudo-harmonic. An equivalent harmonic
oscillator can be defined by sampling (4) at each cell:
z = a-/]3 cos(<f, + b),
n

n

with $ = Tlfl,

[oj

n

where ft is the phase-shift per ceil. In what follows, we consider perturbations of
(3). The solutions we will derive coincide with those of (1) at the sampling points,
after tescaling by y/0. It is therefore possible to use (1) or (3) interchangeably, as
long as one considers the restriction of the solution to the sampling points. We
will use this fact to write simplified expressions for the perturbed motion,
II.4 Periodical Focusing P e r t u r b a t i o n s
II.4.1 Regular Quadrupde Perturbations
* From the sampling theorem, (4) is not undersamplect by this procedure as long as the cell
phase-shift is less than T, which is always the case . In the SLC Arcs, ft = &..
13
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To study the effect from a focusing modulation with Tegular quadruples, we
replace K by K + kcos^qi + 0) ia the governing equation [\), where A: cos(i/<£ + $)
represents a periodic deviation in the restoring force K, of amplitude k and of
phase 0, and with v cycles peT radians of phase-advance along the array. For
the horizontal motion (z — x), the most important deviations are the ones in the
focusing lenses. Conversely, for the vertical motion (z = y), the most important
deviations are the ones in the defocusing lenses . We consider small enois so I hat
i <S K.
In the normalized system, the equation of motion in (3) becomes:

r

r

i * , + ( l + S > c o ( i ^ + ^ ))u*, = 0,
9

r

s

y

(6)

T

with g = /3"fc, and ip = $. The function 0 is sampled at the center of each
focusing magnet for the horizontal motion, and at the center of each defocusing
magnet for the vertical motion. Since otily errors in the focusing (respectively
defocusing) magnets affect the motion significaatly in the horizontal (respectively
vertical) planes, the factor g can be considered constants ia (6).
T

11.4.2 Skew Quadrupole Perturbations
Similarly, we write the equations which govern the motion when focusing mod
ulations with skew quadrupoles are applied. In this case, the restoring focusing
force, proportional to the beam excursion in each transverse plane, acts on the perpendicul?.!.- plane. This generates cross-plane coupling. The equations of motion
are in this case;
3

u + u + g'cos(i/4> + ip )ii = 0
x

x

u

% + u + g' cos[i/<j> + ^)u
v

x

= 0,

3

where g' and ip represent the arr.plitude and phase of the skew focusing moduJation

» This results ftom the fact that in a FODO array, the beam size is naturally larger in each
lens, in the plane in which the lens focuses. Because of this, the set of F and D magnets
form close to orthogonal sets, i:i terms of their effect on the one-dimensional beam motion.
A measure of this orthogonality is given by the ratio of the maximum to minimum beam
size in the array. In the Arc lattice, this ratio is 2.8. The two sets are orthogonal for all
practical purposes.
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t

along the array .
Defining u± = u ± u , we can rewrite (7) in a form similar to (6):
x

v

Z± + (I ± g'cos{u<f> + il>'))\t± = Q.

(8)

Next, we show that the perturbed motions, solutions of (6) and (7), are affected
significantly only for two specific values of the frequency v of the modulations,
namely:
v ~ 0 and v ~ 2,

(9)

corresponding respectively to the systematic component in the errors and to the
secon i harmonic of the betatron frequency.

II.5 First Order Solution

II.5.1 Method

of Variation of Constants

Following Nayfeh, and along with the method of variation of constants, we
t The factor g' can be related to the amplitude of skew quadrupole modulations in the
focusing and in the defocusing magnets as follows:

where kD.F represent deviations to the focusing ind defocusing magnet strengths in the
regular coordinate system. The largest effect in the first (respectively second) of the two
equations in (7) occurs in the defocusing (respectively focusing) magnet, since u (respec
tively u ) is naturally the largest there. Therefore the term j " in the first (respectively sec
ond) equation in (7) is essentially g' (respectively g' ). Since in a FODO array, /?£ = 0°,
we have g' — g' . For this reason, we use the same g' in the two equations in (7).
y

r

0

D

F

y

F

Furthermore, it has been shown (through computer simulation) that modulations where
the skew quadrupole components have opposite signs in the focusing and in the defocusing
lenses produce effects which cancel over one betatron period, except in the case of the
systematic component, corresponding to v ~ 0. For this reason, we use the same phase v'
in the two equations in (7). In the case v ^ 0, skew quadrupole focusing pctt-izbations ...t,';
opposite sign in the focusing and in the defocusing magnets correspond to a rotation of the
coordinate system. It can be shown that such a rotation can be expressed in the normalized
variables by simply exchanging the sign of g' in one of the two equations in (7) . In this
case, the two equations cannot be decoupled simply as in (8).
9
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10

solve (6) and (7) by searching for solutions of the form :
u = acos(^+ ¥?))•

(10)

where a and t? are functions of <f>tobe determined. In (10) and in the rest of this
paragraph, u represents u ^.
By taking the first derivative of (10), letting a
and 4> ary, and by requiring that the result be what it would be if a and ^ were
constants (i.e. u = ~r «in(^ + v)), an equation relating the first order derivatives
a and y> is found. By calculating the second derivative of u, and after inserting
it in am. equation, of the form of (6), we find a. second equation relating a and ipThus we have replaced a second order differential equation in u by two coupled
first order differential equations in a and in <p. By solving this coupled system, we
find that a and tp satisfy;
ZiV<+}

v

— = ^ s i n [ ( 2 - u)<f> + 2tp~i>]
a
4
+ sin[(2 + v)4> + 2s» +

tf>},

dip = -d<f>(2cos[vtt> + ip}
4
+ cos[(2 - v)4> + 2<? - $]
+ cos[(2 + (/)<* + 2p + rp)),
r 3

(Ha)

(116)

T

where 0 = \p ' and g = g -'.
11.5.2 Averaging Method
To find the behavior of the solutions in the limit of small g<j>, we solve (11)
to first order. To do so, we first note the fact that for values of v ^ 0,2, the
solutions o{ (11) ate Tapidly oscillating functions with amplitudes of order g. We
will neglect such contributions, as they are bounded by g. Thus for v ^ 0,2, the
motion, solution of (6) and (7), is perturbed negligibly.
The amplitudes of the functions o and <p can only become significant if the
functions on the right hand side of (11) are slowly varying functions. This occurs
for v ~ 0,2.
From now on, we will write go for the magnitude of the systematic focusing
deviations, corresponding to v ~ 0, and gi and rfa for the amplitude and phase of
focusing modulations at twice the betatron frequency, corresponding to v ~ 2.

I

I'M

We first solve for v zi 0. The solution is obtained by integration of (lib). This
gives:
uaa cos\{l

+ ^)<i> + <fio},

0

(12)

where ao and y>o are integration constants.
Next we solve for v ZL 2, integrating this time both (11a) and (lib). From
(lib), and including only the slowly varying term cos[(2 — v)4> + 2y? — ^ l . «
note that d<? < \g2&4>- The total variation of <fi over the interval of integration is
thus bounded by {gi<j>. Thus the right hand sides of (11) stay about constant if
\9l4> ^ Jr. We can in this case treat the slowly varying terms on the right hand
side of (1L) as constants in the integration. We obtain in this case:
w

u ~ 3 e * * c o s [ ( l + *)<* + ¥><)].
0

(13)

where:
f A=

fesin(2<po-0 ),
2

\ « = ^-cos(29o-0 )2

II.6 Physical Description of P e r t u r b e d Motion
II.6.1 One-Dimensional Oscillations
From (14), (15) and (16), we characterize the effect of regular focusing modula
tions on the one-dimensional motion, in the limit of small perturbation, as follows:
Case v ~ 0:
The fundamental frequency of the oscillations is shifted by systematic regular
focusing deviations, corresponding to v = 0. This shift is independent of the initial
phase of the betatron oscillation.
Case v ~ 2:
The amplitude and frequency of the oscillations are perturbed resonantly by
regular focusing modulations at the second harmonic of the fundamental betatron
frequency, corresponding to v = 2. Depending on the phase fa of this modulation
and on the initial phase <po of the betatron oscillatior, the amplitude will initially
decay or grow exponentially with a growth rate A, and the frequency will increase
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or decrease linearly by the slippage parameter K. These two effects are out of
phase: maximum frequency-slippige coincides with a constant amplitude, and zero
frequency-slippage with a maximally perturbed amplitude .
We will describe the consequences for the phase-space and for the beam enve
lope in the next section.
11.6.2 Two-Dimensional Oscillations
Case v ~ 0: (Systematic Skew Component)
We can use (12) and u± = u ± % to calculate the effects from systematic
skew perturbation. We obtain:
r

u ~ [u (0)cos^ + iii(0)sin^]cos5o^
z

x

,

+ [-Uj,(0)sin<i + ii (0)cos^]sms o^
s

(15a)

and:
u cs [-u (0) sin <l> + u (0) cos 4] sin^o^
y

I

z

+ [u {0) cos <j> + u , ( 0 ) sin <f>] cos gfo
y

(15t>)

The results in (15a) and (lob) show that in the case of a systematic skew
focusing perturbation (f a 0), oscillations originating in one plane are gradually
transferred into the other plane, and that the sum of squares of the oscillation
amplitudes in both planes remains constant. Thus there is beating between the
two planes. The period of this beating is determined by g. This is true for both
the positions u
and the angles u ,y, as can be seen from differentiating (15).
Therefore the beating phenomenon which arises is between the two full phasespaces in both planes.
x>y

x

Case v ~ 0: (Coordinate Rotation)
The solutions are in this case simple harmonic oscillators, in the rotated coor
dinate system. We will not write these solutions explicitly.
Case v ~ 2:
» The separation between the two initial phases <po, corresponding to maximum growth or
decay, and to maximum phase-slippage, depends on the magnitude of the perturbation. U
is strictly 45deg only in the limit of small perturbation. We will describe the behavior for
larger perturbation in the next section.
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From (8) and (13), the form of the solutions are:
Ai

« ± = < 4 e * c o s ( ( l ± K ± * + ?jf].

(16)

For initial conditions contained in one of two u , u or u , u planes, corresponding
to the propagation of betatron oscillations launched from one plane at a time (for
example: « (0) = « (0) = G), one can show that the solutions can be written as the
sum of two functions, one exponentially growing and one exponentially decaying:
r

y

z

y

y

9

«r., = y[e** c°s[U + «)* + Vt>] ± «"** cos[(l - K)4> + &])•

(17)

In this case, the oscillations will grow exponentially in both plaaes for arbitrary
initial phase.
It is however possible to find initial conditions such that both u+ and itdecay simultaneously initially. This has been shown independently by solving (8)
numerically . One example of such initial conditions is «i(0) = Ut(0) = Uj,(0) =
9

In the next section, we will analyse the consequences from this cross-plane
coupling on the areas of the beam phase-space, projected in each plane (projected
emittances), and for the beam envelopes, in each of the above cases.
II.7 Physical Description of Perturbed Phase-Space

//. 7.1 Matched Phase-Space
In the case of a perfect lattice and when the beam phase-space is matched at
the input, it remains matched as it is imaged through the array by the optics.
The equation of the envelope of the matched phase-space is easily constructed
from the form, of the betatron oscillation in (4). One obtains an ellipse:
2

2

yz + 2azi + Pi- = a ,

=

(18a)

where i = jft, i — —y*-, and a = $-. The quantity in (18a) is called the Courant-
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7

Snyder invariant . It can also be written in matrix form:

(?,i)T

- 1

2

m = a ,where T = [

° j

and det(T) = 1.

(186)

The equations in (18) also define the closed phase-space trajectory of a particle
with initial condition o. The parameters a, /3 and 7 are called Twiss parameters.
They characterize the lattice. They also describe the beam phase-space if and
when it is matched to the lattice. In this case, the beam-matrix a = «T. The
area wa of the ellipse is identified as T times the emittance c.
11

2

In the normalized coordinates u = -jm and u = J J s= /jSf(i — A a ) defined in
II.3, the matched phase-space is a circle of radius e. This can be verified by direct
substitution in (18a).
v

II. 7.2 Perturbed

One-Dimensional

Phase-Space

Case i / ^ 0 :
In II.6.1, we described the effect of a systematic regular focusing deviation, with
magnitude g^, corresponding to u ~ 0. The motion is in this case simply frequencyshifted, and the solutions in (12) will satisfy the equation of the matched circle
defined in II.7.1. The beam phase-space remains in this case matched ,
Case i> ~ 2:
When the lattice is per 'rbed by focusing errors, this matched circle is distorted
into an ellipse. We descri' ° .. s condition of the beam phase-space by mismatch.
We characterize this misma;.n by the ratio M of the radius of the larger circle
in which this ellipse is inscribed to that of thf initial circle corresponding to the
matched case, and by the angle #n between its major axis and the abscissa (see
Fig. 1): M and <j>q are the amplitude and the phase of the mismatch.
:

» This is strictly speaking only approximately true, as the Twiss parameters in (18b), which
characterize the FODO array, depend on the phase advance per cell. For example, it can
be shown that Tor a thin lens FODO array :
13

r

i±sim>/2)

P± = L.

:

,

sin/i

where 0± are the maximum and minimum values, occurring in each plane in the lenses which
are focusing, and respectively defocusing, in that plane. For small systematic perturbations
of up to one percent, the variation of the Twiss parameters is of the order of one percent.
We neglect such variations.
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In 11.6.1, we described the effect of a regular focusing modulation at twice
the betatron frequency, with magnitude g\ and with phase ^ , corresponding to
v ~ 2. We founc' that the maximum oscillation amplitude which can be reached
is: u az = e » ".
m

The phase <£o of trie mismatch depends on how far along the array the mismatch
has propagated, i.e. on the accumulated phase advance <j>, and on the phase 0J °f
the regular focusing modulation. We can thus write:
4a = 4> + V>2-

(19)

Since So can take an arbitrary value, we can identify:

M = u

= e H

m 4 I

(20)

The equation of the distorted ellipse is calculated in terms of M and & , first
in the coordinates rotated by <j>o in which it is erect, and then transforming back
into the unrotated coordinates. This gives:

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

u ( M cos ^o + -jrp sin 0 ) + u (Af sin &> + T J J cos <f> )
O

0

2

+ 2uucos^osin^o(M - 775-) = «.

(21)

The corresponding beam-matrix, written in the normalized system, in terms of the
amplitude g\ and of the phase \i>2>
is:

=«.«(*) = « L

r

.

(22)

where:
E n = c o s h ( ^ ) + sinh{^ <j>) cos(2<£ + $\)
E n = - sinh($4)9in(24 + ^ )
E22 = cosh($<4) - sinh(f <*)cos(2^ + ^ ) ,
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(23)

and where t is the emittance. Transforming back into real coordinates gives:

<*\t = £12 - o.Eiu

(24)

<P>3 = ^j(J-22 + ct'^11 "" -Ot—12)'

For the ideal lattice, characterized by 53 = Oi (24) reduces to (ISb) as expected.
In summary, when the lattice is perturbed by a regular focusing modulation
at twice the betatron frequency, with amplitude^ and pbase ^J, the phase-space
gradually becomes elongated into MV ellipse with a major axis which grows expo
nentially with the accumulated phase advance, at a growth rs. ^-. This ellipse
rotates in phase-space ac the betatron, frequency, The initial value of the phase of
the mismatch is determined by the phase 4>2From (23), vve see that the beam size beats between minimum and maximum
values, of e~ a * and e * * respectively. The beating occurs with a period of IT, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. Equation (23) (and graphically Fig. 1) also allows us to study
the behavior of the solutions, both for large and for smail perturbation. For small
perturbation (git «?C 1), the first equation in (23) reduces to £11 d i + ^ c o s ( 2 t f +
v\). In this case, the separation in the phase 4> between maximally growing or
decaying solutions, and solutions with an unperturbed amplitude (corresponding to
M = 1), is exactly 45 deg. This is in agreement with the results from the first order
calculations described in II.6.1. For larger g><£, the initial phases corresponding
to an unperturbed amplitude move closer and closer to the phase corresponding
to a maximally decaying solution. For infinite #?, all solutions become eventually
exponentially growing, except for the "single" one for which, strictly, cos(2?>+02)
—1. This has been shown independently by solving (6) numerically .
=

9

11.7.3 Coupled Two-Dimensiona.1 Pftase-Space
In II.6.2, we gave expressions describing the cross-coupling of betatron oscilla
tions which occurs from systematic skew focusing errocs, corresponding to v ^ 0.
and from skew focusing modulations at twice the betatron frequency, correspond
ing to y 2 2. We use these expressions to infer the evolution of the areas of
the phase-space projections in each plane. The correctness of all forms (except
(2S)) given in this section has been verified through simulation. Results from these
simulations are presented in section IV,
Wo assume an input phase-space where the horizontal and vertical planes are
not coupled, but where the emittances are not necessarily equal. Let r = e /t
v
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z

be the ratio of the initial vertical to the initial horizontal emittances (we assume
r < 1), and let us normalize the results to the initial horizontal omittance, by
putting tz(<p - 0 ) = 1.
Case v ~ 0: (Systematic Skew Component)
In this case, it is possible to calculate, from (15), the projected emittances. as
the beam is imaged through the array. We obtain:
fc,(*) = i K l + r ) + ( l - r ) c o s ^ ]
1 e , f » = \\{\ + r) - (1 - r) c o s / ^ '
Pitting r = 0 in (25) shows explicitly the beating phenomenon which we
described in 11.6.2. One obtains in this case:

{ t {4>) = sin-(g$4>)
y

The sum of the two emittances is in this case constant, and transverse oscillation
energy is transferred back and forth between one plane and the other. This condi
tion describes adequately the imaging of betatron oscillations launched from one
plane at a time.
In the special case of equal emittances, corresponding t o r = 1, we have from
(25) that:
<»(*) = e,f» = 1.

(27)

The motion remains in this case unperturbed by systematic skew focusing devia
tions.
For an arbitrary value of r, the two emittances will beat between minimum and
maximum values of r and 1. As can be seen, the variations of the two emittances
ire out of phase.
Case v ~ 0:

(Coordinate Rotation)

In this case, the projected emittances are calculated by transforming a fourdimensional uncoupled beam-matrix through a rotation of the coordinate svstem.
We obtain:
2

2

f t,(4>) = cos (2 5) + r sin (2 5)
ff

2

ff

2

\ *,(<*) = sin (2^) + r cos (2 g).
ff

The same features apply as for the systematic skew component: for
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r

= 0, the

sum of the projected emittances is preserved, and for r = I, the phase-space is not
perturbed.
Case v rz. 2:
In this case, we write, b) analogy with (25):
2
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l S Jf c ,

p
£ (<p) = cosh ^<p + r -sinh
&4>
!

r

3

2

2

e (<j>) = sinh fy + r cosh &<t>

(29)

v

In the special case of zero initial emittance in the vertical plane (r = 0), we
obtain:
2

U(tf) = co h. (^)
S

1 €(flS) - sinh'Cf ^).
s

in accordance with (17), from which all solutions grow exponentially if the initial
conditions are restricted to one plane.
The difference between the two emittance projections is in this case constant,
and the projected emittances grow exponentially in both planes. This condition
describes adequately the imaging of betatron oscillations launched from one plane
at a time
In the special case of equal initial emittances in each plane (r=l), we obtain:

9

«*(*) =<„(£) = cosh -^4>.

(31)

The two projected ernittances remain in this case equal, and grow exponentially*.
II.S S u m m a r y Description - Number of Independent Perturbations

Thus we find that, in total, the transverse motion, can be perturbed by ten
independent parameters:
* Alrhough the envelope grows, there can exist, as we found in (16), individual soluticcis
which are decaying.
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1. The one-dimensional horizontal motion can be perturbed in three ways,
namely through a systematic strength deviation in the focusing quadrupoles,
and through the amplitude and phase of a periodic focusing deviation at
twice the betatron frequency in the focusing quadrupoles.
2. The one-dimensional vertical motion can be perturbed in three -ways, namely
through a systematic strength deviation in the defocusing quadrupoles, and
through the amplitude and phase of a periodic focusing deviation at twice
the betatron frequency in the defocusing quadrupoles.
3. The two-dimensional coupled motion can be perturbed in four ways, namely
through a systematic skew quadrupole component, through the amplitude
and phase of a periodic skew focusing deviation at twice the betatron fre
quency . and through an overall coordinate rotation.
These ten perturbations correspond to the number of free parameters in a fully
general two-dimensional transfer m a t r i x .
13

To the extent that the errors are small and that only one perturbation is
applied at a time, it is possible to simply parametrize the perturbed motion as a
function of these ten parameters, as was shown above. In general, however, a full
parametrization will be complicated as the mixing between the perturbations, not
considered here, will yield higher order dependances.
In the case of the four-dimensional beam phase-space, it would appear from
our calculations that it only can be perturbed in seven independent ways, since
the two systematic strength deviations, in the focusing and in the defocusing mag
nets, do not distort the phase-space, and since the coupling effect from the overall
coordinate rotation can be reproduced through the systematic skew quadrupole
component.
This is however in contradiction with the counting of the number of invari
ants imposed by Hamiltonian Mechanics. As can be shown, two invariants exist
for hamiltonian. systems with two degrees of freedom: the volume of the fourdimensional phase-space and the sum of the projections onto each coordinate
plane of any two-dimensional surface in the four-dimensional phase-space *. From
this counting, one expects eight degrees of freedom for the fully coupled fourdimensional phase-space. We have not resolved this discrepancy.
1

In the sp<?'ia) case o{ equal initial e.mittances in both planes (r = 1), our cait

With m both cases the same sign skew quadrupole component in the focusing and in the
defocusing quadcupoles.
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pe

culations show that the fully coupled four-dimensional phase-space has six degrees
of freedom. This is in agreement with an independent proof , and has also been
verified in extensive computer simulations of optical corrections in the Final Focus
System ,
15

16

I I . 9 C a s e of t h e S L C A r c s

Not all perturbations are equally important in the case of the SLC Arcs.
Effects from the systematic coordinate rotation can in the SLC be ignored for
all practical purposes, because the magnitude of the rotation angle can never be
very large: for skew focusing errors of one percent, the rotation angle is ooly 1.15
degree.
In addition, effects on the phase-space from both the systematic skew quadrupole
perturbation and the overall coordinate rotation are vanishing if the beam has, as
is nominally specified, equal emittances in both planes.
In the case of the systematic skew quadrupole perturbation, there can however
Se significant effects on the betatron oscillations and on the transfer matrix. For
beams with unequal emittances, the beats which are produced in each of the two
emittances out of phase and are bounded by the larger emittance (see equation
(25)). In the case of the SLC, where beams with emittance ratios of about one to
three are presently measured at the end of the Linac, this is not a large effect*.
Effects from systematic focusing errors, over the whole length of the Arc, in the
focusing and in the defocusing quadrupoles, would b s small in entirely flat Arcs,
except for mixing effects with the other perturbations. In the original design, the
Arcs were rolled around their axis to enable following the terrain of the SLAC
site, and this generated a strong sensitivity to systematic focusing errors. With
the adiabatic roll transition which was introduced to remedy this problem, such
systematic errors will produce coupling effects similar to the ones produced by a
systematic skew focusing p e r t u r b a t i o n . In the case of close to equal emittance»,
the effects on the phase-space from this are small, as was described above, and the
modified Arcs have sensitivities which are similar to those of a flat Arc.
17

* This argument ignores mixing effects between several perturbations. It has in particular
been shown that the upper bound described above can be significantly larger if the sys
tematic skew deviation is mixed with a systematic phase difference between the motions in
both pt&nes and a one-dimensional mismatch from regular quadrupole errors .
13
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11.10 Bandwidth Limits

The effect from the focusing modulation at the second harmonic of the be
tatron frequency, corresponding to v = 2, is weakened if a systematic focusing;
deviation, corresponding to v = 0, is simultaneously present, from either the er
rors in the array, or applied externally. This results from the gradual phase-shift
which accumulates in this case between the resonantly growing optical mismatch
and the induced focusing modulation (see Fig. 2). The mixing between the two
perturbatioas will cause the resonant growth of the oscillations to re?.ch a maxi
mum and to then decay, in a long-range beating effect. The nominal phase-space
will be fuLly restored when the phase-shift between the resonantly growing optical
mismatch and the induced focusing modulation reaches it.
We will not derive the explicit form of the perturbed solution. We can however
evaluate, at any given point along the array, the reduction in the growth of the
oscillation amplitudes, by considering the modulation in frequency domain. The
harmonic strength - or spectrum - of the focusing perturbation introduced along the
array is given by the modulus of the Fourier transform of the perturbation. Here,
we consider periodic perturbations - or modulations - which are applied along an
array with finite length, corresponding to a total phase shift of $
= n^t, where u
is the phase-shift per cell, and n is the number of cells in the array. The harmonic
strength is therefore given by:
m a t

gS{v~v )®———-\
peTt

gtu[nf»r(>-i/y i)II
er

where 6(i/) is the Dirac distribution, ® symbolizes the convolution product, and
drtnio) is a function of <j> which is equal to unity between 0 and rip, and zero
everywhere else .
This calculation is illustrated in Fig. 3. The range Av over which the harmonic
strength is still reasonably large is given by about half the separation between the
zeros of the function in (32), or Av = ±l/2n(t cycles per radians. This corresponds
to a maximum phase-shift of | , accumulated between the growing mismatch and

* This function is usually called the "door" function.
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the focusing modulation, along the total length of the array, or to a maximum
systematic phase-error per cell of;
£/*,„„* = g^.

(33)

Equation (33) gives the requirement on systematic errors in the array, as a
function of its length, to maintain strong effects from the induced focusing mod
ulation. The system of harmonic focusing corrections installed in the SLC Arcs
extends over seven achromats, or n = 70 cells. The requirement on systematic
phase-errors is in this case A f i i = ±1-3° per cell.
ma
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III. HARMONIC PERTURBATIONS IN THE SLC ARCS
III.l Definitions

A systematic perturbation in the focusing or in the defocusing magnets means
that each focusing or defocusing magnet is perturbed the same way.
The cell phase-shift in the SLC Arc lattice is 108° or ^ . Thus a perturbation
at twice the betatron frequency is a perturbation whose strength is modulated by
exp^'yfc) along the cells in the array, where k is the cell number.
A total of nine* independent harmonic perturbations can be generated in the
SLC Arc lattice. We will represent the strength perturbations in the focusing and
defocusing magnets respectively by F and D, We have:
1. Cosine-like in-plane (regular) horizontal second harmonic component:

2. Sine-like in-pLar.e (regular) horizontal second harmonic component:

F(fr) = ^sin(yA:)

3. Cosine-like in-plane (regular) vertical second harmonic component:

r

D(k)=g cos( k)
2

T

- Only nine adjustments can be generated, out of the ten which are needed to fully control the
optical transfer. The missing one would be a regular focusing perturbation, as in 7. below,
but with the same sign in the focusing and in the defocusing magnets. Such a perturbation
can be generated electrically through the harmonic correction system described in this note,
or through the already installed back leg windings, but has no optical effects because of the
achromaticity of the lattice. The only way in which it can be generated in the SLC lattice
is physically moving the focusing magnets closer or farther horizontally from the defocusing
magnets.
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4. Sine-like in-plane (regular) vertical second harmonic component:
T

D{k)=g sm(~.k)
2

5. Cosine-like cross-plane (skew) second harmonic component:

6. Sine-like cross-plane (skew) second harmonic component:

F(k) »/>(*)

=glsm{~k)
5

7. Systematic regular focusing strength difference between focusing and defo
cusing magnets (FD-Imbalance):
F(k) =

r

-D(k)=g

0

3. Systematic skew focusing perturbation in the focusing and defocusing mag
nets:
F(fc) = D{k) = 35
9. Overall coordinate rotation:
F(k)~-D(k)=g'

0

III,2 Strength Perturbations in the Alternating Gradient Magnets
II 1.2.) BacA-Jeg Wiring Modification

The combined function magnets in the Arc lattice are equipped with backleg
windings on each coil. These backleg windings have 29 turns and are connected in
series along one achrpmat. Their purpose is to provide a step-wise adaptation of
the lattice to the energy of the beam, which loses about 1 Gev through the emission
of synchrotron radiation in the guide-field. T h e strengths of each magnet in the 7
last achromats are perturbed individually by separately connecting and powering
4 out of 29 backleg winding turns on the upper and loweT coils. The remaining 24
turns are connected as for the original use of the backleg windings. A schematic
of the modified wiring arrangement is shown in Fig. 4.
IH.2.2 Strength

Calculation

The separate four-turn-windings are inter-connected t o produce periodic and
systematic perturbations along the 7 last achromats in a way which we will describe
below. Each circuit is presently powered with bi-po[ar HCORA2 supplies limited to
± 5 amperes by the voltage requirement. With four turns in each circuit and with
the main Arc magnets powered with about 4000 amperes, the maximum strength
perturbation of each magnet is of the order of ±0.005.
More precisely, the magnitudes of the nominal and incremental dipols and
qua.dvu.pole components which are generated on the central trajectory have been
calculated with POISSON,for Arc-type magnet, nominally powered with 3766 am
peres in the main coil, and trimmed with 20 ampere-turns in the backleg windings .
5

When the top and bottom windings are perturbed with the same polarity,
mid-plane symmetry is preserved and the strengths of the horizontally deflecting
dipole field (vertical magnetic field), and of the regular quadrupole component in
the combined function magnets are perturbed.
When the top and bottom windings are perturbed with opposite polarity, a
vertically deflecting dipole field (horizontal magnetic field), and a. skew q u a d i u p o k
component are generated. The magnitudes of the components are listed below:
1. Nominally powered magnet: horizontal dipole = 5701.60 Gauss, regular
quadrupole = 715.64 G a u s s / m m .
2. Trimmed magnet with same polarity for top and bottom coils: incremen» The bottom windings on each coil have in some magnets been observed to droop and to
cause partial shorts. As » preventive measure, the last turn was cut off and disconnected
on each of the modified coils,
t We neglect the perturbation to the sextupole component, which is very small (less that
0,005 of the nominal vaiue) and for which the tolerance for sizeable effects on the beam is
Joose (a few percent}.
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tal horizontal dipole = 27.87 Gauss, incremeutal regular quadrupole = 3.49
Gauss/mm. The magnitudes of the perturbations are close to equal in the
focusing and defocusing magnets, and correspond to a 0.00488 of the nominal
values.
3. Trimmed focusing magnet with opposite polarity for top and bottom coils:
incremental vertical dipole = 14.05 Gauss, incremental skew quadrupole =
1.59 Gauss/mm. This corresponds to 0.0022 of the nominal values.
4. Trimmed defocusing magnet with opposite polarity for top and bottom coils:
incremental vertical dipole = 16.58 Gauss, incremental skew quadrupole =
2.15 Gauss/mm. This corresponds to 0.0030 of the nominal values.
It can be noted that the skew components have about half the strength of the
regular components. In addition, the magnitudes of the effects from trimming the
focusing and defocusing magnets with opposite polarity for top and bottom coils
are slightly assymetric. This may arise from an assymetry in the pole shape which
exists between the two magnets.
III.2.3 Polarities of Components
11

We use the TRANSPORT polarity convention . We have determined that:
1. A positive trim current in both top and bottom coils, to generate regu
lar quadcupole components, will strengthen both focusing and defocusing
magnets. This means that both the total bending angle and quadrupole
component become" stronger.
2. A positive trim current in the top coil and a negative trim current in the
bottom coil, to generate skew quadxupole components, will generate a neg
ative vertical kick in the defocusing magnets, a positive kick in the focusing
magnets, and a negative skew quadrupole in both focusing and defocusing
magnets.
III.3 Magnet Interconnections - Wiring and Layout
IIf.3.1 Intermagnct Wiring
Each trim winding, top or bottom, is connected ia series with equivalent wind
ings, top or bottom, ercactly five cells (corresponding to 3ir betatron phase-advance)
(or ten magnets) apart, along the 7 last achromats (70 celts or 140 magnets) in the
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Arcs. Since focusing and defocusing magnets are wired separately, there are thus
20 independent circuits. The wring arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 5.
IIL3.2 Nomenclature
The database formal names for the 20 supplies are listed below.
SMPS,CA13,1703=Top coii of defocusing magnet.
SMPS,CA13,1704=Bottom coil of defocusing magnet.
SMPS,CA13,1708=Top coil of focusing magnet.
SMPS,CA13,1709=Bottom coii of focusing magnet.
SMPS,CA13,1713=Top coil of defocusing magnet.
SMPS,CA13,1714=Bottom coil of defocusing magnet.
SMPS,CA13,1718=Top coil of focusing magnet.
SMPS,CA13,1719=Bottom coil of focusing magnet.
SMPS,CAl3,1723=Top coil of defocusing magnet.
SMPS,CA13,1724=Bottom coil of defocusing magnet.
SMPS,CA13,1728=Top coil of focusing magnet.
SMPS,CA13,1729=Bottom coil of focusing magnet.
SMPS,CA13,1733=Top coil of defocusing magnet.
SMPS,CA13,1734=Bottom coil of defocusing magnet.
SMPS,CA13,1738=Top coil of focusing magnet.
SMPS,CA13,1739=Bottom coil of focusing magnet.
SMPS,CA13,1743=Top coil of defocusing magnet.
SMPS,CA13,1744=Bottom coil of defocusing magnet.
SMPS,CA13,1748=Top coil of focusing magnet.
SMPS,CA13,1749=Bottom coil of focusing magnet.
The last digit of the unit number (3,4,8,9) refers to top or bottom windings
and to focusing and defocusing magnets. The next to last digit (0,1,2,3,4) refers
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to the cell number of the first coil in the each string. The first two digits (17) refer
to the achromat number of the first coil on each string.
III.3.3 Multiknob Definitions
The nine harmonic perturbations defined in III.l are produced by linearly
combining the 20 above supplies according to the coefBcients given in the same
paragraph, using the software multiknob facility . The table below gives the
mapping relating the 20 supplies to the 9 knobs:
18

SINXX

cosxx

1703

+0.00

+0.00

-0.59

-0.81

-0.59

-0.81

+1.00

+1.00

+ 1.00

1704

+0.00

+0.00

-0.59

-0.81

+0.59

+0.81

-1.00

-1.00

+1.00

170S

-0.59

-0.S1

+0.00

+0.00

-0.79

-1.09

+1.35

-1.35

-1.00

1709

-0.59

-0.S1

+0.00

+0.00

+0.79

+1.09

-1.35

+ 1.35

-1.00

1713

+0.00

+0.00

+0.95

+0.31

+0.95

+0.31

+1.00

+1.00

+ 1.00

1714

+0.00

+0.00

+0.95

+0.31

-0.95

-0.31

-1.00

-1.00

+1.00

171S

+0.95

+0.31

+0.00

+0.00

+1.2S

+0.42

+1.35

-1.35

-1.00

SINYY COSYY SINXY COSXY SYSKEW SYSROT

•

"••;•.,._ i
rULMB

1719

+0.95

+0.31

+0.00

+0.00

-1.2S

-0.42

-1.35

+ 1.35

-1.00

1723

+0.00

+0.00

•0.95

+0.31

-0.95

+0.31

+1.00

+ 1.00

+ 1.00

1724

+0.00

+0.00

-0.95

+0.31

+0.95

-0.31

-1.00

-1.00

+1.00

1723

-0.95

+0.31

+0.00

+0.00

-1.2S

+0.42

+ 1.35

-1.35

-1.00

1729

-0.95

+0.31

+0.00

+0.00

+1.2S

-0.42

-1.35

+ 1.35

-1.00

1733

^-0.00

+0.00

+0.59

-0.81

+0.59

-0.81

+ 1.00

+1.00

+ 1.00

1734

+0.00

+0.00

+0.59

-0.S1

-0.59

+0.81

-1.00

-1.00

+1.00

173S

+0.59

-0.S1

+0.00

+0.00

+0.79

-1.09

+ 1.35

-1.35

-1.00

1739

+0.59

-0.S1

+0.00

+0.00

-0.79

+1.09

-1.35

+1.35

-1.00

1743

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+1.00

+0.00

+1.00

+ 1.00

+1.00

+ 1.00

1744

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+ 1.00

+0.00

-1.00

-1.00

-1.00

+1.00

174S

+0.00

+ 1.00

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

+1.35

+1.35

-1.35

-1.00

1749

+0.00

+ 1.00

+0.00

+0.00

+0.00

-1.35

-1.35

+1.35

-1.0O
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Only seven of these nine knobs have been connected and used. The two missing
ones are the second harmonic skew modulationsr SINXY and COSXY. It can be
noted that for the skew multiknobs, the focusing magnets have coefficients which
are scaled by a factor of 1.35 with respect to those of the defocusing magnets, in
order to account for the assymetry between the skew components which was noted
in III.2.2
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IV. SIMULATION O F E F F E C T S
r v . l Introduction t o Simulation

19

11

We have used ARCSIMl and TRANSPORT to simulate the effects from
focusing perturbations at zero and twice the betatron frequency.
ARCSIMl is a fast simulation which treats small perturbations of the Arc
magnets through a linear expansion around the design optical transfer matrix.
The overall perturbed optical transfer is then reconstructed by multiplying each
individually perturbed Arc matrix.
ARCSLM1 is ideally suited to study the physics of the harmonic focusing per
turbations. However, in its current version, ARCSIMl does not include steering
effects from the combined function magnets. Such steering effects do not modify
the physics but do modify the magnitude of the effects. In effect, through the
sextupole component in the combined function magnets, horizontal deflections will
cause regular quadrupole perturbations and vertical deflections will cause skew
quadrupole perturbations. Because the strength perturbations are at zero or twice
the betatron frequency, the trajectory excursions from these deflections, and the
induced optical effects, will also be at zero or twice the betatron frequency. The
optical effects will thus add to or subtract from the optical effect from the pertur
bations of the quadrupole components themselves. In addition, the perturbations
will also cause net trajectory deviations at the end. As will be seen, the trajectorv deviations are large enough to require a correction. To correctly estimate the
magnitude of the combined effects, we have used a perturbed TRANSPORT deck
of the Arcs, in second order and including steering effects.
We first show the maximum effects of the first order optical distortions from
the nine multiknobs defined above, in a perfect planar SLC Arc lattice. We do
not consider second order optica! distortions which arise from deviations in the
achromaticity of the optical transfer caused by the first order distortions. Such
e.Tects have not been calculated in detail, but are estimated to be small.
Effects from rolls, which are present in the stretch of Arc lattice whers the
harmonic correction is introduced, will result in not fully orthogonal controls. The
»

In theory, trajectory deviations would be resonant if the deflections were at the betatron
frequency, and not at zero or twice the betatron frequency In rer.lity, because of the phaseslippage induced by the second harmonic (see 11.6.1), the steering effects will grow slightly
as tils cancellations of deflections T apart no longer occur perfectly.
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magnitude of the effects is however not strongly affected, since the component of
the perturbed phase-space which is coupled into the other plane across each roll is
not driven in that plane. In addition the component of the perturbed phase-space
which is coupled into the other plane is not very large. To illustrate this point, we
show the magnitude of one of the optical distortions in a lattice with the actual
rolls installed in the present North Arc.
The plots shown are made with ARCSIMl, but the strengths of the knobs have
been adjusted so that the maximum effect at the end of the seven achromat long
stretch corresponds to the magnitude calculated with T R A N S P O R T , including the
steering effects (this fudging exercise has however not been done for the phasing
of the knobs).
We then show one simulated example of empirically correcting a lattice per
turbed by errors with the harmonic correctors defined above. In the case of a
systematic regular focusing error, we also illustra** the bandwidth, limit discussed
in 11.10.

I V . 2 S i m u l a t e d Effects of H a r m o n i c C o r r e c t o r s

IV.2.1 One-Dimensional

Oscillations

Case v ~ 0: FD-irnba/ance
A nominal horizontal oscillation is shown in Fig. 6a. The same oscillation, but
with the focusing and defocusing magnets perturbed through systematic regular
focusing errors of ±0.005 respectively is shown in Fig. 6b. As can be seen the
amplitude of this oscillation is perturbed negligibly, but its frequency is shifted. It
can be calculated that the corresponding shift, including optical effects from the
displacement of the trajectory, is :
9

{Aft,, /\fi )
y

is ( ± 8 7 d e g . l 15 deg).
T

9

T h e trajectory displacement can also be calculated: it is 42/jm . Both agree well
with simulated values.
A plot of the unperturbed and perturbed horizontal beam envelopes is shown
in Fig. 7a,b. As can be seen, the beam envelopes are negligibly perturbed.
Case v ~ 2: Regular Second

Harmonic

Two one-dimensional horizontal oscillations with the same initial amplitude,
but with two different initial phases separated by 90deg, and with the focusing
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magnets perturbed through regular focusing periodic modulation at twice the be
tatron frequency, with amplitude ±0.005, are shown in Fig. 8a,b. The two initial
phases have been chosen to obtain a maximally growing and a maximally decaying
oscillation. As can be seen, the predicted maximum growth is about a factor four.
The beats generated in the horizontal and vertical beam envelopes are shown in
Fig. 9a,b. As can be seen, the orthogonality of the focusing and defocusing mag
nets which was noted in 11.4,1 is almost perfect (i.e. there is almost no effect on
the vertical beam envelope). This orthogonality is however not fully preserved if
rolls are present in the lattice. To illustrate this point, we show in 9c,d the beats
produced in the horizontal and vertical beam envelopes, from the same perturba
tion as in 9a,b applied to the North Arc with the present roll configuration. A
reduction ol the effect in the horizontal plane and some coupling into the vertical
plane can be seen .
Identical effects can be obtained for vertical oscillations with the defocusing
magnets perturbed through regular focusing periodic modulation ai the twice the
betatron frequency.
The displacement of the trajectory is nearly dQOfita from these knobs. This is
large and requires a correction at the very end in order to be able to launch into
the Final Focus.
fV.2.2 Two-Dimensionai OsciJJations
Case i/ ~ 0: Systematic Skew Component
The coupling of afl initially fully horizontaJ oscillation into the vertical plane,
from the systematic skew knob set to its maximum of 5 amperes, is shown in Fig.
10a,b. As can be seen the maximum effect is just under 50%, which is rather weak.
The same coupling would be obtained for an initially fully vertical oscillation into
the horizontal plane, and for any input phase of the oscillation.
Plots of the corresponding beam envelopes are shown , for a nominal initial
phase-space in the horizontal plane and for zero initial phase-space in the vertical
plane (Fig. lla,b), and for a nominal equal initial phase-space in both planes
(Fig. 12a,b). These two cases correspond to the beating effect described in II.7.2
through (26) and (27) respectively. In the case of nominal initial phase-space in
* A slightly smaller effect from these rolls would have perhaps been seen if the harmonic
correction had been installed in a region where the major rolls are matched. Such a region
could have been the region between the beginning of achromat 14 and the end of achromat
20.
f In order to make the effects more visible, we have calculated the perturbations of the
envelopes for a systematic skew perturbation with three times the maximum, koab strength.
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both planes (Fig. 12a,b), the envelopes are not perturbed, as was found in (27).
T h e displacement of the trajectory from setting this knob at its maximum of
5 amperes is about 30um. This is a small effect (partly because the knob is weakj.
Effects from the systematic coordinate rotation are very small and are not
illustrated here.
Case y a ; 2 : Skew Second

Harmonic

The coupling of an initially fully horizontal oscillation into the vertical plane
resulting from the skew second harmonic knob set to its maximum of 5 amperes
is shown in Fig. 13a,b . As can b e seen the maximum effect is quite small. The
same coupling would be obtained for an initially fully vertical oscillation into the
horizontal plane, and for any input phase of the oscillation.
Plots of the corresponding beam envelopes are shown , for a nominal initial
phase-space in the horizontal plane and zero initial phase-space in the vertical plane
(Fig. 14a,b), and for a nominal initial phase-space in both planes (Fig. 15a,b).
These two cases correspond to the exponentially growing cross-plane coupling ef
fects which were described in II.7.2 through (30) and (31) respectively.
T h e displacement of the trajectory from setting this knob has not been calcu
lated in detail but appears to be large enough t o require a correction at the very
end. to launch properly into the Final Focus System.

rV.3 S y s t e m s with Errors

IV.3.1 Bandwidth

Limit from Systematic

Error

In Fig. 9.a, we showed the beat in the one-dimensional horizontal beam en
velope caused by a regular second harmonic focusing perturbation. In Fig. 16,
we show the same envelope, but now perturbed also by a systematic focusing per
turbation corresponding to 3° per cell, or about twice the maximum systematic
perturbation which can be caused by the FD-Imbalance. This corresponds to just
over twice the m a x i m u m cell phase-shift which can be allov.iid for the harmonic
knobs to work properly, as stated in 11.10 by (33). As can b e seen, t h e growth
* The two skew second harmonic knobs have not been tried experimentally.
t la order to make the effects more visible, we have calculated the perturbations of tbe
envelopes for a skew second harmonic perturbation with five times the maximum knob
strength.
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in the beating envelope is in this case reversed half way through, and is nearly
cancelled at the end.
IV,3.2 Empirical Correction of Randomly Perturbed Lattice
Fig. 17 shows the horizontal beam envelope imaged through the seven achromat long stretchj perturbed by random regular focusing errors only, with strengths
normally distributed with a standard deviation of 0.01. The particular "seed"
shown in Fig. 17 was chosen aa one which generates avgnificaat growth of about
a factor two. With this magnitude error, such a large growth represents a rather
improbable case . Fig. 18 shows a correction of the case presented in Fig. 17, by
combining the sine-like and cosine-like regular focusing second harmonic correc
tors. Correction is found empirically rather easily for such one-dimensional cases.
In lattices fully perturbed with regular and skew focusing errors, the empirsral
method -Is in some cases difficult.

As pec IV.2.2, a factor two growth can be generated with a regular focusing modulation at
twice the betatron frequency of amplitude 0.0025 (half the lenoo strength). For randomly
distributed regular focusing errors with astandard deviation of 0.01, the one standard devi
ation expectation value for the strength of the component at twice the betatron frequency
is 2j£i - 0.0012, where n = 70 is the number of cells in the seven achcomats. Thus a 0.0025
strength would correspond to about two standard deviations of the strength distribution,
or about 5% of the seeds.
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V. LIMITATIONS A N D P R O S P E C T S
V . i S t r e n g t h Limitations

The strength of the controls provided in the installation described above is
severely limited in the case of the cross-plane coupling correctors (the "skew knobs").
Stronger "systematic skew knobs" in particular would be important for future op
eration with assymetric emittances, to fully cancel the coupling between the two
emittances. They do however not appear to be essential for the present operation
with close to equal emittances, a case for which they have no or little effect on the
beam envelope (see II.7.3).
In addition, in the presence of systematic regular focusing errors of more than
one degree per cell, the strength of the correctors for one-dimensional mismatches
are significantly weakened. More generally, the strengths of all the correctors are
weakened by phase errors distril ited in the stretch where the harmonic correction
is installed.
V.2 Guide-line for Upgrade

The obvious upgrade would consist in raising the maximum current through
the rewired backleg windings, from the present value of about 5 amperes, to twice
or three times that. There may be an impediment to doing this from the limited
elasticity in the copper wires composing the windings: after the controls have been
turned on. and off a large number of times, the repeated thermal contractions and
dilatations may cause the windings to sag. An enhanced support mechanis-n would
perhaps be required. The possibility of this sagging is presently being examined.
Another possible upgrade would consist tn repeating the installation in one or
uvo new stretches upstream of the one described above. Because of the observed
tendency of the bottom turn of the backleg windings to droop (see the footnote at
the bottom of page 22), it may be desirable, as a preventive measure, to implement
the wiring modification in the remaining 16 achromats. In this case, two new
installations similar to the one in achromats 17-23 could be installed in achromats
9-16 and in achromats 1-7. The existing supplies could in this case be kept, as knobs
in adjoining stretches could be combined to enhance the effects. The drawback of
this is evidently a much increased complexity, as one would then have to deal with
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a theoretical* total of 27 knobs, with their relative phasing "and so on".
In summary, if the possible sag in the wires from heating can be solved with
a better clamping mechanism, or otherwise shown not to be a problem, and if it
is not essential to implement the wiring modification as a preventive measure for
the sagging of the last wire, our tecommendation would be to upgrade the power
supplies,
V.3 Predictive and Precision Control

The harmonic corrections are presently performed successfully as approximate
and empirical adjustments to control the beam shape at particularly sensitive
places at the entrance to the Final Focus, where significant backgrounds can be
generated by optical mismatches, or to adjust the overall lattice of the Arcs to be
close to nominal*.
More work would be required to design fully predictable model-driven correc
tions for precision control of phase-space parameters at the end of the Arcs. This
may be doable by using empirically determined transfer matrices for the Arcs, to
gether with a perturbation technique similar to the one described in IV.l . Some
attempts which were made in this direction have shown that this is not straight
forward, and requires a detailed understanding of the propagation of measurement
errors involved in the empirical matrix determination. More work in this direction
may enable precision controlling the phase-space for future optical optimizations
of the SLC Arcs.
20

» In practice, the coordinate rotations do not matter, so "only" 24 knobs would be used.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
(1) Mismatched one-dimensional phase-space. The beam-size beats between
majcima and minima of M and 1/M respectively.
(2) If a systematic regular focusing error is present, the focusing modulation
being applied and the beat of the beam size become gradually out of phase. This
weakens the effect of the harmonic corrector.
(3) Harmonic strength associated to a focusing modulation over a finite length.
(4) Wiring modification of backleg trim windings. Four of the twenty-nine turns
are connected to a separate circuit, via the upper right terminal. The twenty-five
remaining turns are connected as for the original use of the backleg windings, via
the top terminal, except for the bottom, which is removed from the circuit.
(5) There are twenty independent circuits connecting the 2S0 top and bottom
coils of the last seven achromats in the Arcs. In each circuit, top and bottom coils
of magnets separated by five cells are connected in series.
(6) Horizontal betatron oscillation in seven achromats of the SLC Arcs, with
no errors (a), and with a 1% FD-Imbalance (b).
(7) Horizontal beam size in seven achromats of the SLC Arcs, with no errors
(a), and with a 1% FD-Imbalance (b).
(S) Horizontal betatron oscillation in seven achromats of the SLC Arcs, with a
cosine-like regular quadrupole modulation at twice the betatron frequency in the
focusing magnets, corresponding to C0SXX=5 Amperes, and for two initial phases
amount 'ig to maximum growth (a) and maximum decay (b).
(9) Horizontal and vertical beam sizes in seven achromats of the SLC Arcs,
with a cosine-like regular quadrupole modulation at twice the betatron frequency
in the focusing magnets, corresponding to C0SXX=5 Amperes. Cases (a) and (b)
correspond to respectively the horizontal and vertical beam sizes in entirely flat
Arcs. As can be seen, the modulation affects mostly the horizontal motion. Cases
(c) and (d) correspond to respectively the horizontal and vertical beam sizes in
the last seven achromats of the North Arc, with the present roil distribution. As
can be seen, some coupling is generated in the vertical plane, and the beats in the
horizontal plane are weakened by about 25%.
(10) Horizontal (a) and vertical (b) betatron oscillation in seven arhromats
of the SLC Arcs, with a systematic skew focusing perturbation, corresponding to
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SYSKEW=5 Amperes,
(11) Horizontal (a) and vertical (b) beam si2e in, seven achromats of the SLC
Arcs, with a systematic skew focusing perturbation, corresponding to SYSKEW=15
Amperes. In these plots, the initial emittance is zero in the vertical plane. An ex
change of oscillation energy from the horizontal plane to the vertical plane can be
seen(12) Horizontal (a) and vertical (b) beam size in seven achromats of the SLC
Arcs, with a systematic skew focusing perturbation, corresponding to SYSKEW=15
Amperes. In these plots, the initial emittances are equal in the horizontal and ver
tical planes. In this case, the skew focusing perturbation has no effect on the beam
envelopes.
(13) Horizontal (a) and vertical (b) betatron oscillation in seven achromats of
the SLC Arcs, with a skew focusing modulation at twice the betatron frequency,
corresponding to COSXY=5 Amperes.
(14) Horizontal (a) and vertical (b) beam size in seven achromats of the SLC
Arcs, with a skew focusing modulation at twice the betatron frequency, corre
sponding to SYSKEW=25 Amperes. In these plots, the initial emittance is zero in
the vertical plane. Growth of the phase-space in both the horizontal and vertical
planes can be seen(15) Horizontal (a) and vertical (b) beam stee in seven achromats of the SLC
Arcs, with a skew focusing modulation at twice the betatron frequency, correspond
ing to S YSKEW=2o Amperes. In these plots, the initial emittances are equal in the
horizontal and vertical planes. Growth of the phase-space in both the horizontal
and vertical planes can be seen.
(16) Horizontal beam size in seven achromats of the SLC Arcs, with a cosine
like regular quadrupole modulation at twice the betatron frequency in the focusing
magnets, corresponding to C0SXX=5 Amperes, and with a systematic focusing
perturbation of 1.33% in the focusing magnets. As can be seen, a beat in the beam
size is initiated as in Fig. 9a, but is reversed in the middle of the section and
vanishes almost at the end.
(17) Horizontal beam size in seven achromats of the SLC Arcs with the focusing
magnets perturbed by random quadrupole errors with a 1% standard deviation.
The particular "seed" was chosen as one which generates large beats at the end.
(IS) Horizontal beam size in seven achromats of the SLC Arcs with the focusing
magnets perturbed by the same random quadrupole errors as in (17), and corrected
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by superimposing a quadrupole modulation at twice the betatron frequency in
the focusing magnets, corresponding to (JOSXX=3.9 Amperes and to SINXX=0.7
Amperes. As can be seen, the correction is almost perfect at the end.
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VI.4 FIRST TESTS OP H A R M O N I C C O R R E C T I O N M E T H O D
In this section, we present the first tests made with the system of harmonic corrections
described in VI.3. These tests have shown that it was possible to adjust the phase-space,
empirically, at the exit to the arcs, to minimize backgrounds produced by mismatches.
Although it has not been possible to study all the cases which were explored in the collider
note above, the measurements we have made confirm qualitatively the theoretical results
presented in this note, and the validity of this approach towards adjusting open beam-lines.
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VI.4.1 Resonant Amplification of One-Dimensional M o t i o n

In Figs. 20a-f and 21a-f, we show a set of betatron oscillations in the north arc and in
the first third of the north final focus section ". These oscillations are launched horizontally
in the last sector of the linear accelerator. The plots correspond to two different settings of
the harmonic correction at twice the betatron frequency, and to two different initial phases
for the betatron oscillation. The harmonic correction is applied in the last third of the arc.
Figs. 20a-f represent the horizontal transfer of the these oscillations, and Figs. 21a-f the
coupling into the vertical plane of these oscillations.
1

We first concentrate on Figs. 20a-f. Figc. 20a-c and 20d-f correspond to oscillations
which are separated by x/4 at the origin. In Figs. 20a and 20d, no perturbation has been
applied. As can be seen, the amplitudes of the osculations are almost regular in Fig. 20a,
while they are slightly damped in Fig. 20d. In 20b and 20e, we have applied, respectively
a sine- and a cosine-like regular focusing perturbation at twice the betatron frequency,
with an amplitude close to 0.005 of the nominal focusing strength. As can be seen in both
cases, the amplitudes of the two oscillations are damped. In 20c and 20f, we have applied
the same perturbations to the same oscillations, but with opposite sign. In this case, the
oscillation which was slightly damped (Fig. 20d) becomes regular, and the one which was
regular (Fig. 20e) becomes rather strongly amplified.
The effects are in good qualitative agreement with the description given in section
II.6.1 of the collider note presented in VI.3: solutions with a maximally perturbed am
plitude (damped or amplified) correspond to harmonic perturbations which are ir out of
phase. Furthermore, the effects (damping or amplification) remain unchanged If the phase
of the launched betatron oscillation is varied by ir/4 and if the phase of the harmonic per
turbation is varied by rr/2. This is in agreement with the phase dependance of the effects,
as calculated for small perturbation in section II.5.2 of the collider note mentionned above.
In Figs. 21a-f, we show the coupling into the vertical plane corresponding to the oscil
lations in Figs. 20a-f. As can be seen, this coupling, already present for the unperturbed
oscillations (Figs. 21a,d), is modified rather appreciably by the perturbations we apply. As
was explained in section IV.2.1 of the collider note above, this modification results from the
rolls introduced in the arcs to follow the terrain of the SLAC site (see section VI.2). This
coupling contributes to weaken the perturbation in the horizontal plane. This explains
partially the fact that the amplitude of this perturbation i3 weaker than was predicted, by
almost a factor two. The two other reasons for a weaker perturbation than predicted are:
1. The fact that the relative phase of the perturbation and of the betatron oscillation
at its origin has not been tuned to better that ir/2 in these first tests. This relative phase
In (lie arcj, (he data are r»w, while in the final focus section, they are scaled with the square toot of
the ratio of the 0-functions in the two respective sections. This enables to make the oscillation comparable
in the two sections.
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is a priori arbitrary, because of the large distance between the end of the linear accelerator,
where the betatron oscillations are launched, and the part of the arc which we perturb.
2. The focusing errors in the part of the arc which we perturb. Such errors can reduce
the effects from the harmonic perturbations, as was shown in section 11.10 of the above
collider note, especially in the case of systematic errors.
VI.4.2 Separation of Horizontal and Vertical Betatron Frequencies

We show in Figs. 22a,b the vertical phase-shift produced by a systematic regular
focusing deviation of 0.0035 of the main field, and of opposite sign for the focusing and
defocusing magnets*. In Fig. 22a, a negative perturbation has been induced in the focusing
magnets, and in Fig. 22b, a positive perturbation.
As can be seen, the variation of the vertical phase is positive in Fig. 22a, and negative
",i Fig. 22b, for the part of the arc where the perturbation has been applied (units 1700
to 2400). The cumulative phase-shift is about 80°, which is close to what is expected for
a relative perturbation of 0.0035.
VT.4.3 Other Perturbations and Empirical Adjustments

As shown in chapter IV of the collider note above, the skew focusing perturbation are
too weak to have significant effects. We have however used the full set of perturbations to
tune, the lattice on the one hand, and the spots at the entrance to the final focus Bection
on the other hand, in an empirical way. We give exemples of this below.
We show in Figs. 23 and 24 a full set of betatron oscillations, horizontal and vertical,
with their couplings in the opposite plane, and for four initial phases separated by TT/4.
These oscillations were measured after empirical adjustments of the harmonic correctors.
T i e phase-shift is calculated in the fallowing way' : By noting that consecutive measurement points
are separated by the phase-shift per cell, which ia fi — 108 , and by considering that a weakly perturbed
oscillator)' mourtmenl can be represented by letting the phase and the amplitude of the oscillation vary
slowly, one can solve, for each couple of consecutive data points f l , a + l Ji 'be system:
n

n

x = a cos{nfi + A^„),
*n+i = a cos((n + l)ti + A<j> ),
n

n

n

n

*•

where On and A.<f> represent the variable amplitude and phase in question. An exact calculation would
also give terms proportional to the derivatives of a and <j>. Since we consider that these functions are
slowly varying, we can neglect these terms.
n
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As can be seen, they are essentially regular.
We show in Figs. 25a,b the beam shape on a phosphor screen, photographed before
and after adjusting it empirically. The two sets correspond to two different experiments,
where the optical parameters of the beam at the entrance to the arc were different. In
both cases, it was possible to adjust the harmonic correctors to cancel the variations.
VI.4.4 Conclusions from the First Tests

These first tests have shown the feasibility of the harmonic correction method which we
have proposed, have contributed to improve the optical transfer of the arcs, and given the
system an additional "knob", upstream of the final focus section, to adjust the matching
of the phase-space there.
These tests have also shown that the effects are weaker the predicted, in most part
because of systematic errors and because of the rolls along the part of the arc where the
harmonic correction system is installed. To obtain larger effects, the current of the power
supplies feeding the correction windings would have to be raised, by a factor of two or
three.
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•n

Figure. 20 Resonant growth of the hori* T.ial betatron
perturbation at twice the betatron frequency.
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plane, for four initial condiiions corresponding to phases separated by 45°, after optimiza
tion of the harmonic correctors.
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Figure. 24 Transfer of vertical betatron oscillations, and coupling into the horizontal
plane, for four initial conditions corresponding to phases separated by 45°, after optimiza
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Figure. 25 Empirical adjustments of the beam size at t i e end of the arc, on two
occasions ((a) et (b)). The photographs on the right show the beam before correction, and
those on the left the beam after correction.
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VII. REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS ON OPTICAL
CORRECTIONS IN THE FINAL FOCUS

1*1

VTL1 "Orthogonality of Pinal Waist Corrections at t h e I P
of t h e S L C "

The optical corrections in the final focus are all strongly coupled except for the three
final adjustments to position the waists at the interaction point, which can be made fully
orthogonal. This enable to simultaneously correct and measure phase-space parameters at
the interaction point. The orthogonalization is shown in this collider note, together with
a summary of the experimental algorithm.
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ORTHOGONALITY OF FINAL WAIST CORRECTIONS
LT THE IP OF THE SLC*

I. INTRODUCTION
Because the SLC finai IP spot is produced by an aberration-dominated op
tical system , all components and couplings between dimensions of transverse
phase-space must be controlled in the experimental tuning algorithm. For equal
1

2

1

emittances e = t , this amounts to ten linear optics adjustments . These
adjustments are coupled and depend non-linearly on phase-space parameters. A
ten-dimensional non-linear fitting pre gram is therefore used to match the lattice
in the Final Focus to the input beam. Local orthogonal "knobs" are also defined
for fine-tweaking around the initial solution, although this is not always practical
because of steering from the lenses.
z

y

3

4

The three final 'vaist corrections are however fully orthogonal to the other
seven optical adjustments. This means that they do not cause any of the other
seven optical distortions. We refer to this as externa/ orthogonality.
They can also be made in terniJly orthogonal. This means that each one of
the three orthogonalized controls can be applied independently of the two others.
It also allows one to simultaneously correct and determine the phase-space at the
IP.
*Work supported by Department of Energy Contract DE-AC03- 76SF00515.
f In the case ol equal emiitances these ten adjustments are grouped in three sett:
3

1. Four corrections to minimiie the spatial an J angular dispersion is both planes,
2. Three corrections to the betatron angular spread at the IP, by controlling the mag
nitude ot < x* > and of < y >, and by minimising the < x'jr' > correlation,
and
1

3. Three adjustments to ..oiition the waist* in both planes at the IP, by minimising the
correlations between the positions £,y, and the angles t? j / in both plan.es.
The ten variable quadrupoles used for these corrections are shown in Fig. 1. Because
each correction is coupled to the ones downstream, they must be applied sequentially, A
flow diagram illustrating this sequenciai application is shown ill Fig. 2.
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Both have been demonstrated to work experimentally ' , and form the basis
for the on-line tuning algorithm . In this note, we show the orthogonality of the
corrections and outline the experimental procedure and its limits.
7

II. EXTERNAL ORTHOGONALITY OF WAIST CORRECTIONS
The three final waist corrections are designed to cancel the correlations be
tween the positions x, y, and the angles z', y in both planes at the IP. The
< r*' > and < yy > correlations* are minimized by combining trim windings
in two regular quadrupoles of the Final Triplet, one defocusing (QD2B), and one
focusing (QF3). We refer to them as the in-plane waist adjustments. The < xy' >
correlation, which at the waist and for E, = e is equal* to < yx' >, is minimized
with a single skew quadrupole (SQ3J just upstream of the Final Triplet. This
one is referred to as the out of plane waist adjustment. The correction elements
are indicated in Fig. 1.
1

1

y

These final adjustments are normally decoupled from dispersion corrections
because the dispersion is nominally zero in the Final Triplet.
They are also close to decoupled from the angu/ar spread corrections. To see
this, we consider for simplicity an uncorrected (< xx* >—0) beam focused to a
waist by a thin lens in the horizontal plane. From linear optics, we compute (to
first order) the variation of the spatial beam size <x and of the angular beam size
o < as a result of varying the strength of the lens:
x

x

\ *2ML ~

7ft...

(!)

In (I), eg is the beam size at the lens and SQ is the fractional strength variation
of the lens.
For CQ large compared to the minimum beam size o"x(0), small adjustments
are sufficient to change the size at the waist significantly, with only & small per
turbation to the angular spread. At the Final Triplet, OQ is typically a thousand
times larger than <r [Q). The quadrupole adjustments need therefore be only a
few percent. Over that range, the change in angular spread is negligible.
f

Thus the three final waist adjustments are essentially orthogonal to the other
seven optical corrections. The opposite is not true: the other seven corrections
• In Transport* notation, < xx' >= ff

Sll

< yj/ > = ff
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are s„ ongly coupled to the three final waist adjustments. The experimental
tuning algorithm is therefore sequential. It is summarized in the flow diagram in
Fig. 2.
III. INTERNAL ORTHOGONALITY OF WAIST CORRECTIONS
We begin by considering the in-piane waist adjustments (i.e. the minimization
of the < xx' > and < yy' > correlations). A regular lens perturbs each plane
proportionally to the beam size at the lens in that plane. Since this beam size is
naturally larger in each lens in the plane in which it is focusing, QF3 and QD2B
can be combined to control the horizontal and vertical waists independently. The
coupling coefficients, found using TRANSPORT , are:
9

\AfJ

\SQ2BJ

\ 0.80

-1.37/

'

In (2), the fractional quadrupole strengths <5g and SQ B are in parts per thou
sand, and the longitudinal waist motions Af
are in centimeters.
3

2

XiV

The couplings in C are close to independent of input mismatch. This is
evident for a mismatch of the IP angular spreads from the form of (2). It is
also true in the case of a largely correlated input phase-space into the Final
Triplet {in-plane correlations), which the waist corrections are designed to cancel.
This can be seen by considering the nominal IP phase-space obtained after the
correction, and by back-tracking the beam into the lenses: since the changes in
the strengths of QF3 and QD2B required by the correction are small, the beam
sizes are perturbed negligibly in the lenses. Since their effect is proportional
to this beam size, the couplings in C do not change significantly. The linear
combinations defined in (2) can thus be used for orthogonal coatrol independent
of the mismatch of the input beam phase-space* .
In the case of the out of plane waist-adjustment, (the < xtf > and < yxf >
correlations) using the skew lens SQ3, orthogonality to the In-plane corrections
is obtained by requiring an upright beam shape near the Final Triplet (i.e. <
* This is not the case for the other optica] adjustments in the Final Focna, where the relative
setting! must be calculated through a non-linear fitting program and depend thus on
the initial condition. Since this initial condition must be obtained hmn measurements
with possibly large errors, the calculated solution can be significantly off as a result. The
correction can in this case require several iterations. This is especially the case for the
angular spread corrections. Operationally, some improvement Is obtained by basing the
catenations on time-averaged quantities.
9
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xy >— 0). Operationally, this condition is obtained by observing the beam on
a profile monitor (ST4) near the Final Triplet, and by adjusting a second skew
lens, SQ17.5, located in the First Telescope, which is part of the angular spread
corrections.
10

Wc show this by the following thin lens argument . Consider two lenses, one
regular and one skew, of strengths K and S respectively, with parallel to point
focusing to the waist. The change in angular spread at the waist is in this case
strictly zero. The combined effect of the two lenses on the beam is:
(~K
t

,

{

7<"' = .Ro- '"i2 with R =
)

1 -S

- 1 0

0\

0

0

-5

0

K

1

V 0

0

-1

0j

(3)

9

where o t,in v e the beam matrices describing the four-dimensional phase-space
at the waist and in the lenses. From (3), the beam-size at the waist is, in the
horizontal plane:
ou

J

2

1

1

(ff°*') = a\, + o*K + o\S* - 2 < xx > K - 2 < yx > S + 2 < xy > KS, (4)
where the subscript in has been omitted on the right hand aide. The coupling
between the two corrections cancels if the correlation < xy>=0.
This has been
verified independently in two simulations
of the optical corrections for the
Final Focus System.
11,11

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND PHASE-SPACE DETERMINA
TION AT THE IP
After the < xy > correlation has been minimized at ST4, by adjusting the
skew lens SQ3, the cut of plant waist adjustment SQ3 and in plant controls A / ,
defined in (2) form a s orthogonal set of correctors. For minimization of the IP
spot, they can therefore be applied independently and in any order.
S

y

From (4) or from (l), we see that the beam sizes depend parabolically on the
controls. This enables one to find the optimal corrections by symmetry even if
the minimum of the parr' ola is not resolved instrumentally. This minimum is
not resolved for beam sizes smaller than the carbon filament target used for
diagnostic purposes (there are three wires, with diameters of 4,7, and 20 microns).
13
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In order to simultaneously measure the phase-space parameters at the IP, Wc
first apply the SQ3 correction, to minimize the out of plane correlations. After
this, the beam sizes at the IP can be written as a function of the 'n-plane Final
Triplet orthogonal controls A / as:
a>B

Hx,y

where e ,y and 0 are the emittancea and the /^-functions in each plane respec
tively. Fitting a parabola to each measurement gives c and 0 , . Although
z

XiS

X|V

4

the angular spreads ax,'y' ~ J r

z

r

are well determined from the branches of the

parabolas, the minimum linear beam sizes a — \/t 0s
are not if the mini
mum of the parabola is not resolved. This lack of resolution can occur because of
the finite wire-target size mentioned above, and because of the following optical
reasons:
Il9

Sl9

lt

1. For unequal emittances, because the correlations < xrf > and < x'y >
are not necessarily equal, there may be residual uncorrected cross-plane
coupling terms in the spot.
8

3

2. Before full implementation of the seven other optical corrections, the size of
the third order chromatic aberrations can dominate the linear component
of the beam size at the IP* .
5

In both cases, the linear variables 0 and t
will be ever-estimated. In
order to relieve the effects from 2., a detuned optical configuration, with purposely
small angular spreads, can be used, such that the third order aberrations are
negligible compared to the linear beam size. For the reason, such a configuration,
with 0z.,j = 3 centimeters, instead of the nominal 0 = 0.75 centimeters, was used
in the initial commissioning phase.
St9

l t t

Effects from 1. cannot be handled in the Final Focus with the present correc
tion scheme, which is designed for equal emittances in both planes. Operationally,
it is therefore desirable to maintain equal emittances throughout the upstream
parts of the SLC.

* The second order Aberrations muit also bi cancelled byfittingthe chromatic correction
textupolea after each significant optical adjustment, to take into account the deviations
in the lattice caused by the optical matching. This result* from the fact that the six
quadrupoles used to corvect the betatron phase-space straddle the chromatic correction.
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Fig. 1: Schematic of the SLC Final Focus System optics. The six variable
quadruples used for adjusting the betatron phase-space are shown shaded. The
/our quadrupoles used to correct the dispersion function are shown cross-hatched.
The profile monitor ST4 is located immediately upstream of the skew quadrupole
SQ3. The sequential application of these ten adjustments is summarized in the
flow-diagram in Fig. 2.
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IP dispersion minimization is usually performed. In addition, the sextupoles are
rentted after each significant waist correction. The main correctors used at each
step are indicated in parenthesis. The full system is shown in Fig. 1.
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VTI.2 " B e a m Dynamics in t h e SLC Final Focus S y s t e m "

This conference article describes the initial development of the experimental tuning
algorithm, enabling to adjust the final focus for maximum luminosity, given a perturbed
input phase-space. The correction algorithm had to be designed pragmatically and given
the already built final focus beam-line. It is based on the general framework of the optical
design of the system. The paper gives an overview of the general commissioning strategy
for the final focus. It also provided the basic groundwork for the specification of the 01-line
computer control and modeling of the final focus, and served as a building block towards
further work on this subject.
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B E A M D Y N A M I C S I N T H E SLC F I N A L F O C U S S Y S T E M
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Abstract
The SLC luminosity' i* reached by collidini beam* focussert to about 2 «tn u t i u v e m sixes. The Final Focus System
(FF51 mmt enable, beyond i u buic optkai design, ehs de
tection and correction of error* accumulated in the system- In
thi* paper, afltr summarising the dtaign, w* review the sen
sitivity to eucfc error* and the ability to correct them. The
overall tuning suatsgy involve* three phi***: single beam spot
minimisation, steering the beam* in collision and luminosity
optimisation with bara-beam effect*.
1,1

1

S u m m a r y of Optica) Design *'
Focussing the beam to a email transverse six* would be
e u y if the input phase space (transverse emttUnce and energy
spread) were small enough. A fnenocnerectie beam with hori.
tonta] emiitince i = iJ/ffJ" would. Tor example, be foeuated
to a\ - of\'fh
a diitance I' from a ten* with focal length
I / / = l/i" + \jL [see Fig. t). In a more realistic beam with
finite energy spread ag, rays on the edge of the energy distri
bution are focussed at an axial position displaced byi'et,
thus
adding 7\'oe°' to the overall aite (a factor 2 is put in since i t
least two lenses are used to focus both plane*). Thi* chromatic
demotion is negligible if <c~t £ effw.
In the SIC where
o\ a i.5pm, c s 3 10*'° mrad, eg at 0.002 and I' m Sm (com
puted to the principle plane of the final lenses), it amount* to
*c*r»m = *l > *
dominate* the spot.

-i 0.2

a

t

tm

AC<

Fig. 2. Relative luminoeity low versus 2' and a,
for a Final Focus without chromatic correction.

c h u M

Compensation require* a special Chromatic Correction
Section (CCS) upstream of the final lens. In a simplified CCS,
two dipole* of strength B separated by 21«„ are imaged by a
quad with focal length i«,/2, resulting in a l " order achromat (see Fig. 1). Near the quad is a startup ale of strength
5 , in which th* field varies quadralicilly with excursion, and
in which fay* with energy deviation t* arc transported off« i i . Thi* produce* a stronger overall quad for raya both offangle and off-energy (lt term), which offsets the weaker fo
cussing in th* final lens. Equating th* contributions to
a'
from the Anal ten* and from the sextupol* (neglecting the CCS
quad), we find that M « P/L, R, - I'll*
B and 5 scale like
S ec R,/MB.
Unfortunately, the sextupole also deflects ray* solely offenergy or off-angle, thus giving term* in I and 4 | . Can
celling these two new aberration* require* that the CCS be
made of two consecutive and identical sections, with sextupoles
in pair* T phase shift apart and sequential symmetry for the
r).function. The real system, designed to focus ^chromatically
in both planes, uses telescopes, each consisting of two triplets,
instead of the lenses. This minimises ' the dominant
tf ,$&
term* and suppresses the other 2** order term in xf£,ytg while
demagmTying in both planes. The chromatic correction, also
done in both planes, require* two sextupole families. Cou
pling effect* between them can significantly enhance 3 " order
chromatic and geometric contributions and must be minimized
The three dominant terms are Sjj., t'lg and #*. Neglecting the
final lenses, these terms scale like S'tTo-Jj^M. S'BoEtrj'.Vf*
and S'of'M .
Substituting for the sextupole strength needed
to correct, w . get S^^Tl,
*!"£.»•) ^ »,•**( J » T " , For
given phase-space voiume, space constraints and desired 0' the
overall effect of these aberrations is minimized adjusting M.B
and 5 to balance them out. An approximate criterion is ob
tained equating the two l' terms giving 0™-«tB
Physically
this means that monochromatic and chromatic sixes should be
about equal in the sextupoles.
t

ekrm

•&

3

Fig. 1. A simpli&ed Final Focu*.
The resulting luminosity, computed by averaging the usual
expression over the two beams' energy distributions (assumed
square with half-width OE), is given by:

3

1

3

E

C.{0\°£)

&- 77-

diidil
» i , 70- + frF*(S * + . ; ' )
2*o J J 2
E

(1)

£

E

where F-a' (t )/aftg
is a measure of the aberration. It is
shown versus $' in Fig. 2, normalised to C{0Z, ,v
• 0). for
an a>-built FFS with no chromatic compensation [F =» )Sm).
Independent of (, it give* the optimum 0' tor such an FFS.
For o * 0.002 and S' a 1.5 cm, £ is down by a factor
3.5. This is not as low a* what we get directly with the size
estimate because the aberration spreads the edges of the bunch
out more than it* core, and because the luminosity is a sum of
square*.
t

E

m

E

c

tft
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3
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These considerations are relevant not only to the design,
but as we shall tee, to the experimental tuning strategy: We
must in effect insure proper optical matching into the CCS
to maintain the optimization. The whole system is shown in
Fig. 3. It includes two more sections to match the Arc lattice.
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Fig. 4. Relative luminosity loss versus 0' and o
for a Final Focus chromatically corrected to 2"'
order.
M

Fig. 3. Schematic of FFS.

Sensitivity to Optical Mismatch
linear optics. For 0' too small, £ falls off, first linearly, than
parabolically, as it becomes dominated by 3 aberration.
In real operation, both the volume and shape of the injected
phase space differ from specification because of errors, thereby
Optical Corrections
increasing o'.
The
FFS
could
in
principle be designed to fully match op
Enhancements in <, from waiefields in the Linac or syn
tical distortions generated upstream. Accumulated errors of
chrotron radiation in the Arc, as well as an imperfectly miniany size would then be left for correction there. This is not
nijzed C"E, are uncorrectable in the FFS. The damage can, howfeasible in the SLC because of the Arc, where minimizing syn
rver, be reduced somewhat by retuning the betatron match
chrotron radiation induced emittance growth requires a rea
Into the CCS. Fox larger (, o' is first dominated by the
sonable optical match throughout. The 1"' step to specify the
¥ order 8 6 term. Varying 0' to minimize the overall
matching solution is to set tolerances for the Arc and its input
',10' + (<J c//3') )i size gives L oc ri for 0', , <x ti. Similarly match to avoid large growth. Investigating such tolerances is
beyond the scope of this paper. Let us simply mention that
or o (now with b\8) we would get L « o'^ for 0; , ec «-J ir
the blowup is small* for random imperfections three times the
.he bunch remained gaussian. Actual simulation (MURTLE*)
specified tolerance. Input mismatch and systematic errors are
hows close to linear loss with weak dependance on 0' (see
more damaging.
ri

d

2

E

2

£

f

E

p

7

Optica/ distortions from gradient errors upstream are
iiostly linear and can be corrected within some bounds,
the primary effect results from a 1*' set enhancing o' diectly by correlating positions with angles or with >£ at the
P. This amounts to axial offsets in the waists, x-y coupling
'x4> or lit terms) and anomalous r/,. . The axial waist offset
^ • I U I must be corrected to better than 0'=O.7S cm, since
%t = "' + a « , . , „ / 0 \ ar,d ij,, to better than 1 mm. A 2"<
st affects luminosity indirectly by perturbing the IP anguar spread, through the magnitude of < I > and < cj >, and
Ihrough anomalous in and 64> coupling terms. Smaller spread
ncreases 0' linearly. Inversely, a larger spread reduces it but
l«o enhances the 3 ' order IS\, S*6E and fi aberrations, as
he criterion for optima] balancing is no longer satisfied. The
elative luminosity loss versus 0' is shown from simulation in
Fig. 4 for different <r . The shape is the same as in the chro
matically uncorrected case in Fig. 2. Here, although the CCS
has left V* aberrations, it has removed the dominant 2"' order
terms, thereby railing £*"** and shifting 0' towards smaller
values. The tolerance on 0' is about ±30%. Outside this
range, the spot will not have the design size even if the 1" set
of distortions are corrected. For 0' too large, £ cc 1/0' from
5

t

3

r

1

3

lt

The distortion's size then determine the range over which
the FFS must be tunable, and the above sensitivities how well
one must match. Not all parameters are important. With no
pinch effect initially and with 0£ basically set by the Linac,
we consider distortions only in the four betatron dimensions
and in their couplings to energy. Betatron space is described
by the usual o-matrix* with ten terms «<,=< i , i j >. The
A-matrix describing the lattice has 16 terms. Output phase
space is related to input by o
= Rtjj R' where If is the
transpose of A. For linear optics and neglecting synchrotron
radiation, Poincarrt invariance requires" that R be sympa
tic:
tul

H

10

-10

r

&SR = 5,

1
0

with S =

0

A
(2)

£
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0 J
thereby restricting the number of free terms in JI to ten. Apply
ing the same algebra to the o-matrix, we find that the betatron
space can only be perturbed by the optics in six independent
ways. With the four dispersions » ,», ,f, we thus have a total
of (en inrfependtni distortions to correct.
t

r

We choose to represent them by those for which tolerances
were given above: the five IP angular sizes < #' > , < a> >,
< 8a) > and r)i, , and the five correlations of IP positions to
angles and energy < it > , < vtf > , < y0 > (or < i * >) and
•;,,,. Ideally correction would be done upstream of the CCS,
to avoid perturbing its optimization relative to the Final Demagnifier. This is possible /or 17, but only partially possible for
betatron space.
J

random errors three times those expected in the Arc can be
handled.

(

Dispersion is corrected perturbing the ij-match with four
quads,' installed in pairs » / 2 and » phase shift from the IP,
to control spatial and angular rj, respectively. Each pair con
sists or an erect and a skew quad for control in both planes.
Naturally orthogonal for small input v,,t (the two erect ones
perturbing the match of the horizontal lattice dispersion, and
the two skew ones coupling it into vertical), they are coupled
•f it is large. Correction range is limited by quad strengths but
also by the particular orientation of input n. Some specific val
ues make them ineffective. This happens, for example, when
i?;; ""'™' exactly cancels v''},""- The domain of correctable
r) therefore has a dzai tont (see Fig. 5). With V'ARC' mod
ulating around 35 mm with maximum slopes of ± 1 6 mrad,
uncorrectable cases appear if, for instance, the horiionlal be
tatron phase in the back of the Arc is off by a quarter of a
modulation cycle with the appropriate sign. Gross control is
thus required upstream to bring v within capture range.
1

ie

Overview of T u n i n g S t r a t e g y
Turning 12 coupled knobs guided only by the IP spot—let
alone optimising two colliding beams—would be very difficult
without an ordered procedure Since measuring <jm-siie beams
is not straightforward, we musL minimize the number of tuning
experiments requiring IP information by diagnosing as many
aspects of phase space as possible before demagnifkation or
wherever conventional instruments are adequate.
Our tuning strategy begins with optical matching of a sin
gle beam using strip-line Beam Position Monitors (UPMs) with
about 20 Jim resolution and phosphor screens wiih about 35 nm
resolution. At the IP, crude measurements are done using thin
carbon wires, about 5 pm in diameter, from which spot sizes
and centroids are inferred by scanning. Such wire targets and
BPMs near the IP have been designed for initial commission
ing, but are also part of the early detector configuration.
After both beams are minimised, they are brought and kept
in collision, first with BPMs near the IP, and then exploiting
the electromagnetic fields from the bunches, which for small
enough size and large enough population cause them to be
deflected if they miss each other," The ability to detect this
effect determines the size and intensity to be reached in the
single beam phase. We shall see thai about 5 ^m and a few
1 0 particles is adequate.
10

Finally we maximize luminosity looking at beam-beam ef
fects in three ways: magnitude of deflection, synchrotron ra
diation from the collisions (Beamstrahlung) and disruption
imaged in the extraction-lines. Detector background minimiration is not covered here.
11

13

11

Single B e a m Spot Minimization

Fig. 5, Domain of correctable horizontal dispersion.
Betatron matching is split across the CCS, in the
0-match and Final Demagnifier. The three angular terms
< f >, < 4? > and < <* > at* adjusted upstream of the
CCS with two of the /j-malch quads and a skew quad, allow
ing to control the ratio of betatron to chromatic sizes in the
sextupoles. The three waist onsets < xt >,< y<p > and < pB >
cannot be adjusted within the (J-match independently of the
angular terms. The are taken out at the very end, with two of
the final lensea and a 2"' skew quad. This strategy does not
maintain exactly the relative optimization of the Final Demagnifier and CCS, as the last lenses are tweaked. The luminosity,
somewhat derated as some 2** order aberration reappears, can
be restored readjusting the sexlupoles. Except for some cases
of large errors, this is a amall effect. With present hardware,
the correction range is about ±40 x 0' for waist control (or
30 cm for 0' = 0 75 cm) and a factor 3 in either direction
for angular spread. Simulations and calculations show that

We first correct anomalous input 17. BPMs at the end of
the Arc and in the FFS are used to measure beam motion ver
sus energy. This does not give the position-energy correlation
within the bunch if anomalous rj exists where the energy is var
ied, but gives a good estimate if the Arc is (as expected) the
dominant contributor. As more accuracy is needed, one must
constrain rj in the Linac or measure spot sizes directly. With
1% energy scans, we determine i to a few mm, or about 5%
of the Arc average. Using s model, we determine n°y™?°"
from a least-square fit to the measurements and calculate the
matching solution. Locally orthogonal "knobs" are derived for
fine-tweaking. We first correct the 3-malch, to enable measur
ing betatron phase space there. Final settings for IP correction
will differ if the CCS and Final Demagnifier generate rj, for ex
ample, through orbit errors The resulting mp is mostly spatial
as the lenses there are JT/2 phase shift from the IP. Final IP
correction is inferred from BPM measurements and from mea
suring a' versus the derived orthogonal knobs, using the wire
targets.
Betatron phase space is then diagnosed measuring spot size
on a screen versus the strength of an upstream quad, and fitting
a parabola. Special emphasis is put on omittance, to help
guide tuning in the Arc. Since < enters as a overall scale, we
must resolve the parabola's minimum. For a quad and a screen
separated by /, this requires cI //3 > r , where r is the screen
resolution. This condition is met before demagnifkation, in the
/J-malch. A setup with about 100 tim minima in both planes
is installed. Twiss parameters, found from the parabola's axis
and branches, serve to diagnose gross betatron mismatch, xy coupling obscuring the <-measurement is diagnosed looking
at the tilt of the spot versus quad strength, giving another
parabola and three more terms With nine terms in total, we
can in principle fully determine betatron space. In practice,
being mostly interested in «. whilr brtatron mismatch is better
lb

a
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1

-matured elsewhere, we simply correct for the measured x-y
jupling.

Betatron mismatch is best diagnosed in the Final Pemagifier, where angular and spatial sizes are naturally separated,
sing the three £-malch knobs, we first set the three angular
MM < #* >, < 4>* > and < t$ >, looking at a nominally
•und spot on a high-j3 screen upstream of the Final Triplet,
.'e begin, first ignoring t,, , by standing the beam upright
ring the skew quad. Then, taking <*,, into account, we per•rb the two sixes with the erect quads, so as to best satisfy
.e Pl^ ot ct scaling law (minimizing 3'' order aberration).
fter this, the beam will have the predicted size at the axial
-ition where it comes to a waist, although that place may
:- offset from the IP. Correction, amounting to cancel < x$ >,
yd- > and < xd> > terms, is calculated sweeping the three
"nil Triplet knobs and measuring a' versus strength. As
the phase-space measurement, only the parabola's axis and
inches are needed. The axis give the offsets and the branches
e derivatives of size versus strength. In principle, resolving
c minima it not esser.tial. With all lenses x/2 from trie IP,
can be shown that the skew quad is fully orthogonal to the
o other waist controls, provided the < I«4 > coupling term
properly nulled; however, the latter two are coupled. The
-orithm 6rst orthogonaliz.es them using the derivative* and
en sets them based on the measured axis. The skew quad ia
justed equivalently before or after, t)//> can also be cancelled
th such parabolic sweeps. Final minimization is achieved it: ting all the corrections.
r

ta
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Fig. 6. Beam-beam deflection versus offset (or
three spot sixes.
version of such a system, with a lime constant or about 20 sec
onds, is available as an extension of existing software. More
sophisticated pulse to pulse schemes with optimal filtering' of
specific frequencies are in progress.
17

Steering the Beams in Collision

8

The average mutual deflection of two gaussian beams coling at an offset A is"

era) =

-2r,N

T

3 - «xp(A»/2<4)

n»rl*r)

Luminosity Optimization with Beam-Beam Effects
Algorithms based on three beam-beam signals are in
progress.
1. Magnitude of deflection: The maximum deflection pro
duced in the centering scan is a strong function of beam sizes
and can be used for tuning. For centered beams, this signal
allows separating improvements in the two planes, but unfor
tunately not in the two beams. This can be seen noticing that
after normalizing by NT,P, conservation of the total transverse
momentum implies equal average deflections for each beam.
The maximum must thus be symmetric in the two beam sizes,
making it hard to know which one needs to be optimized (ex
cept by teasing derivatives).

M

ere r« is the classical electron radius, y the retatiristic factor,
the number of particles in the target and aj-p the target
d probe sizes,
a form factor computed for
»U & by folding in the probe distribution. It reduces the
rage for A ss a, whereas it should be dropped for A > <T,
the beams then see each other as point charges. Deflection
>ut offset it shown in Fig. 6 for SO GeV beams with 5 x 10>°
licles and 2, 5 and 10 /im sizes. Detection is best done
the system's high-/? points, near the Final Triplet, where
ranslates into the largest possible shift. Special BPMs are
igned for this purpose.
The tuning method proceeds in three steps:
1. Initial beam Boding: After bringing the beams close
h BPMs near the IP, one of them (the most intense) is
eled on and off while the other it measured at the outgoing
h-jJ point. This gives the shift induced by the collision, the
n telling in which direction to steer. For large A and with
-oerical factors, we get 6X^{nm) *
*$&£"•

11

2. Beamstrah'ung: The total photon dux emitted in the
collisions is a strong function of beam sizes. For each particle,
•M, oc 0,/f = #*/o,, where <r„ t and p are the bunch-length,
deflection angle and radius of curvature. For centered beams of
equal size og and populations N[,i, Beam 1 radiates A^"'"' a
NiNj/0,0%. Without the shape of the photon beams it is hard
to separate the two planes. One can however distinguish the
larger from the smaller by scanning one across the other. This
is the reversed situation from the deflection signal, making the
two methods complementary. The reason is the ^'-dependence
ol IV-J, leading to a sum of squares for N^"'"'. The dependence
of N^' from the probe versus A is indicated in Fig. 7 for a
target with equal, larger or smaller size.
3. Disruption: When beams have been made small and
intense enough, they act as lenses for each other, thereby in
creasing their angular spread after collision. In the linear ap
proximation, a} grows by about 50% for beams with 2 x 10'°
particles and 2 jjm transverse sites. Monitoring of this ef
fect will be possible in the extraction lines, by imaging IP an
gles on screens through optics designed for the planned energy
spectrometers, Tuning for the largest possible spot on these
screens will then maximize luminosity.

16

2. Beam centering: Scanning one beam across the other en- optimal centering on the sero-deflectbn symmetry point
- Fig. «), The largest shift occurs for A = I,SOT giving
EJVm) . PPfJl£°".
With 20 urn measurements and
_ut 2 x 10'° particles initially, we expect good signals for
- Sum. This sets the goal for single beam optimization.
3. Feedback: The mutual deflections are alto used to keep
two beams in collision In simple versions of such feedback,
•ample positron deviations from an initial reference at recip»! high-/) points on ingoing and outgoing paths. Drifts in the
at are approximated by A (i) a (6X, (i)-tX, (t)).
A slow
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V I I . 3 "First Order Optical M a t c h i n g i» ^-f S'inal F o c u s S e c t i o n
o f t h e S L A C Linear Collider"

This publication describes the modeling and fitting algorithms that were developed
to perform on-li..^ model-driven optical corrections. The tuning algorithm is summarized,
and some initial experimental results presented.
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program for the Find Focui. The cxiitlng online SLC optical model w

ELAC-PUB-4S21
C A L T - « . « . - MttS
May 1088
(A)

not

adequate alace It aammw that the baas dynamic* In the horiaontal and vertical
plana* are ifidapendaot and iwnca cannot accommodate crcae-plane coupling,
A itraightforwerd and general method for extending the model to incorporate
cttae-plane coupling w u daviaad and la explained in Appendix A.

FIRST ORDER OPTICAL MATCHING IN THE FINAL
FOCUS SECTION OF THE SLAC LINEAR COLLIDER*

2. DISPERSION CORRECTION
3.1

CM.

DJTmmoNi

HAWKES

Dlipanlon refen to the correlation Between the tranrveree poailion or angle
Coli/orrue Snch'luli o/ Tuknolaty,
Ptuitiu,

Ctlifirma

of a partkte b a bunch and ita energy relative to the mean energy of the bunch;

tlltS

e.g. horizontal ipatial dkpcnlon:
Ax
=

(S.1)

t

P.S BAMBADE
where x to displacement In the local borisontai plane and S to the energy spread,
Stanford LiniMT AetdtnXor

* *= &B/E.

Ctnttr,

More precisely this can be termed the "beam dispersion". It cor

responds to the sixth column of the beam o-matrbt* and contributes to the

Stanford Univtrritf, St*nfoti, CWi"/crru« e^JBQ

first-order transverse beam else according to the formula:

ABSTRACT

*yf*t + th?

T i e procedures uaed for dispersion and betatron matching In the first order
optical tailing of tie SLC Final Focus are described. Associated modelling and

(S.J)

where « to the cmittance and \ftJStothe monochromatic [i m 0) beam else.

fitting felgoritluili a n presented.

The term l a t t k * dispersion" will be need to describe a I Lightly different

A straightforward method Tor extending uncoupled optical modeli to Incorporate

quantity. It to a property of the optical lattice of the beam line, Independent

cross-plane coupling to explained.

of the beam, and corresponds to the sixth column of the transfer matrix, or Rmatrix* describing a aeetloa of beam line. The lattice dispersion adds on to the

SubmlUed to Nuclear Iratrumeoti u d Methods A

1

n Tat r-nsirU ead Jt-auttix an a*ati«tj Is *»• R U I I I fat tkt propim TRAM 9 PORT.*'

* Wort ipparui Vj DtautiMBt tJ bargy, watneu DE-ACBMl-EfiettSff (CtltacfcJ ud
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INTRODUCTION

beam dispersion of a beam passing through the a ction; e.g. for horixontsl spatial
diapers Ion from point A to point B:

1

The SLAC Linear Collider " (SLC) to designed to eollide electron and posltrofi bunches each with * round beam epot and with a transverse atoe of about 2

A

A

n? = fl„.7 + RnVt

(2.3)

+ ftrt* + Huni* + -Rie

1

microns at t i e interaction point (IP), The Final Focus'" pactions of the beam
Unas, oe aach aide of the IF, a n rsspceiiibh for focusing til* beans to thii small

where n to the beau dispersion at the start of the section, *

•La*.

dispersion at the end of toe section and R to the transfer matrix across the

A

The Final Poena optical ijiUm, shown in Fig- 1. consists of five telescopic

2.2

scopes. The chromatkity of the cjuadrupola a m y la compensated through sextup«lea in the Chroxnatk Comction Bactlon. Matching of the dispersion and the
the Firat Telescope respectively. Extraction of the ipent beam, moving in the

is the beam

section. The horizontal spatial lattice dispersion from A to B to Kia.

modules. Deaagnincation to achieved In two itage*, in the Firat and Final Tele

betatron action to the Arc lattke to provided in the tf-Matchiag Section and

B

DESIGN DlSPtRSION

The SLC requires sera spatial and angular beam dispersion (n and vf'] in
* and y ** the interaction point in order to optimise the luminosity. With an
energy spread of 0.&9E a residual spatial beam dispersion or only 1 mm will more

opposite direction, to achieved hi the Firat Telescope, through a putted magnet

than double the spot size from 2 to 5 micron*.

and a septum.
Fig, 2 shows the design value for i?< as a function of distance along the beam

The Final Focus must also provide variable optical matching for the correc

.ice (i) in the Final Focus from the end of the Art to the IP- Whereas * , to

tion of dtotortiooj in the lattice arising through gradient crrora in the beam line

designed to be e-ro ttrtrywhe

upstream tad within the Final Focus Section itself. Thai note describes two parte
of the optica] toning procedure need during the eoEnmtoeionlng and running of

the Arc, n £

the SLC Final Focus: th* diepenkm and betatron matching.

f

R c

— 47.5 mm. Thto to cancelled by an equal and opposite lattice

dtopenion in the ij-Matching Section at the beginning or the Final Focus, leading
1

To attain the desired beam spot sue, W contribution from the finite energy

to rjf " = 0 at the end erf the First Telescope (FT). The Chromatic Correction

spread of the beam ic •at be elirolneted by making the beam dispersion KTO at

Section (CCS) temporarily generates large values of 17, as part of ita function,

the IP. The method for doing thto to described in Section 2.

but the design value of 17. returns to iero at the end of the CCS and through the
Final Telescope to the IP.

The BLC design baa equal tmittances In the horisontal and vertical planet, to
this case, abt adjustment* are involved to match the Final Focus monochromatic
beam stay dope to that coming «rt of the Arc, The procedure for doing tbii,
referred to u betatron matching,todiscussed in Section 3,
In order to perform these matching operations routine!? it to necessary to
1

have detailed optical modelling and fitting Included as part of the on/foe control
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JJ ibe Final] Focus this to not true of ffr. The

condition 17^ = 0 to achieved by having non.sero beam dispersion at the end of

3.3

racalured and heoee will not be corrected by tbe firs'. T«]«cajw DLS;,.T",I..^

ANOMALOUS DISPERSION

Conection scheme Go be described in Section 2.5. It will propagate ihrouih to
In practice the diepcnioa functions sometimes thorn anomalous deviations

the IP and must be corrected there u described in Section 2.6.

JO™ tilt design. Feasible errors contributing to a non-aero beam dispersion at
*« IP can be grouped into two claeeei.

2.5

FtRST TELESCOPE DISPERSION CORRECTION

(aj Bum dispersion coming from tbe Arc which it different from H> design
To correct the dispersion at the end of tbe Finl Telescope it is first H K W « O '

nine
(b) AnomjJou* dispersioa arising from error* tn elements of the Fine] Focus
beam Uoc Eleelf. These arc most likely to come from the CCS (due to
misalignment of a sextupole

u

quadrupolet for example} since «» is locally

to determine tbe spatial and angular dispenion at the end xA the Arc,

tJiC

rj .

This is dons by measuring the ipatial dispersion at B P M J near the end of the
Arc, as described in Section 3.4, and then using tbe 6tting technique described
In Appendix B.

large there, and *o email errors had to big effects at the IP,
c

It ia desirable to deal with erron of type (a) first by correcting the dispersion
t the end of the Tint Telescope to give n"" « C* If thai anomalous dlspenion

The model is used to transport rj** through the t/-Mulching and FT Sec
1

tions of the Final Focus to five if

at the end of the FT;

• left uncorrected at the end of the FT it will propagate through to the IP. The
p/T = ^""^-"(Jri.fci.fcs.fcsjn*

inal Focus optica cause demagnification of the ipatial diaper* ion component and
•*»niGcation of the angular component. The resulting anomalous r/

,IP

510

[2A)

it likely

ff

? be of much greater magnitude than i j , «wH«g it difficult to maaaure IJ^

where, now,

-•rurately enough for it to be corrected at the IP.
Erron of type (b), combined with residual erron of type (»)• must then be
IP

»"dl*d aeparately by torrectiag the dispersion at the IP to give rf = Q.
la both case* the toots available to Bute the dispersion correction are the

and A

A £ C - + r T

« t h e transfer matrix from the end of the Arc to the end of tbr FT

_^n»T two pain of email quadnipoles in the ip-Matching Section of the Final Focus

fiknlsteH from the model. The 4iXth element of the r; vectors, which is always

-Uh one upright and one akew quadrupote in each pair. Theae are afaown croas-

nnjty ensures that the lattice dispersion elements contained in the final column

--^bed in Fig. i 1 The shew qudropoka which are tilted at eV to the standard

of A a n correctly incorporated according to equation (2.3).

t

t

1 J ~ are needed to couple the non*aero x beam diaperaion into the p plane and
"*«ce give tome control grer *i . The pair CQ6 and SQ6 are approximately in
t

Tbe matrix,

0

fl** -",

is a function of fci, Jti. ** and t i , the magnetic

ttrengths of the four dispersion corrector quadrapolea described above. Is order
* Tie veetar ac^'.toa 3 win to « M 4 to wprwnt ill law ceauMeesii cf * u d if*.

1

t la Fi«. 1 varies* essdnpeJw an nanMlsd by h u ie*pw **d tfcj* eudnpolw in
nprwmud by 4i*aua4 taipei.

to make n* " = & the values of k ki k k4
lt

it"".

%

3t

must be found which minimise
1

This is done using the least square* fitting program, NPSLACl'

pha*e with the end of tb* FT whereas the pah CQS and SQ5 are approximately

corrector strengths are varied and £**£-*?? u d i r

| out of phaee. The IP ii ia antiphase with the end of the FT, Hence, for a beam

of strengths. The minimisation program exits when the sum

TT

The

evaluated for t u h ar» set

with design spetiticiUeo* coming from the Arc u d with the correctors Initially
act to aero, the b i t pair control! rj£ and ijj whereai the second pair control* IJ,
and tf

r

This orthogonality la lost In moving away from the design parameters

for the beam and lattice. However it ii alwaya possible to find a combination
of four quadrupole settings to correct the four q component* at the end of the
im

FT or at the IP. The only limitation is the r"**'"" current available from the

l-i
la sufficiently small. The corresponding values of fci.ffi,*^*.! are returned and
can o* used to set the strengths of the physical magnets.
This algorithm was used regularly during the 106? period of tbe SLC Final

1

magnet power supplies!

1

1

Focus commissioning " and hrt now become routine and highly reliable. Cor
2.4

rection usually yields a dispenion function within a few per cent of the design.

MEASURING DISPERSION

One example ii shown to Fig. 4. Up to now, the ultimate limit to the precision
The apatial dispersion (17, and n ) at a point along the beam line can be

of this correction has been small alignment errors on the dispersion correction

measured by stepping the beam energy through, aay, ±O.SK about it* nnninel

quadrupolea themselves. As their strengths are varied to perform the correction,

F

value and finding the elope of a plot of displacement vertua energy*

Tab can

be done only at points where there ia a device for measuring the transverse beam

the misalignment causes the beam to be steered as well as focused downstream
and hence tbe result is not exactly as predicted by the online model.

position, such at a beam position monitor (BPMj or, at the IP, a aecoadary
1

amiarion wire target called the wire scanner!*

This technique is illustrated in

Fig. 3.

3.8

iNTtRACTION POWT DlSPfRSION CORRECTION

Even after a successful i j

r r

correction there might still be bean dispersion

To infer the spatial and angular dispersion at any point a St must be made

at the IP which must be corrected. This can be due to residual anomalous

to the * measurcmenta- The details of this fitting procedvre are green in Ap

dispersion propagating from tbe FT or due to alignment or magnetic errors in

pendix B.

the Final Focus beam line Ltaeu*.

it should be noted that this technique in fact measures the Uttiet dispersion

One possible technique • to determine 5°* using the wire scanner anJ '.he

of the beam Line between the point where the beam energy ia varied (the LLnac)

BPMs near to the fP and the measurement and fitting schemes described m Sec

aid the location of tb* BPM. Any baas dkperrwo already in the XJnac cannot

tion 2.4 and Appendix B. Corrector settings can then be calculated which will

be measured is Utfe sray. The design dispersion to the Littac is aero aod any

generate an oqual and opposite —17°'. On iteration :he IP xrispe/sion should tend

anomalous Liaac dispersion is expected to be small. However, It will not be

towards sera. There are two disadvantages to this method. Firstly it requires
11

an accurate measurement, of fi *. As explained in Section 7.4 this U difficult
c

* Tien an ssaw valaa of j " Cur *aka the stsctrn nas« of lie canaetan siriwaw to
awall last tbe awp—iu» caeaot be «rnct«g asisf taw Katau." Tkm, *1*U M M * t u
bi «TDMW hj *4j*^i«| tk* davwsloa ipiU«a.
1
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because of the spatial demagnificatios produced by the Final Focus. Secondly,
the measurement technique of Section 2.4 is insensitive to anomalous dispersion

gener*t«d in the Unit or further upstream, since it actually meuura the lattice

unequal omittances, and through third order chromatic aberration which can

di*per*ion between the point where the beam energy i- varied and tht measure

dominate before the betatron mVxhing is fully implemented. Sextupolea must

ment device- Hence thii contribution la lb* beam dispersion at the IP waufd not

also be fitted in the perturbed lattic' at each iteration of the betatron matching

be corrected-

procedure deacribed here, to preserve goo< second order correctionMeasured values of 0* are u**d to determine angular eormnonj needed for

AnDth« technique involves minimisine the true beam d'upertioti at the IP by
using the transverse beam ipol six* U measured by the wire scanner,

The tpot

•Lit is directly related to the beam diapenion according to equation (2.2), F n
r

1

each o the four components of j * . four «*fiki«B.U si* l a u d ecrirespondiaf to
the changes in » t h of the Tour corrtctor quadmpole u t t t n p needed to produce
a unit change in that eompojieot of rp while leaving the other three eoopo*
nenU of rp unchanged, Thee* represent orthogoaftl Va-noW for controlling
the dispersion at the IP" A t<*n can then be made over a suitable range of

matching. The adjustments are nonlinear functions of the three quadruples used
for control- In addition, the correctors also affect the waists. The solution must
therefor* be the result of an overall fit of the six correctors towards the desired
IP phase-space. The fitting procedure is outlined in Section 3,3. Because of the
uncertainty in the measurement noted above, some amount of guessing is also
Decenary to determine the matching correction required. The procedure must
in general be iterated is an empirical search for the optimal angular correction.

each component of ip and the si-* of the spot at the IP measured at cacti point

The online modelling and fitting package developed allows full flexibility in

in the scan. Tofirstorder, the minim am spot site corresponds to the optimum

the generation of detuned optical configurations needed to match distorted beam

corrector settings

envelopes, based oa measured or on estimated optical parameters. The fitting
procedure can alao be adjusted conveniently by user intervention, to suit apeeifix
situations. This is explained in mare detail in Appendix C. An example of such a

3. BETATRON MATCHING

detuned solution is shown in Fig. 2, The solid 0 and ^ curves show the design
±

3.1

lattice offi*— ?.fimm. The dash-dotted curves show a detuned configuration

BETATRON PHASE-SPACB DISTORTIONS

calculated to give fl* * 30 mm. This lattice la presently installed as the default
Thfr six distortions of the betatron phase-space which l i e possible'*' in the
case of equal boriiontal and vertical emiUancea are the two wailt olfctl {< r* >

configuration for commissioning of the SLC. It corresponds to a first guess of
the moat probable angular correction, needed to match possibly varying optical

and < p* > carreJaiioctf), the two IP anfular spreads and two crass-plane corre-

mismatch al the Final Focus input, generated by errors and tuning in the up

iationa of IP angles { < # * > ) and of IP positions to angle* (< r* >).

stream systems. In this configuration, residual angular errors are smalt enough
to reproduce small IP spots at the five micros level by sweeping only the three

la fwet it« problem u -oaliafu-. AdjuvTcmu fc t p r i r u n w m t h r «j-*dr-p<>-» t s u j *
t t i iJ4iptnioL o* tfc» b**m p«uA| iaros«b d w u t i u n c -(**•», sad fctict Ikvr taoot*
17

b» drtpapW uapbulr Bc**^. «"«r • liMJi-d n»ft .- i) * EBHV appraasiitM *

waist controls. H it anticipated that additional iteration! of this matching will
be required to optimise the spot sise further.

••lid

U tsr Fi**I Fwru optic* t u b*ts rsuftd frots ik* M p uwasamwe. d f - 71 mm
0

( m 5*et»o J 3) t i n »**•: V - * * * " wtfj ik> »o** tW »nwi..M. of lb* bsu. • « • * - skas
• »..•/ from tat IP (o *< 0] Addilioasl cMTKlkwf start be nsdt to cAcspeswH !-» ibi*

The angular spread terms are controlled upstream of the CCS by caste I ling

3.3

FrrriNG PROCEDURE

the < 44 > cross texm with xskewquadnipole (SQ17.5) andbj Tirying0' beach
plane with two quadrupolea [16 and 17}. This amounts to detuning the overall

Before starting the last stage of betatron matching it is assumed that, to

demagnification factor in the Final Focus beam line. Waist terms are corrected at

a first approximation, the dispersion has been corrected as described in Sec

the very end, with trim windings on the last- qiiadrupo.es (7B and 3) and another

tion 2, and the waist and cross-plane coupling corrections have been completed

skew quadrupole (SQ3) immediately upstream. Two additions] terms (< j >

as outlined in Section 3.2. Hence a*, a and all the cross-plane terms in the

and < yt >] would require additional correction elements in the case of unequal

beam ff-matrix* at the IP axe approximately aero. The assumed initial o-matria

emittancee, but are redundant otherwise. All six quadrvpoJs* whkb Oust be

("0** Iteration*) is:

v

v

controlled to achieve this « e shaded in Fig. 1.
The waists must be positioned at the coUiiioD point to within the depth of

Ml

^(0) =

field 3' t 1 cm and the < x4> > correlation moored.
After cancelling the < 9& > cross-term,ff*,which for fixed emiUuce deter
1

mines the angular spread, must *' be adjusted close to the design optimum. This
optimum occurs when linear optics and higher order effects Contribute about

It it diicoatJ *nd e u b« ipecificd by four independent pu-moeUTi. Any two out

equally u> the spot sire at the waist Forfl*too small, the IP spot Is dominated

of p^ (ipfctill autc at IP = </tm), ff£* (mDKul&r lixc at IP = ^iri:), c. (emittance)

by chromatic aberrations (third order if the second order chromatic correction v

and 0 , ij«tatron function at IP) can be measured to deteimine the initiaj v^

properly tuned, second sad third Order otherwise). Converselyfortf*too large,

matrix, and similarly for y.

it is dominated by a larger linear sue The tolerance" on fi' is about 509-.
3 2

The e matrix of Ine beam at tile end of the Arc it then-

CoRRtcTioj.' PROCEDURE

(3.2)

Waiil control! can be made orthogonal, linear and independent of input
phaae-tpace diitortiona. allowini poiition to angle urnUtioni in the IP ipot
to be cancelled by empirically minimi.in, Iti aile. Thai • done mini the wire
•canner."' Spot, are meaiured aa function, or the orthofonal wakH controls, and
a parabola, ,$• + tiS'^P,
the diiian'- i

where J°.(A(0)) H the initial transfer matrix from the end of the Arc to the IP
and
4(0) =«i(0),MO)

Jt-(Q)

(3.3)

ii fitted to the .guare of the .pot >Ue (where 4 / i.
are the Initial strengths of the o quadrupole* aad skew quadrupoles in the FinaT

he wailt) to determine both c and T

Foeui beam line which are usedforthe betatron matching.
Actual angular ipreadi are well determined from the branchei of the parabola,
but both t and B' eatimatea aufer if the linear .pot i. not woKed. Tbi. can

> T1M aotaUtaa u*d for ir-aurui iltauau it ttu S U M U tlu' discrib«d as psfH 3J-SS of
t i . TRANSPORT suaaal ' For mippbtily, M>T ikt in* fou colsnu u d n * i of i*e
e-aatris in taows
1 1

ariae Ihrou.h rea'.dual Croatian, couplin,, only partially corrected in case, of
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The goal after the ]"* Iteration of betatron matching * to find a new set of

Zo this case- the elements of Jt ran be twaJuaud from the Twist pummel*™
at points A and B using itandard formula*. For x:

strength*. 4(1). mch thai:
c

*»(!)-J»(4(1)J - • * » . [ J ( ( i ( l ] ) |

T

An = VPBf0K{*<* Aifr + a* sin &<•)

0

0
(3-4)

n

Rlt ~ TO ~ RlilX - £u A,
* I I - - { ( I + o o ) s i n A « i + (oB -~a leosA0}/Vj6"AflB
A

0

0

«r/^;(i»y

B

A

*W - V » A / A ( « < * A 0 - OB sin

1" the desired <?-m*trix at the IP. To t o from equation (3,1) to (3.4) the spatial

J*» - « B "- "JI^A -

(A2)

A*)

RHVA

-unification is changed by a factor of */&*{t)f0*[Q) (which may be different in
where

r u d y), while the off-dJagoasJ term* (a,, a, and crowplane coupling.) arc kept

As) = *^ - «>A

_t tero. Tbc detail* of the fitting algorithm natd axe presented i» Appendix C.
For y, these formulae give Jtja, 12M, J2M, ftu, ftu and Rm respectively. To obtain

The quadrupote strengths, 4(1), returned by the fitter after the fint iteration

the transfer matrix elements only tbe change in the Twisa parameters between

;*3 be uaed to act the physical magnets on the beam lme.

points A and B is needed. Their absolute values at each point are not important
The beam toot • then remeaauxed and further iteration! of the matching

for this purpose.

Mocedure are implemented to optimise the luminosity.
A2

One example of a small ipot measured during the 30*7 SLC eommimionint

CROSS-PLANT; COUPLING

ia ahown in Fig. S. At the time of writing the imailait electron apot six** which
The procedure outlined in Section Al Is valid *./.> if there is no coupling

have ao far been obtained were measured at M microns. Simultaneous elec-

between 2 and y planes since the x and y Twisa parameters are assumed to be

iron and poaitron ipoi sixes of i-7 microni can be reproduced without difficulty.
Commissioning work is continuing to bring the SLC parameters up to the level

independent. Thai is, it works only if the transfer matrix can be written in the

BK«Hiry for tbe production of Z° event*.

form of equation (At),
This is a valid represenUtiob for most itandard beam line elements, but it
la invalid for skew quadrupolea and rotations of the coordinate system (rolls).
Sines skew quadra polos play a vital part in the SLC Final Focus optics it was
necessary to modify the online mjdeltotf.
One solution would be to abandon the present model and replace it with one
where the full two-dSmectrional transfer matrix to each beam Une point ts stored.

APPENDIX A

Since COMFORT (Version 3}'"' does not include cross-plane coupling this would

MODELLING CROSS-PLANE COUPLING
Al

TWISS

also need to be upgraded/
Instead it was decided to keep the Twist parameters and to add a relatively

PARAMETERS

•mall amount of extra dedicated Final Focus *^»i|iiyg and fitting code to handle

la the SLC control program

m

cross-plane coupling where this was necessary. To do this the model beam line is

ths standard online optical model of tbe

divided into a aeries of discrete, sequential sections of two sorts;

1

machine " is stored in tbe form of so-called Twiss parameters at each significant
•joint along the beam line:

(a) those Tor which cross-plane coupling m unimportant, i.e. there are no skew
quadrupolea, rolls or similar beam line elements;

*^» = the horbwnul betatron phase or tune (sometimes denoted by v )
M

& = the borixoctaJ betatron function

(b) those for which cross-plane coaling is important.

Q = tbe horiioBlaJ alpha function
r

For category (a) the online Twits parameters for the points at the beginning

IJ» = the horisontaJ spatial dispersion

and end of the sect ton are sufficient. The foil two-dimensional transfer matrix

ni = tbe horizontal angular dispersion

can be found using equations {A2) and (Al).

and simBaJly in the vertical (y) direction. Tbe Twiss parameters are generated
by running the program COMFORT (Version 3){

1U

For category {b} the Twite parameter* cannot be used- However, these sec

wring as input cither design

tion! can be reduced so that they consist of just a single beam line element - a i in

1

or values taken from the SLC online database!"*

gle skew quadrupole or &. roll, for example. In these cases the full two-dimensional

In order to model a section of the beam Une between points A and B it is

transfer matrix can be determined separately using a email number of input pa

swcesiiry to know the 6 se * first order beam transfer matrix* R from A to B. If

rameter! taken from the online database. In tbe case of a skew quadrupofe the

the optics in x and y planes are independent then it can be written in the form:

data required are the integrated magnetic field gradient (strength}, the effective

t

length of the migflet, the skew angle and the energy and charge or tbe beam.

(Kit

*H

0

0

*.i

Ra

0

0

0

0

0

*u
*u

0

0

0

0

i

0

I0

0

o

a

0

1 /

a Ku\
a a R»
n» 0 ft.
IU, a R»

Tfaua set ofcotisecutive transfer matrices it produced, running between each
of the points along the whole beam line. By multiplying this tiring of matrices
(Al)

together in the correct sequence the cumulative transfer matrix between any two
of the points can be obtained. This is all that is needed for a mode] incorporating
cross-plane coupling.
It is sometimes useful to enlarge category (b) above. For example, to perform

wjth all cross-plan* coupling <->.etaenu at tero.
> Tk* aoutkn paarf fa* iTu4ir w*Lru t h u m b k
TRANSPORT BMSSSI"

a fit in which the magnetic strength* of «/i*ui qtiadmpoJe* are allowed to vary
I i i t r i t i i am u n a 4 u d f of tfet

1
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t W l w COMPORT b WM4 io itatru* Tviw p m n i u n far tst pnant e i l i i i model roll*
• n icioivd u d • * • * qvuinpoU* • » traawd as drift ipacai

b tbe model, each of thmt quedruBolee Is treated as a separate b u m line section.

APPENDIX C

After each Iteration of the It, tlutr transfer matrices art rscafcnlated nsinj. the
FITTING ALGORITHM FOR BETATRON MATCHING

Saw magnetic strtfiftbs u d hence the ctunttlttlre transfer matrix for the whole
W D line li updated. This technique is used in Che programs far tJi* dlspenjon

The drlaMf t>r tbe fltttaf; algtwithm u>«d for the betatron nutchin| Kheme
daaeri-bed in Section J.3 are pnatstcd in tbii Appendix-

asd betatron pi*fa-^Jnt which sr» described lo the aula text.

Thi Uatt Kjuarai fittlnc program NPSLAC^ ia used. The sueaftha, i. of all
f

the quadrunolea to ba oaad for the betatron matehlnc arc varied and fl(i), >h

Uaufar matrix (rem the amd of tha Arc to the IP, and a**, the beam p-matrbt at

APPENDIX B

lb* JP, art eraluatad for aach maw aet. The pr=pam mlnimiaat a luai of equara.
r <

fonpoaad from t*« ckmenta of c .

DETERMINATION OF SPATIAL AND ANGULAR DISPERSION
This Appendix describes the ttilat technique naed to determine the spatial

1

{9. tan.)

u i angular dktperaion at my point P from spatial dispersion mssjurerrieriu

1

+

OJ, tann) + ( - ; S = = V +

( ^ = = Y

Dude by beam position monitor*.
Measure n, and 17^, i « 1,/V, thi kpttlel diepenioiia In x u d u et /Y points.
Uilnf t model of the beam line, u explained la Appendix A, evaluate (he transfer
matrices, rt , between P aad each of the meesuramcnl points. From the Am and

T>ep»nidliLt on tha Lnpat baam pajanwuti *tm* of thaw term may be omitted

third lows of each transfer matrix a u w matrix, Jl, of dimensions 4 x 2JV, can

from the lum ao that tboaa 0*eJamcnla nmuln free.

1

be formed, which relates the spatial and angular dispersions at the point P to

The third and fourth term* of thia HUB comrtraiD o and a , to remain at aero
B

the epetlal dispersion measurements:-

and hence keep the baasi waiati at the IP- The lait four tcrma k«cp all croaiuplanr
coupiiof tanH at aaro Tha dcuotalnaton make each term a dimeulonlau and

Lv-Ar?

(Bl)

raaaonabr/ atakd Busbar.
Studiea uaimj oAine jima)atkmj

uM1

have ihown that differtot expraations

are needed for the "fl» term" aad "0, term" dtpendini; on Un Initial inpit.
\n order to niure that the fit converge, rapidljr aad reliably. Fot many iapva
cooditwof, taiuj:

(«)

0, term 3= n' - ( . r . r d ' . n j , , ^ )

(B3)

(aimilajly fot & ) it round to (tve aatiflfactorr rtaulU Thia ie aquivaknt to fittinc
t

the ant^ln b u m BUC. Sometime, it it better to St the ipatial baam alie:

1

Uid t i t row. of A w i formad from the rowa of A by (J«M):

(C3)

sJEjj

(84)

or eometixaea epatlal and anfular ilxat tog ether.
For both cum (C2) and (C3) it ia neceaaary to eautrain the An and KM
elemenu of the traufer a*Ui£ telweca the end of tbe Art and tbe IP to remain
leas than tero. Tbie ensure* that the fit converiea to the comet mlaimun:" Par

The J..« {Hal) «l*ia>oU i n mbtractad from the TJ, ( i j | skwaanatoU In order
t

to eliminate the lattice dkpcrrfcni component which the DMMU) aarrn»*rt with

difficult situation!, etfeb *M havinf unequal emittaocee in i jnd y it a
t

better to It these ekmesta directly.

the b u m line between P and the mauurement point*. The remainder, An, Li
(C4J

the epatial dst^eraian at t(w pol&U laaocielrd solcJV with the ilLspcraion at P.
ID order to aolve for 17' the matrix equation (BL) mutt be inverted. Since A

where JJ„(flt) ^

BnimW^WflM-

m not a square matrix the aolution h . M unique. The awtimatcd vnecrtaintlaa,
V], 00 tjit <ri mawaiDTiDcitu can be oaad ** weighting /actor* to obtain a unique

The efficiency u d rcailience of the fittinj program can ahx> be improved by
•pHUtAi the ainimiaatwn up into aevcra] itepe. The output frcni -t#p number n

1

afl«er*»on The x aum>

ia uaed u the input to rtep number n+I. The etepa aw cho-wi to auide th« fitter

^f(Et.*5T)-^|\'

Si

IBS)

accouat the propertiai of the opii« ©f the FinaJ Focua beam line. For a range of
input conditkana the following two>atcp fit ia found to be auitable:

• minimieed by taking

•'-{Wl-'oAl

along « path which ia known to lead toward* the oaaired mumuum, taking into

(»)

where the elements of the 2rV x e dimcnekmal matrix 8 are formed from those
of Ahy

<» Fit 0

tl

0m and iiuD.rrieVt g „ , ptavLng other g-efapcnta frae. Only two upright

quadmpolai (U and IB] and the nearby ikew quadruple (SQ17.S) arr
aJkiwed to vary in the lit, all othera having their etrengthj fixed. Theae
quadrupolM a/e is the Flnt Telaatope and are the onea meet aeni.'.ive to
£1, 0 4&d (?IJ. Quadrupolea IT aad 14 control the overall demagnification
t

factor of the FtneJ Focus and are lite oaoa wfaoae etrcngtha are changisl
B«ttce the apattal asd aoiuJar 6'mptwoai at p can be iitftrrcd from the

QUHI during the betatron matching.
• A K>1.1V)S. - k i

ft

n

or «... -nut

t> • w V, etpatrtWi (roan U4 IP
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Uu

1 t « T M p o » d , l* kk*Ltaf es» H i l l a

(b) Minimise a,. a, and ffu while keeping 9,, * , and o n atthe values they have
after t u p (a) bi addition to du three quedrupolei varied during step (•),
two more upright nuedrunolei (3 u d JB) and the nearby skew euadrupote

6LAC Sinile Pate Collider Memo: Chris Hawkce, Martin Lee: Recent Up
grading of the Modelling Program COMFORT. CN-343 (September 1986)
I. W. Kstaaetki: Profreat Report on the 5LAC Linear Collider, International

(Sqi) VI *ko allowed la rary. These SM In the Fintl Telescope. Step (b)

Europhyeica Conference on High Energy Fhyeka (Uppsala, Sweden; June-

amounts to * minor retunuig of the optic* to reposition the horixantel tnd

July 1947). SLAC-FTJB-44B5 (November 19*7)

vertical beam waists st the IP (e* = 0) end eliminate remaining crcee-plene
coupling.
This two-eUp fit e) the default used in the SLC control protTUD, hat grtet
luxibUity it available for changing the fitting alfoiithm when necessary-

0. Ji. Phlnsey, B- Shoeee: The BLC Control System - S t a t u and Devel
opment, Particle Accelerator Conference (Washington, DC, Much 1987).
BLAC-PUB-4115 (March 1HT]
N. Phmaey: Report no the SLC Control System, IEEE Trans. Nucl Sci..
NS-M no. E, 1117 (10*5). SLAC-POB-XBt (May 19SS)
R.E, Melon: Daalfn and Performance of the Stanford Linear Collider Con*
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a tcaa of several cUftertmt beam energies, and at each energy point &z

SLAC-9I, Rev. 2 (May 1077]

Is meatored by taking tbt average of several BFM readings on successive

1. Miguel Frcewa: Corrctalton Plots Dispersion Function Measurement Utility
(February 19>7), unpublished
6. C. Field el el: A High Resolution Wire Scanner for Mieron-Siae Profile
Measurement, at the SLC, In be publkhed. SLAC-PUB-WOi (April IBM)
7. NPSL AC b e modified version of the fitting pr'kage, NPSOL: Philip E. Gill.
Waller Murray, Michael A. Saunders, Margaret H, Wright: Van's Guide
for NPSOL (Version 4.0): A Fortran Package for Nonlinear Programming,
Technical Report SOL eo-1. Systems Optimisation Laboratory, Stanford,
CA 94305 (J.
Dinertnces

ry 19*6)
' veen NPSOL and NPSLAC are discussed b an internal
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I. The F i m Telescope Dispersion Cornelian. The harisontsJ (nppei Bgures)
u d venpcsJ (bwerngures) dispersion it shown before (Ml) and after (right)
correction, using u aumpfa of d*t* taken during the W*T BLC coaaoM•kolag. Note the c h u g * ta Kale la etch Ifure tht •rrof b u t OB tbt
solid curve show the results of efanuHaneous dstpte*to* BMHttnmttti on
the electron b u a using BFMs la the SLC North Axe u d the »j-Matching,
First Telescope and Chromatic Correction Sections of the North Final Fo
ots. Thi aolid OUT* is 4 atrial of straight lias* Joining those

mmnrmeni

points. The dotted c o m 1» s series of .tot^lllJiev joining pc4nu showing
toe comspocding value of th* design diepenn-D at the locatioo of Mch of
theBPMs. After correction the a w r t w J dsfyefton Ja the jyAtitrhlnj: and
First Telescope Section* is very close to the design ralues.
. An example 0/ a transverse scan of the electron beam at the Interaction
Point, uing wire scanner data from the 1087 S t C cotmnastiootsg. OnfoMlug the 3 5 micron site of ibe "rir* target gftes a corrected beam its* of 4.6
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VII.4 "Operational Experience with Optical Matching in the SLC
Final Focus System"

This conference article summarizes the experience acquired with the optical tuning
algorithm developed for the final focus. The algorithm and some of the control software
are reviewed, and a comprehensive set of measurements are presented. The algorithm
has allowed to focus spots at the collision point with transverse sizes of 3 to 5/im, and to
diagnose its various components. The residual beam size at the collision point is limited by
a somewhat larger than nominal emittance delivered by the linear accelerator, and by the
requirement to minimize backgrounds in the detector, from which a larger than nominal
/J* parameter must be used.
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ABSTRACT
In the SLC Final Focus System, all components of trans
verse phase-space and the couplings between them must be con
trolled to minimize the beam size at the interaction point. After
summarizing the experimental algorithm and the on-line tuning
programs, we present a consistent set of measurements and de
scribe our present understanding of the various contributions to
this beam size.
INTRODUCTION
1

The Final Focus System (FFS) is the last section of beamline in the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) before the interaction
point (IP)- Its main function is to maximize the luminotity by
focusing the beam to the smallest possible size. Because the
beam has « finite cmiltance and energy spread, a nominal beam
size of 2 fim at the IP can only be achieved with elaborate optica
where higher order aberrations are carefully minimized. In op
eration the FFS must also be tunable to absorb focusing errors
accumulated in the transport lines upstream and in the FFS
itself. Effects from such errors manifest themselves primarily
as linear mismatches between the transverse phase-space of the
injected beam and the FFS optics, and must be corrected be
fore the fual focusing works properly. An. experimental tuning
algorithm has been developed to achieve these jsnectiooi, and
extensive operational experience has been acquired.

from adding-on the optical and background tuning strategies to
a design where the basic architecture was already fixed, and
suffered from severe space limitations.
Operationally, the optical tuning has evolved towards de
termining a stable set-up. Partly because the Linac emittance
presently exceeds the design value by a factor of about three
in the horizontal plane,* the optics must be configured with
a larger than optimal ^-function at the IP (#•), in order 10
reduce backgrounds generated in the last quadruples by the
beam tails. The larger (P and Linac emitt&nce limit the at
tainable luminosity. Phase-space parameters are monitored rou
tinely to distinguish stable changes from spurious ones, and to
base corrections on time-averaged quantities. After reviewing
the optics, the tuning strategy and the on-line programs used.
we describe measurements made with the electron beam in the
last run (September 1988). Similar results have been obtained
with the positron beam.

3

3

1

4

Initially it was thought that this tuning would be used as
an overall correction for mismatches accumulated in the entire
SLC, or at least in the Area: except for a few special case*, it is
possible in principle to absorb optical distortion* of up to a fac
tor of four. ft was also thought that variations would be tuned
continuously in the FFS. Neither appears to be feasible. Elimi
nation of backgrounds in the detector from electromagnetic de
bris and muons produced when beam-tails strike aperture limits
upstream of the matching elements require* a nearly matched
phase-space at injection. Thus, major mitmatcbet must be cor
rected upstream, and in practice only small adjustment* are
made in the FFS. The main limitations to continuous optical
feedback are lack of orthogonality in the corrections and the fact
that the only place available to diagnose all the distortions is the
higher order corrected focal point at the IP. As a result of noporthogonality, even modest variations in the incoming phasespace can require extensive re-tuning. These weaknesses result
3

9

' Work supported by the Department of Energy, con
tracts DE-AC03-76SF00515. DE-AC02-76ER01112, D E AC02-86ER40253. DE-AC03-81ER400SO and DE-AM0376SF00010

SUMMARY OF OPTICS
The FFS consists of four telescopic modules (Fig. 1). Opti
cal demagnification is achieved in the first and final telescopes.
which straddle a chromatic correction section where the intrinsic
first-order chromaticity of the beam-line is compensated. The
Arc lattice 7- and /(-functions are matched in the 17-match sec
tion and in the first telescope, respectively.
The optimization of the chromatic correction is the central
point of the design. The Chromatic Correction Sectirn (CCSI
consists of two - / telescope*, combined with dipoles at the foci.
to generate significant energy dispersion at the quadrupoles.
Sexlupoles, where the focusing strength varies linearly with ex
cursion, are put dear the quadrupoles to provide additional fo
cusing proportional to energy. This allows cancellation of the
intrinsic first-order chromaticity. Additional first-order pertur
nations to the imaging produced by each sextupole are made to
cancel over the length of the CCS by appropriate symmetries In
this way, all residual perturbations are pushed to second-order.
The effective 0* can thus be written:
2

r.u*rf+^l

1

+ ^'Jk + K —

(II

where *i,a,» measure the magnitudes of the residual second-order
chromatic aud geometric perturbations, t is (he emiUance. and
lg is the fractional energy spread.
The effect of the chromatic correction is to broaden the en
ergy band-pass over which ray* are imaged to the same IP focal
point. The width of this band-pass scales roughly as J3* I if
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emitt&nces from correcting only these ten distortions, is close
to 4r/(l + r) , where r is the ratio of the smaller to the larger
omittance.' The reduction can become severe for r < 1/-1.
The distortions are best characterized by what matters phys
ically at the IP:
1. Five correlations of positions to angles and energy:
ffll,0"43, ffjj = — ^*i, Tk and n,, corresponding respec
tively to longitudinal offsets of the waists in both planes at
the tP (we refer to these as offsets of the in-plane waists),
cross-plane couplJDg (by analogy we refer to this as an off
set of the out-of--pianr waist), and residual spatial disper
sion. The waists must be positioned to within some frac
tion of the depth of focus 9' of the demagoifying optics,
and the dispersion n must be tuned to less than ^/CII'/SE
to avoid dominating the final spot siie.
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2. Five terms affecting the angular spread at the IP: 0-32, a
an = ^42, IJ,. and IJC, determine the band-pass of th.
optics. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows the lu
minosity L versus 0* for an energy spread of 0,002 (I/i?
is taken as a measure of the overall angular spread) . I
the band-pass is larger than the energy spread, linear op
tics dominates and L drops a> 1/0*. If it is smaller, 1
is dominated by second order chromatic and geometn
perturbations and drops rapidly with decreasing $' [sc
Eq. (1)]. The optimum occurs when the band-pass anenergy spread are matched. For energy spreads of 0.00'
now achieved , 0l ir 4 nun. This defines the optic?
limit to the luminosity.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the Final Focus. The fovr
ouadrupoles used for dispersion corrections art
shown cross-hatched, and the sit qvadrvpolcs Msed
for betatron corrections are shown shaded.

Correction elements for the above ten distortions are show
in Fig. 1. The waists are corrected with trim windings on tw
of the last quadruples just before the IP, and with a site:
quadnipole just upstream. The betatron angular spread is cor
trolled with one skew and two upright quadrupoles in the fu=
telescope. These, combined with the waist controls, form an e
iective goorn-lens. Spatial and angular dispersions are corrects
by perturbing the ij-match with two pairs of upright and site
quadrupoles.'

2

only the term in K from (1) is used). Defining it quantitatively
as the bud of energy deviations for which %,* i 1-250*, it is
±0.5% for &• = 16 mm, and ±0.22% for F = * mm. With
out chromatic correction, it is let* than ±0.05% in both cases
(Fig. 2).
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TUNING STRATEGY

We describe the four-dimensional transverse phase-space
with the usual beam-matrix c, *bere Vij * < XHJ >. The
matrix 0 has eight free terms if the emittancea i, and t, are
set. With the four dispersion functions it,, ij^, n and n^i, we
thus seed twelve parameters to describe an arbitrary optical
mismatch. For the SLC, equal emittujees t, « t, axe speci
fied. In this case, two of the four crow-plane coupling corre
lations — »j|,ir«i,»3i,c«3 — are redundant.' With the condi
tion 72i - e>4j = 0 at the IP, this redundancy takes the form

Theflowdiagram in Fig. 4 summarizes the experimental »
gorithm. Because each correction is coupled to the ones dowi
stream, they must be applied sequentially.

7

t

"II = "41 »ad on = -1741.

The tuning strategy is designed for this case and thus in
volves ten corrections. It can be shown that the maximum lu
minosity reduction factor, which results in the case of une< jai

After matching the input dispersion, the core of the progrsis to bring the beam to a focus at the IP in a condition such th:
the phase-space parameters can be correctly measured at th:
point. Therefore, the initial set-up has a purposely enlarged C
of 30 mm, with the textupole* tuned to suppress the first-ordchromaticity. In addition to reducing backgrounds, this helps t
avoid having the beam size at the IP dominated by the secon
order chromatic and geometric perturbations. It is also a gue
of the most probable direction for the angular spread correctioi
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and if the o-^ correlation has been imperfectly minimized, helps
to diagnose residual spatial dispersion and cross-plane ffj> and
1T41 correlations in the IP beam size. It thus reduces the num
ber of iterations of waist and dispersion corrections needed to
minimize the beam size. In the case of unequal eminences, the
two cross-plane correlations cannot in general be simultaneously
made zero. In this case, it is advantageous to set the out-af plane
waist correction to minimize the beam size in the plane with
the smaller emittance (typically the vertical plane). Finally, to
maintain the minimization of the Srst-order chromaticiiy. the
sextupoles are refitted after each major optical adjustmentAfter this, and unless the angular spread at the IP is too
large in spite of tbe 8" = 3 cm configuration, scans of the inplane waists can be used to measure phase-space parameters at
the IP. Inferred values of P' are used to calculate angular spread
corrections, and of c to compare with measurements in the rest
of the machine.

3d 35
„„,

Fig. 3.
Optical luminosity versus 0' in the
chromaiicity-corrtcted Final Focus, for an energy
spread &£ = 0.002. The curve is obtained through
a simulation. The approximate background limit
depends on the efficacy of the collimaiion and
shielding, and on the beam intensity.
9

ON-LINE MATCHING PACKAGES
An on-line modeling and fitting package is required for dis
persion and betatron angular spread corrections.
1

Sat: cnomncitt Comcud

For dispersion matching, tbe input consists of Vr and rj
measured at chosen strip-line beam position monitors, and. op
tionally, at the wire targets" which are used to diagnose the
beam at the IP. The data are obtained by recording beam mo
tion correlated with varying the energy in the Linac The n, and
n values consistent with the model are determined from a fit to
the measurements and give n , i j . , n, and n - at the entrance to
tbe FFS. The strengths of the four correction quadrupoles in the
n-match section are then varied to minimize the four dispersion
terms at the end of tbe first telescope or at the IP.
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Far corrections to the netatron angufar spread, the waist
measurements at 0' = 3 cm are used to specify an initial di
agonal beam ff-matrix at the IP. The a-matrix at the entrance
to the FFS is calculated from the model. The six quadrupole
strengths of the zoom-lens are then varied in a fit to give a new
diagonalized IT-matrix with the desired d' at the IP To help
convergence, considerable flexibility is incorporated, including
multtstep fitting and choice of which <r- and A-matrix elements
to include in the x function to be minimized.
1

The waists are also adjusted through automated proce
dures, which record beam profiles measured with the wiretargets at the IP, while stepping orthogonal combinations of the
two trim windings on the last quadrupoles, or the uearby skew
quadrupole. Estimates of /J" and t are obtained by fitting
15

** = <,&•• + - L A /

2

(2)

to the in-plane waist data, where Af is the displacement of the
waist at the IP along the beam direction. Because the squares
of the beam sizes vary parabolically, the optimal correction is
found, by symmetry, even if the minimum beam size is less than
the wire size.
I N P U T DISPERSION MATCH

Fi? V- Flow-diagro.' summarizing the applica
tion of the 10 linear crtics adjustments required
to minimize the IP spot.

Figure & shows measurements of tbe lattice dispersion, mea
sured in the r/match, First Telescope and chromatic correc
tion section*, before and after correction- Variations serve
to diagnose changes in the set-up of the Arc and are usually
correctable. * In this Figure the horizontal (upper figures) and
vertical (lower figures) dispersion is shown before (left) and af
ter (right) correction, using an example of data taken during
the 1987 S I C commissioning. Note tbe changes in scale. In
each figure the error bars on the solid curve show the results
of simultaneous dispersion measurements on the electron beam
using BPMs in tbe SLC North Arc and tbe ^-Matching. First
1

In order to decouple the final in- and out-of-planc waitt
adjustments (one of the angular spread corrections) tbe min
imization of the cross-plane <7« correlation is applied first.
Then the beam is brought to an initial focus by correcting the
in-plane waists. This, if residual angular dispersion is present.
12
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Telescope and Chromatic Correction Sections of the North Final
Focus. The solid curve is a series of straight lines joining these
measurement points. The dotted curve is a series of straight lines
joining points showing the corresponding value of the design dis
persion at the location of each of the BPMs. After correction
the measured dispersion in the ii-Matching and First Telescope
sections is very close to the design values. Such measurements
are performed routinely to monitor the match. They are usually
repeated to average out trajectory fluctuations during the mea
surement which can mimic dispersion mismatch. The match has
been observed to be stable over periods of days to weeks.
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Fig. 6. Approximate correction ojcross-plant cou
pling in the IP anju/ar spreads, looking at the tilt
in I fit beam shape on a screen at the high-3 point
in the system.
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Telescope dispersion correction.

CROSS-PLANE COUPLING CORRECTION
-

Figure 6 shows the correction for the tilt in the spot on a
phosphor screen near the Final Triplet (ST4 in Fig. 1). A tilted
spot at that point corresponds to a finite an correlation at the
IP. This is done manually by adjusting the skew quadrupole in
the first telescope. The correction is difficult to set accurately
and reproducibly because of changing beam tails and saturation
effects on the screen. A fit of the ffu correlation coefficient using
the digitized profile may improve this. The available correction
range is large, but the practical range is severely limited by
perturbations caused to the trajectory of the opposing outgoing
beam, which must pass off-axis through the skew quadrupole be
fore reaching the final beam dump. A procedure for controlling
cross-plane coupling within the Arc baa been developed, which
mitigates this problem substantially. Such control has reduced
coupling ID the lattice to about 50% and h u brought the FFS
skew corrections to acceptable values, although this is not fully
stable and depends on the ratio of emittances at the Linac exit,
as described above.

»Z»

8

- 4
0
*
Longitudinal Position ot Waist

(cm)

Fig. 7. Minimization of the vertical IP beam
sue by displacing the vertical waist with an or
thogonal combination oj trim windings tn the last
quadrapoles.
A complementary scheme for empirically minimizing resid
ua) spatial dispersion at the IP makes use of closed steering
bumps in the chromatic correction section. Such orbil distor
tions generate spatial dispersion at the IP. through the firstorder chromatid!}' of this section. For the range of inter
est, second-order chromatic and geometric perturbations remain
small. An example of successfully applying this method to min
imize the spot at the IP is shown in Fig. 8. In combination with
the lattice dispersions measured in the first telescope and at the
IP, this method has allowed separation of lattice dispersion gen
erated in the Arcs and in the FFS. Since the spatial dispersion
introduced by this bump to minimize the spot size has coincided
with the previously measured Uttice dispersion at the IP. it has
been possible to put an upper limit on beam dispersion at the
end of the Linac.

17

W A I S T A D J U S T M E N T S AT T H E I P
Figure 7 shows an example of a waist scan (in the vertical
plane) Such scans are done routinely, allowing minimum beam
sizes of 3 to 5 /im to be attained.
D I S P E R S O N C O R R E C T I O N S AT T H E IP

BETATRON PHASE-SPACE DIAGNOSTICS AND
A D J U S T M E N T S AT T H E IP

There can be significant residual dispersion in the IP beam
size, even after the input dispersion has been matched, due to
imperfections in the FFS lattice or in the beam trajectory, or
from energy-position correlations io the phase-space at the end
of the Linac Dispersion from the FFS can be measured by
the online package described earlier Corrections with the four
quadrupoles in the r) match section are practical for moderate
dispersions Ifjip < 2 mm) Larger dispersions, however, can
require extreme corrector strengths which, in turn, also distort
the betatron phase-space

History plots of I and 6", estimated from in-plnnr waist
scans performed after iterating the waist and dispersion correc
tions to minimize the spot at the IP. are shown in Fig 9
The emittances t , and t, were mostly larger than nominal
and reflected, in most cases, larger than nominal values in the
Linac. The $° values were larger than the expected optimum
of ffl , ~ 4 mm needed to optimize the !uminosity. and resulted
from requiring a small enough ariRiilar spreaii so minimize beam
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The last values in the plot were obtained m ilir h <tl r
before the September 1988 shutdown. Dispersion at -hi 11' p-u
erated by trajectory errors and misalignments was measured and
minimized with the bump technique described above This, and
several iterations of the waist corrections, resulted in emit I am>•close to the design value in the vertical plane and too Urjje m ' h>'
horizontal by a factor of three. This was consisteni with rm.i
surements performed simultaneously at the end ol the Linur '
showing that the final beam sizes at the IP were not donunatni
by chromatic effects, and that the residual cross-plane rauuUut
from the Arc did not significantly enlarge projected emit lance*
At thai time, the linear phase-space at the IP was thus cur-ei ih
estimated '-om these measurements.
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CONCLUSION A N D PROSPECTS
The experimental algorithm developed (or_the FFS ha.* en
ailed beams focused at the IP with 3 to 5 pm transverse sizes to
be attained, and '.he various contributions to the residual beam
sire to be diagnosed.
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The residual beam size is presently limited by the larger
than optimal 0' (dictated by detector backgrounds! and by the
somewhat larger than nomfnal Linacemittance. The reduction
in luminosity from this is about an order of magnitude In ad
dition, a small loss in attainable luminosity arises from not full;.
correcting the cross-plane coupling in the case of asymmetnr
emittances. This loss can be up to about 25%, with the current
emittance ratio of one to three.

((trad)

Fig. 8. Correction of residual dispersion at the
IP. by minimizing the spot size with, a closed
dispersion-generating trajectory bump in the CCS.
The parameter I'KICK
is the magnitude of the
kick applied by a s K m n j dipt!: located at the up
stream end of the CCS. A corresponding dipole at
the downstream end is useo to clone the bump.
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In the nest run, a new coHimation system will be available at
the end of theLinac which, combined with the existing slits and
with additional muon shielding that has been installed in the
FFS tunnel, will enable beam tails to be cut more efficiently
This, coupled with progress in maintaining a nominal phasespace at the injection to the Arcs, and in reducing the J.function
at the IP, should enable the optical limit to the luminosity to be
reached.
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Fig. 9. History plots of the emittancts and fffunctions inferred from in-plane waist-scans at the
IP. The effect of an initial attempt toward* reduc
ing the vertical ^-function it indicated. As can be
seen, at the end of the run, tmitianct measure
ments performed simultaneously at the end of the
Linac and at the IP gave consistent results.
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V m . 1 " R e c e n t P r o g r e s s at t h e Stanford Linear Collider"

This article describes the main advances in the commissioning of the SLC, during the
spring, summer, and winter 1988. The seminar concentrates on the start-up o( the arcs
and final focus, which were the main activities in those periods.
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RECENT PROGRESS AT THE STANFORD LINEAR COLLIDER*
P. S. BAMBADE
Stanford Linear Accelerator Canter, Stanford University, Stanford, CfJiforni* 6*309, USA
ABSTRACT
A atatua report on SLC commissioning is given, with special emphasis on
recent progress in the Arci and Final Focus.

INTRODUCTION
The Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) has two main goals [l). The Erst is the production of high
luminosity electron-poaitron collisions for studying the physics of the Z°. The second is to test linear
colliders as a new approach towards future high-energy machines.
Circular colliders, where counter-rotating electrons and positrons are stored, are not easily extrapolated
to very high energy because of copious synchrotron Tadiation emitted in the bendi. Both size and cost
scale [2] a* £ ' (or an optimised design. Linear colliders avoid tbia by accelerating beams in limes U> the
desired =~.~ar and by aiming them at each other on each pulse. More favorabi* scaling is predicted, but
not fully established, and new problems exist. Besides the acceleration mechanism, a special challenge ii
the smalt collision point b«am six* needed to make up In the luminosity for low crossing rate. At the SLC,
it if about 2 >tm in radius. Both, elaborate optic* and emittance reductions vis radiation damping are
required. Considerable effort is also needed to preserve and control phase-space through the system. The
SLC, serving to explore such problems, U an important learning experience.
PROJECT OVERVIEW
Table 1 alums the basic parameter (pacification* [3,«j. The design luminosity is ambitioui and will
take several years to reach. Initial parameters are projection* based on recent progress. Fortunately, even
a thousandth of the design luminosity allows to do some interesting physics.
Table 1.

Basic parameters for the SLC.
Design Goal

Initial Goal

Achieved

Unit*

Beam energy at IP

SO

«

46

GeV

Beam energy at end of linac

SI

4T

S3'

GeV

10"

3.B x 1 0 "

10»°

0.9 X 1 0

electrons at entrance of arcs

7 x 10'°

Positrons at entrance of area

7 x 10

Repetition rate
Nonnaliaed transverse emiftance
at end of linac (electrons)
Spot radius at IP
Luminosity

,(>

w

1M>

120 Bs

10 Hi

s x io-»

10 x 10"*

S-10 x I D *

1.6

4|»

~e<i

urn

6x10"

«xI0"

-

em-'aec-'

Hi
-

rad-m

'Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AO03-76SF00515.
Invited taUt presented at the 19"" £eoJe de Physique dee ParticuSes, Mtneillt-Lamsny, Fttnee,
September 7-11,1987 and at the CERN Accelerator School, Berlin, Germany, September 14-25, 1987
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Figure 1 shows the entire SIX complex. Two electron bunches are generated and co-accelerated to
1.2 GeV in the Injector |5]. At 200 MeV, they are joined by a positron bunch. The three are then injected
for cooling into two Damping Rings |6), from which they are extracted before the next linac pulse. The
existing SLAC Linac has been upgraded [7] and co-accelerates them to SO GeV. The 6 mm equilibria
ring bunch length is comprened to 1.5 mm btn.:e injecting into the Linac in order to minimize wakefield
effects there. The lut electron bunch is ejected onto a target at 33 GeV, to produce (8,91 positrons. These
are returned along the length of the L.inac to the 200 MeV point in the Injector. At the end of the Linac.
electron* and positrons are brought into collision through two Arcs |1.10]. The Final Focus System [11-13 .
straddling the interaction area, demagnifies and steers the beams into collision.
^Electron
VBeon- Dump

i.O Gev Accelerator
0.2 Gtv Aceiicotor

Electro* Source

g.EHA;.!. S-C L t r

Fig. 1. The Stanford Linear Collider (SLC).

CootmiMtoning and tests of successive stages have been ongoing since the Fall of 1981 and throughout
the construction period (Fall UU to Spring 1987). Subsequently, much work has been devoted tn the
newly installed Arcs and Final Focus Systems, with continuing improvements upstream in the Linac, the
Electron and Posi.ron Sources, and in the Damping Rings. In this paper, we review the Arcs and Final
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Focus activities in detail. The genera] status of the project, reported on numerous occuioni |3,U-18], ii
briefly summarised.
LINAC AND SOURCES
Injector [S]
,D

The Electron Source and Injector are epeciSed to provide two bunches of T x 10 particles with a
momentum spread within the Damping Sine acceptance of ±1%. Invariant eminence* must be smaller
than 180 x 10'' mrad at 120 Hi operation. These goals are met easily for 6 x 10'° particles per bunch
and the system is stabilized through computer controlled feedback.
Damping Rings [B]
The Damping Rings have provided the design invariant emittance of 3 x 30"' mrad at 1.2 GeV. Both
rings are operational bnt useful current extracted is limited to about 2 x 10'° particles per bunch because
of bunch lengthening. The origin of this effect is excessive longitudinal impedance from discontinuities in
the vacuum chamber. It ie possible to extract larger currents, but the bunches can then not be compressed
in the ring to linac transport because of limited aperture. Short-term fixes have included opening up
this aperture, and inducing quadmpok oscillations to precompress the bunch within the ring just before
extraction.
Some reduction of the impedance can be achieved by installing sleeves inside the bellows, to smooth
out the transition* there.
Suchfixe*are expected to help bring the current up towards the design value. In the short term, the
system is adequate for operation at 10 particles per pulse.
10

Positron Source [f,9]
At 33 GeV in the Linac, the second electron bunch is ejected onto a W-Re target to produce positrons,
These are captured In a high gradient acceleration section and confined through solenoid*! focusing. They
are then transported at 300 MeV back to the beginning of the Llnac for reinjection. The biggest issue is to
increase the yield of damped positrons reinjected into the linac per electron Incident on the target. Prior
to the Fall 1067 shutdown, this yield was down about a factor two dus to combined failure of the capture
section, which could not be operated at the design 40 MeV/m gradient, and the PC solenoid, which had
developed turn-to-turn short*. This hardware has now been replaced. The solenoid is wcrking properly
but the capture section still works more reliably at a reduced gradient. The yield has Impi-oved slightly
but has not yet been pushed to the design value. I x 10'° positron bunches have been obtained at the end
of the Linac.
Llnac [7}
The Linac has bean upgraded with about 200 new 67 MW klystrons [10]- Energies up to 53 GeV
have been measured, but numing-in ie at 47 GeV to produce collisions at the Z". Co-acceleration of
10 electrons and positrons is fairly easy and common automated beam guidance is operational. The
energy spread can be minimised to .2 to .3*f, and work is ongoing to improve launch and energy feedback
10
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•tabilixation into the Arc*. Optica] matching;, important to preserve emittances, ii underway both at the
injection and throughout the lattice. A klystron management program, enabling automatic icaling of the
lattice to match to a varying klystron population, is being tested. Invariant emittances between 3 and
10 x 30"' mrad are at present obtained at the end of the Linac for both beams.
ARCS
Summary of Optica Goals [l,30j
The Arcs are designed to bend the beams without significant dilution of transverse phase-space. Two
mechanisms must be counteracted.
The first effect results from synchrotron radiation. The photons, emitted at random, cause energy
fluctuations. Lower energy particles arc bent more and follow curves with shorter average radius. This
disperses their trajectories incoherently which enhances horizontal phase-space. Such trajectories execute
betatron oscillations in the quadrupole lattice. To minimize the growth, both photon emission rates and
oscillation amplitudes must be small [21,23]. This is achieved by making the bending radius large and the
betatron period short, through tight focusing. As can be shown |l), the growth is proportional to T^/p*,
where T is the betatron period and p the average radius. Alternating gradient transport modules with the
lowest possible field compatible with the SLAC site are therefore used. The packing factor is maximised
using combined function magnets, and the lattice chosen to minimise the average invariant amplitude of
the dispersed oscillation*. For a FODO array, the optimum [23] cell phase-shift to minimize emiltance
growth is near 135 . For reasons explained below, the adopted design uses 106°. At SO GeV, the emittance
added in one passage is |l) 1.5 x 10"'° rad-m, or one-half of the design value.
f

s

The second mechanisn*
phase-space dilution arises through residual energy spread resulting from
the bunch length and the accelerating Linac RF [34|. Because of energy dependance in the focusing, or
chromtticity, optical distortions from gradient error* are not imaged coherently. For example, an offenergy slice of a mismatched phase-space transmits with a phase-ahift A»0 as 2*N)6E where ig is the
relative energy error and Nf the number c* betatron periods. For a large phase-shift, the overall mismatch
averaged over all energie* looses its phase relation to the input. The effective volume occupied by the
observable phaas-cpm* is thereby enlarged. Such chromatic nVuzwotetion is illustrated in fig. 2, where a
normalised phase-apace with area one but amplitude two distortion graduallyfill*up an area of two. With
H/i ss TO in the Arc and forffj;s 0.594, the spread in betatron phaaea at the output is about o , s 0.7 *•
This effect can be controlled in two ways. In an active approach, it if reduced with careful energy spread
mil)imitation [7] and good trajectory and optics matching into and through the Arc. In the adopted passive
approach, aextupole* a nttaadto cancel the enromaticity. Accumulated errors are thus imaged coherently
and the final correction can be concentrated in the Final Focus. From a purely optical standpoint, this
eases requirements on upstream control. In practice and as we snail explain, much upstream control is
still necessary to maintain detectable luminosity.
Sextupolas were introduced by shaping the combined function magnet poles [10]. For the horizontal
optics, the vertical component of the magnetic field may be expressed as:
J

B,(x) = B.[\ - Qz + S i ) ,
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Pit. 2. Nominal phew space (•], distorted by optical mismatch (b), Slmmenta (c) into a
Larger area when not correcting the chromaticity of the lattice.
where Q and S are the quadrupole and sextupole strengths. The sextupole provide* additional focusing
for off>energy and off-axis rays with i = Sx + o£ij. where n is the dispersion function, viiich suppresses the
chromaticity if 2 Sn = Q. Since fine and cosine-like components are equivalent modulo *r/2 in a repetitive
lattice, only one family per plane is needed. Additional terms in r and t for rays solely off-axis or offenergy are suppressed by grouping cells into reasonably local cancellations. Second-order acnrornats (25]
achieve this by pairing aeztupoles r phase-shift apart into superperiods with the smallest possible multiple
of 2* compatible with the cell phase-shift. In the SLC Arcs, each superperiod it 6ir, consisting of ten 108°
cells. This is a compromise between achromat compactness, best with W , and quantum growth, smallest
near 135*.
1

The price to pay for using sextupoles is a lattice sensitive to misalignment*. A poorly controlled trajec
tory generate* tract and skew gradient errors through the sottupele which add to magnet imperfection* [26j
and enhance optical distortions. This lead to stringent magnet to magnet alignment tolerances [20] of about
100 um.
The efficacy of the chromatic correction was tasted by comparing a set of betatron oscillations at two
energies. An example of this it shown in fig. 3, where the input beam waa deflected horizontally on-energy
and 400 MeV off-energy. Overlaying the plots shows no phase difference.
Noaplanar Geometry
Commissioning revealed another problem. Although the beam [10] was steered through the North
Arc early on with little Iota, spots measured at several stages neither reproduced nor agreed with the
design, and tar ' urn injected in the Final Focus for hardware tests would not fit in the aperture easily.
At time*, lot* alto appeared in the Arc, pointing to suspected mechanical problems with the vacuum
chamber or the magnet movers used for steering. In attempts to probe available aperture with beam, it
waa found that launched oscillation* coupled strongly from on* plane to the other with growing amplitude
(see fig. 4). Measured v also showed coupling and amplification. The origin of this waa the nonplanar
geometry dictated by strongly varying sit* elevation, and large installation errors In magnet positioning.
Achromata were rolled at their interface to follow the terrain, and big couplings correlated with the largest
rolls.
In the original design, rolls were matched in pain one or more achromats apart for long-range suppressioc of the coupling, and this was sensitive to deviations in the 6 n* phase-advance, from lyste atic
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Fit- 3. Betatron oscillation at the end of the Arc, on-energy and 400 MeV off-energy. The
chromatic correction suppresses any phase-shift.

C
• ••

500

1000 1500 20C0
UNIT NUMBER

2500
.»»..

Fig. 4. Crass-coupling of betatron oscillation in the North Arc. Large coupling occurs at
the largest rolls.
gradient errors. Such errors initially exceeded the specified design tolerances |l|. Effects can be large as
cross-coupling oscillations each timt see out of jihase optics in the other plane. At a 10° roll, the cou
pling [27] can be IOOK. Orenll sensitivity of the betatron size is shown in fig. S from TRANSPORT [28,',
for systematic errors of 3° per cell in each plane. Measured errors were smaller and accounted for a factor
three tofouroverall growth. This was not sufficient to explain the large spots observed in the Final Focus,
indicating that the Linac phase-space was not fully controlled.
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Fig. 5. Growth of betatron (pot site in the North An, for systematic error* of 5* per cell
in esch pla&*.
Phase-Fix «ad Roll-Pbt
Average achrosaat phase-advance* were o u m n d fitting siausoid* to betatron oscillations, and correeled by physically moving magnets, and by combining trim windings in each achromat and a global
imbalance between F and D magnets act op in a separate circuit. This phase-fix, which wa* limited by
measurement errors, brought error* in the North Arc to within about 0.5* per call. Overall betatron
growth waa reduced to a factor 2 and IJ wai eaaantlaliy matched. The Sooth Arc, only partially corrected,
(till had large growth. Phase-*p set injected in the North Final Focua wa* also reduced, enabling an initial
optic* program for (mall IP *pot* to proceed, but remaining growth, itUI amplifying variation*, would
often result in oncorrecUbk ease*.
Splitting up major roll* into smoother transition* wa* proposed Jo reduce the sensitivity to systematic
gradient error*. It was first found J26] empirical)? that rolling D lenses near roll transitions by half the
total amount suppressed cross-coupling of lattice IJ. For the betatron motion, an approximate correction
scheme wa* found by splitting rolls in three part*, each a eel! apart and with magnitudes satisfying:
1

1

1

l-ie"*"' + lo + l+it' *' = 0 ,
as for a matched trajectory bump. Figure 0 illustrate* tht combined roll-fix transition and relative roll
ratios. Simulated [30] improvements are shown in fig 7, for a sample of random and systematic errors, in
tht ss-built and roll-fixed Arcs. Reduction of the growth of spot site* at the end of the Arc from roll-fix
> a factor 1JS to 7.

-nil
0.19
4-«s

0.19

-B-0.12

0.12

0.19

RELATIVE ROLL
Fig. fl. Rotf.fi* transition.
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Pig. 7. Growth of >eUtrofi sire at the end of the Arc, for as-built {white area) and roll-fixed
(shaded area) lattice.
Present Status and Plana
Both Arcs have teen roll-fixed and recommissioned. In the South, a slightly smoother transition |31)
is installed. With proper launch, n is matched throughout. The sensitivity of the betatron motion from
systematic gradient errors is reduced, but random erect and skew quadrupole errors still cause some
blowup r d eroes-eoupling. although more gradual in nature |tee fig. 8 (a)]. Cures involve empirically
varying phases in troubled areas to reduce the coherence in the buildup, much as tjnes are adjusted away
from resonances in circular machines, Such a deJtuie-nx |32; is shown infig.8(b) where blowup was reduced
by disconnecting the FD-imbalance, thus causing about a l* per cell difference between X and V phase*.
Another planned [33| cure consists of exciting harmonic 134,35) gradient perturbations with a pattern
of trim windings, to aupprsas damaging Fourier components in the errors at twice the betatron frequency.
Although this will be required for thefinaloptimisation, beams are now routinely transported to the Final
Focus with distortions which can be absorbed 1 v optical matching there.
FINAL FOCUS
Summary of Optics Goals [11-13]
The primary goal is to focus both beams to a small transverse she of about 2 j«n. This would be
easy for email enough transverse emittances and energy spreads. The limiting effect is the cAromaljcity of
the focusing system needed to demagnify the beams, which ai was described in the Arc causes both sine
and cosine-like trajectories to be shifted for different energies. For a simplified Final Focus '«e fig. 9},
the contribution to the betatron »pot eise from cnnan««re aberration is o^
= » *£<?;, where <rj u the
IP angular eitt tnd '' the distance from the principal plane of the final lens system to the IP (a factor
two is put in lince at bast two leases are used to focus both planes). Tb« effect woul I be tolerable if
« f < »;*/«•• ThU » not the Case in the SLC Fin.l Votui, where <xj s IS *im, r = 3 HT mrad,
OE ar 0,002 and I* s* * m, amounting to o^„„, = 4 am.
m

10

The reduction in luminosity, computed |36] by averaging the usual expression over the two beam's
energy diitributiosj, is shown in fig. 10 (dotted lines) versus /5 , for the as-buiti Final Focus. With c *
0.002 and /J^ a 1.6 em, the luminosity is reduced by s factor 3,5.
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Fig. *• Growth of a betatron oscillation in the South Arc, before (a) and after (b) detujiefix.
A Chromatic Correction Section (CCS) » introduced upstream of tha final len* to cancel thii eflecl.
In a simplified CCS, two dipolea of strength B, separated by 21„„ arc imaged by a quad with focal length
lta/2 (aeefig.P). Near tha quad ia a sextupole of itrength 5, through which rayi with energy deviation
tg travel off-axis. Toil produces a itronfer overall quad for 6f > 0, which muit here onset the weaker
focusrag in Vetofinaland CCS quad*. The largest contribution to the chromalkity ii from thefinallens.
Equating it to tha effect from the aextupt , wefindthat 5 a R,/MB, where M = I'/L and Hi = !'/'«.Additional aberrations is & and i\, aa in the Arc, are luppremd by pairing the sextupolet * phase•hift apart and by aasuriog sequential tymmetry for >j. The aection depart*, however, from a pure aecondorder achrooat thxoug'a Uu bands, placed where angular ipTeadi are large to minimise synchrotron ra
diation cmlttascc growth. Toe real system [11-13|, designed to focus achromatically in both planes, is
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telescopic u d UMS triple" instead of lessee. This suppresses 112,37] the cosine-like terms in te ,y* and
minimises |U| the sine
chromaticltia* in i*s,4f£. while demagnifyirjg in both p l a t s . Two interleaved
•extnpoU farailise arc » » _ to comet hoth e l v w . Coupling effects Between these can enhance third-order
aberration* and must be minimised. If we Deflect thefinallens system, the three dominant terms in »c|.
fii» and #» ecale lAe 5 B > o V r > S'Boaej'M and S* ; U*. Substituting for the sextupole. we get
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the orerail effect bom these aberrations can be minimised by adjusting |1] Af ,B and 5 to balance them
out.
The overall effect of the chromatic correction ii shown in fit,. 10 (solid line), from MURTLE ;ss;) As
expe tad, removing all second-order aberrations raises t " " and reduces jJ^. The optimum is now < mited
by leftover third-order urms. As it is more peaked, it is also more sensitive to proper matching.
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The entire lyaum ia ahown In flg. 11. Two additional icctiona are included to match the Arc i and
0-function*. Extraction of the oppoting beam i* also provided, in the /7-m»lcfi aection, through a pulsed
magnet and aeptum.
FINAL DEMAGNIFlER
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Fig. 11. Schematic of the Final Focua Syetem.

Variable Matching [30]
Both the volume and ahape of the inpnt phaae-apace can be perturbed by imperfection* Erron
generated within the Are are in principle •table, hut the linec la more variable aa the energy profile
depend* on the aet oT UyatKisa need to accelerate. Thie aat can change aa faulty one* are exchanged for
eocree, aad the phaee jpara than variea unleaa the focoaing ia necajed. Abo, miamatch at the Linac iapat
Bluaeat* through the chroxutxity of the Line lattice, if and when the energy eyread ia minimiied at the
end but not locally. Good matching in the * inac U eapecially important at h'^h current, when large local
energy apread* are need to itablliie j JVj twwvene wakentld*. Ongoing effort* have Improved controls in
the Linac, but amp* variation* etiU exiat. Thaw tti then further amplified by distortion* in the Arcs
The Final Foctt* include* adjuitable matching mainly for atalic error* accumulated upatream. In
catabliahing a proper aetnp and while work on atability proceed*, thi* matching ia also uted to tome extent
a* an overall variable feedback. Til* ia not optimal for aeveral reaaona, a* will be explained.
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1

Enhanced tmUtancet or energy spread are uncorrectable. Larger e,,, art a major eoncer -. for buth
luminosity and detector backgrounds. The purely optical damage is slightly worse than linear because of
third-order aberration, giving [38| L oc e~l Tor 0l# a. «t. Third-order effects from a larger #E are apparent
in fig. 10, showing close to linear loss with as and weak dependence on 0'. The tolerance on C£ is about
0.005.
Opticd distortions in the Arts are mostly linear |40| and are correctable within some bounds. The
primary set enhances c" by correlating positions with angles or with is, amounting to axially offsetting
the waists, x-y coupling {x<# or yf terms) or anomalous ijj,,. The waist must be corrected to within the
depth of field 0' a 0.5 cm; n must be smaller than 1 mm. A second set enlarges a' by perturbing
IP angt.'ar spreads (< *' >,< ^* >, anomalous rj» and t<$ coupling terms). Smajler spread increases
0', leading to £ a 1/0' from linear optics. Larger spread reduces 0\ but also enhances higher order
contributions, leading to rapid Iocs. From fig. 10, 0' must be within ±50%.
t>(

OpticaJ cornelians: In the design << *= r case, the betatron phase-space can |36j be perturbed in
only six independent ways. With the four dispersions, Vi,i,,,t, there are thus ten independent distor
tions in total. We represent them by those for which tolerances were given: the five IF angular sizes
t

1

< S >,< 4* >•< W > md f|i , and the five correlations of IP positions to angles and energy < tS >,
< yel >, < y# > (or < x$ >) and I J J . The Final Focus is equipped to correct these ten distortions. If
t, ^ «,, the six betatron variable* chosen do not fully describe [41] the phase-space and more correction
elements are needed.
f>

Dispersion is corrected in the ij-metch with four quads |13], installed in pairs */2 apart, to control
spatial and angular terms, respectively, Each pair consists of an erect and a skew quad to correct both
planes. Naturally orthogonal for small input error, these correctors are coupled if it is large. Correction
range is mainly limited by quad strengths, but some values of the input make the correction singular; for
example, when i,jy *''>* exactly cancels 1$'"'. In this case, control is required upstream.
n

J

Correctors for betatron mismatch straddle the CCS. The three angular terms are adjusted upstream of
the CCS with two erect and one skew quad. The three waist terms cannot be adjusted there independently
of the angular terms. They are taken out with trims on two of the final quads and a second skew quad.
Correction range is about ±50 x 0' for waists and a factor four in either direction for angle spreads. The
scheme is shown in fig. 12.
Optically, the system can correct as large as factor three mismatches. In practice, large distortions are
not handled well for two reasons.
The first in lack of orthogonality in the corrections resulting from severe space limitations. The three
waist corrections can internally be made orthogonal |42|, but all the others are coupled. This is the
case for the two skew quadrupolea, for the sextupoles, which must be refitted after betatron matching
as the correctors straddle them, and for the extraction, which straddles two of the variable lenses and
must be noptimised after betatron matching. The n-coiTection is also non-orthogonal to the 0-inatch,
particularly [43] for magnified or demagnified optical configurations. Operationally, modest variations ire
amplified by distortions remaining in the Arcs, and can require extensive reoptimization. Effort is therefore
directed both towards improving the Arc lattice and towards correcting variations in the Linac, to avoid
feeding back on them in the Final Focus.
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Fig. 12. Optical metering in the Final Focus System.
The second reason u the bv.Lground induced in the detector by beam-tails impinging on tight apertures
at the injection to the Final Focus. These apertures as wet! as some adjustable collimators are upstream of
the main matching elements. Harmful background from hits on these apertures can result from otherwise
correctable distortions. Recent experimental work (44] indicates more stringent tolerances on input errors
from this viewpoint. This may require introducing further optical corrections in the Arcs, and redeployment
of some collimators upstream.
Tuning Strategy and Initial Results
In this section, we describe single-beam optical adjustments in the Final Focus. Combined adjustments
of several SLC systems to produce and maintain luminosity with tolerable background are ongoing and not
described here. Similarly, two-beam tuning and steering methods are described elsewhere [45,46). Some
initial beam tests are reported.
We first match [47] IJ from the Arc. Strip-line beam position monitors are used to measure beam
motion versus energy. This does not give position-energy correlations in the bunch if anomalous i? exists
where the energy is varied, but gives a good estimate if the Arc is (as expected) the dominant contributor.
Using a model, we determine v^Y?} ™' from a least-square fit to the measurements and calculate the
correction. An example of this is shown in fig. 13.
1

Trajectory errors within the Final Focus can also generate 17 at the IP. Correction is achieved by
undoing some of the upstream match, although this also affects [43] waist-corrections and must be the
result of a combined Et.
Betatron mismatch is best diagnosed near the IP, where angular and spatial sizes are naturally sep
arated. The three angular terms, < * * > , < * ' > and < ti >. are first adjusted crudely looking at a
nominally round spot on a high-/? screen upstream of the Final Triplet. An example of this is shown in
fig. 14, where the action of the upper skew quad is seen and where the beam has close to the design size.
This does not give 0' if < is unknown. Also, if waist offsets are large, design size at the high-0 screen
does not correlate well with IP angular size. For better determination, spot sizes are measured at the IP, by
scanning the beam across a thin S iaa secondary emission wire target [48], as functions of the three waist
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Fig. 13. On-line matching of the vertical dispersion function at the injection to the Final
Focus, (b) shows mismatch before correction, (a) shows the effect of the correction. Please
note the change of scale.
controls, starting with the second tkew quad. Neglecting changes in IP angular spread, 0' and c are found
fitting tj3" + yr to the square of the beam sile. Angular spreads are well determined from the parabolas
branches, but both t and 0' estimates suffer if the linear spot is not resolved. This arises through residual
cross-coupling, only partially correctable for c, :« •.,, and through third-order aberration present before
fully matching the ^-function. Sextupoles must also be fitted in the perturbed lattice before scanning the
waists, to maintain good second-order correction. Measured < and /?' values serve as input for fitting the
six ^-matching quads towards design phase-space parameters. Both on-line and off-line models [47,49,50'
are used. An empirical search around the calculated 0' is also planned for optimization.
Relatively small spots were sometimes obtained originally by only scanning the waists. An example
of this is shown in fig. IS, where a 5 |im spot was obtained, with sextupoies turned off all together. The
phase-space had to be rather close to nominal for this to be possible. As input parameters changed, small
spots did not always reproduce.
More recently, the tolerance U> input variation has been widened by running with a 0' = 3 cm l&uice,
as a starting guess of the most probable angular spread correction needed. Also, improvements have been
made on stability and matching upstream Beams with smaller than 5 jjm sizes are now relatively easy to
reproduce for both electrons and positrons with only the three waist-scans.
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Fig. 15. First measurement of "small spot" at the IP.
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SUMMARY STATUS A N D NEAR FUTURE
Commissioning is now proceeding rapidly towards an initial low luminosity physics run. Both beams
ire routinely extracted onto their dumps, and reasonably small beam sizes are usually reproduced at the
IP. Main priorities arc phase-space control* and stability in the whole machine needed to maintain small
spots, background reductions and general system reliability and operabtlity. A shift towards operation has
been made to assure more continuity in the commissioning and a more global approach towards stability
and tuning issues. The Mark • detector, installed on the beamline during last year's shutdown, has
\>een turned on a few times to help look at backgrounds

Studies indicate that collimators may have

to be redeployed from the Fin*] Focus to upstream places where beams can be comfortably trimmed
without generating excessive moons in the detector. Also, enhanced optical matching in the Arcs through
hsjmonic corrections Js being considered for early installation, to help reduce distortions in the Final
Focus. Extrapolating our recent rate of progress, and with some well-deserved luck, we hope to produce
and detect a hundred Z° before Summer 1988.
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IX. CONCLUSION
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In this thesis, we have developed, tested and analysed the methods for optical tuning
in two sections of the Stanford linear collider: the arcs and the final focus. These methods
have enabled to reach a quasi-optimal set-up.
In the arcs, we have proposed and studied a design modification reducing harmful
effects from the rolls, introduced in the lattice to enable following the terrain of the SL AC
site. This modification has made the system much more tolerant to systematic errors.
We have also proposed and studied a new optical tuning method for the arcs, consist
ing of introducing focusing perturbations at the most efficient harmonics of the betatron
frequency. This method has allowed, on the one hand, to make the optical transfer close
to perfect, and on the other hand, to adjust the beam empirically at the entrance to the
final focus section, to minimize backgrounds produced by mismatches in the phase-space.
In the final focus section, we have designed the optical correction and optimization al
gorithm. This algorithm has enabled beams focused at the interaction point with three to
five micron transverse sizes to be attained, and the optical factors limiting the luminosity
to be identified. These factors are mainly the requirement to operate with a ^-parameter
larger than the theoretical optimum, by a factor of five to ten, resulting from the back
ground generated by beam-tails in the last quadrupoles.
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A P P E N D I X ; REPORTS A N D PUBLICATIONS ON THE BEAM-BEAM
DEFLECTION DIAGNOSTIC METHOD
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A . l "Beam-Beam Deflections to Measure Spot Size and
Offset at the SLC IP"

This collider note contains the original proposal and description of the beam-beam
deflection method. This method allows to detect the interaction of the beams when they
interact at the collision point. It ie presently the primary method used to optimise the
beams in collision.
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SINGLE PASS COLLIDER MEMO
AUTHOR:

P. Bambade

CX-303

DATE: June 10, 1985

TITLE: BEAM-BEAM DEFLECTIONS TO MEASURE
SIZE SPOT AND OFFSET AT SLC IP

PART 1 : CALCULATIONS
As soon as two SLC beams make it to the IK, both transverse offsets, spot sizes
and shapes can be extracted from the pattern of angular deflections produced by the
electromagnetic interaction of the two beams, as one is scanned across th* other. These
deflections, measured in two high resolution Beam Position Monitors (BPM) mounted
symmetrically on both sides of the IP (Fig.l), will produce detectable signals allowing
spot sizes to be tuned, even with the very low luminosities expected at turn on. They
will also furnish a good signal to monitor beam centering and will therefore become an
important part of '-he FFS feedback system.
This note summarizes the formulae which will allow us to correlate BPM offset
readings with the properties of the two beams, and describes the range and liiaitattons
of the technique in the case of SLCF'urther work needed includes simulations, specifications for the feedback system,
such as its algorithm, veto conditions and so on, aswell as integration of the beamstrahlung signal into the diagnostic scheme.

I

Basic Principle

The angular deflection produced by the interaction of a SLC beam with the elec
tromagnetic field of its colliQing partner (see fig. 1) is easily expressed in the simplified
case of a round target beam and a point size probe

J(A)=Z

^ ^ M

(1)

where r is the classical radius of the electron, ~t the relativistic factor, NT the number
of particles in the target, aj its RMS transverse size, and A the impact parameter of
the probing charge.
c

Deflection versus impact parameter ie shown in flg. 2 for targets with 2.5 and 10 ^m
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transverse spot sizes respectively.
The basic principle of the method is three-fold:
1. Initial beam finding: 0n« beam — the probe in this case —• is temporarily sup
pressed and BPM readings are compared before and after. In the case of initially
large impact parameters, the magnitude of the difference is inversely proportional
to the transverse offset at collision point and its sign tells in which direction to
steer.
2. Beam centering: Scanning the probe across the target and recording a plot similar
to fig. 2 will allow optimal centering of the two, by looking for the zero deflection
symmetry point.
3. Spot size tuning: Since the slope of the deflection at the above mentionned sym
metry point is inversely proportional to the transverse cross-aection of the target,
the same measured plot will allow spot sizes to be infered and thus minimized.
In all three cases, the sensitivity of the method is based on the fact that relative
rather than absolute position information is used.
Of course, the simplifying assumption of round target and point size probe is not
Hkely to be satisfied, and the problem therefore needs to be parametrized in two di
mensions.

II

Formulae

The following results are valid for collisions between gaussian, un- pinched beams.

a. Deflection of point charge
The deflection of a point charge colliding with a target consisting of a two dimen
sional gaussian charge distribution can be written (1,2)

ff

The aspect ratio is defined by / = ffr / r,- For / = 1, (2) reduces to (l).
v

The two deflection angles are shown in fig. 3 - 5 as a function of impact parameters
in both planes, for NT = 5 • 10 particles. Figures 3.a,b and 4,a,b correspond to round
beams (/ = 1) with ffj-., = 2.5 and 7.5 fim respectively, whereas fig. 5.a,b correspond
to a flat target with <?TX = 25.0 j*m and OT = 2.5 ^m (/ = 0.1). Note the change in
vertical scale going from fig. 3 and 4 to 5.
10

U
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In the limit of large impact parameters, both target and probe ace well approxi
mated by point charges and (2) reduces to
_ -4r N
**>*i
e

T

A,
A' + Aj
t >

^

Turning off one of the two beams and comparing BPM readings before and after
Chen allows, via (3), to measure initial offsets.
Taking the limit for small impact parameters gives the linear dependance

Measurement of the slopes of the deflections as a function of impact parameters
•will then allow, via (4), to infer the two transverse sizes of the target beam to be tuned.

b. Form factor accounting for finite probe beam size
When the two beams are close, the average deflection measured in the BPM is
reduced due to the finite size of the probe. This can be accounted for via the convolution
of the probe density distribution with (2). The result of the calculation is summarized
in two-dimensional form, factors, by which the slopes in (4) are reduced, and given by

1+ / /dt
2 Jo (l + t)[l + X* + t\V*[p(l

I

( 5 )

+ R*) + t\W

where R and R are the ratios of probe to target transverse sizes in both planes
[R ,y = P / T )As ^ consistent, the form factors become one for small R
and
zero for large i2i, . The functions are shown in fig. 6 and 7 for target aspect ratios
/ = .1 and / = 1.
x

v

a

x

a

xy

IV

XiV

s

In the special and initially unlikely case of round target and probe beams [R =
R = it, / = 1), (5) reduces to
x

v

FRO»nd{R) =
The corresponding plot is shown in fig. 8.
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Application to SLC : Numbers and Ranges of Utilization

a. L i m i t a t i o n s
Three types of'limitations are anticipated. The main and most obvious one is
the performance of the measuring BPMs. The better their resolution, the smaller the
measurable offsets and the more effective the method. We hope for 20 jim or bettei on
a single pulse. Particular attention has to be payed to thsir directivity, since beams
will be measured from both directions. H a r a M synchrotron radiation present in the
environment will furthermore have to be masked.
The second limitation, the stability of the beams, is a fundamental limitation of
SLC and Is common to all colliding beam diagnostic and tuning procedures.
A third difficuly arises from the non-gaussian, assymmetiic distributions expected
as a result of Linac wakefields and Arc non-linearities. Beam finding at large impact
parameters is not affected, but the pattern of deflections shown in fig. 2 and 3 will be
distorted to the extent that a lot of charge is carried by the tail. This and uncorrected
tilted i — y distributions of the two beams, due to errors, will make the patterns hard
to interpret. Fortunately, tuning for maximum slopes will always lead us in the light
direction in the same way as beamstrahlung can be tuned for maximum emission power.

b. Scaling laws and relation to luminosity
The scaling laws are more favorable at low luminosities for this technique than for
other beam-beam related signals.
The deflection at large impact parameters, which will be used for initial beam
finding, scales as iVy/A, as can be seen from (3).
The maximum deflection produced as we scan the beams across each other to
minimize spot sizes scales es NJ/OT, or as the root of luminosity

c. Beam finding and centering
Initially, a first SLC beam will be threaded, at low repetition rate and intensity,
through Arc and FFS, and to its dump. After best possible optimization of transmission
and optical parameters, the above operation will be repeated with the other beam.
BPMs on both sides will then be used to match the two orbit as well as possible. After
this is done, the two beams will miss each other at the IP by offsets of a fov hundred
microns, which accounts for limited absolute BPM accuracy and alignment errors.
Bringing the two beams into collision, in preparation for spot size measuremer. .
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will have to be done at full intensity since upstream wakefields, which affect the pa
rameters to b« tuned, are intensity dependant. Turning one of the two beams off
momentarily will then produce an offset of

Ait

=

T%-BPM

•7

(<)

A

in the BPM located 2.5 meters away. When this offset is large enough to be resolved,
so that we know that the beams fee! each other, they can be centered by mapping
out two dimensional surfaces similar to those shown in fig. 3 to 5, in order to find the
symmetry points.
Assuming 20 /zm resolution, the range of utilization can be written
V

A[l00^m]

;

10

This meaas that at N = 5 • 10 , signals will be measurable when the beam? pass
withii 350 /iin of each other.
7

c. Spot size minimization
The maximum offset produced in the BPMs, during the above described mapping
can be approximated by

A J Z

«»|
(max

^ ™11± .
TfC^r

f j W H f

(1).

d l p

_ BPM

(9)

or
1

A*«l

> « ] * 2000 S
^
crr(2.5^tmj

(«0

Also here assuming 20Mm resolution, the range covered is

M

10-

>

which corresponds to a luminosity of 4 • 1 0 c m "J s0 - 1
25

19"

J

(11)
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A.2 "Beam-Beam Deflections as an Interaction Point
Diagnostic for the SLC"

This conference article gives a more detailed description of the experimental method
and an outline of the diagnostic hardware used.
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Abstract
A technique is de*crib*d for aon-deetructfr* measurement
and monitoring of the steering offeet of the electron and positron
beams at the attraction point of the SLC, hand on using
•iriplise b*em-pa*ition monitor* to measure tha cenlroid of
one beam ai it i* deflected by the opposing beam. Tbia tech
nique if afro expected to provide diagnostic information related
to the ipot else of the nvcron-eise beuxne.
1. Introduction
The electromagnetic force acting between two lotcnae col
liding beam* of oppositely chafed particle* will cause them to
be deflected in passing by an angle that depends on the offact between the bunch**, and the distribution of chart* within
the bunch**. Thi* deflection, me**ur*bl* with nondestructive
technique*, it expected to b* the key to th* final steering of
tbt ***" beam* in the SLC. Mora guMrtlly, th* beam-beam
deflection phenomenon i* a measurable manifestation of th*
colliiion of micron-*!** beam* and i* applicable to any large
fettu* Uneer cejlleta.
In an «* «" storage ring with a partly magnetic guide Bald,
th* counter-rotating been* follow exactly th* Mm* antral tra
jectory and thu* head-ta collialona are unavoidable. Then I*
no a priori reason why thin ahould b* true In lln*ar eollldm,
however. In any linear collider, including lb* SLC, the op
posing beams mutt b* actively slecrr.d into colUaioa guided by
• o a * observable that 1* atultW* to the impact puuMter. UtIng sUto-of-the-axt itrlp-lin* bona position monitors (BPMs),
it may be powibkt to direct th* two baam* Independently to
the intended Interaction point with an accuracy of perhipe
100 itm. In order to achieve acceptable tumlnoelty with the
SLC, the beam* mult b* itosrad to within about on* beam
radius (about 3 fun) of wed other. I< ir in tiut ratio*, far
below the resolution limit* of •Ingle-beam diagnostic devicee,
that th* baam-baam deflattion is strongest.
1- B a l k Formula*
The angular deflection produced by the interaction of an
SLC baam with th* electromagnetic Seld of it* colliding part
ner can be estimated analytically in th* eimplillad caw of two
round Gaussian baamt (*** Fig. 1). Reahatkally, the bum*
are not expected to b* round and geueeian until the final facue optical tuning i* completed, a procedure that requires that
the beam* be colliding. A two-dimensional paranMtrisalion
for the collision of two beams with transverse distributions of
arbitrary stanes* and erjeatotiOB Is given to Ref. 1.
The deflection of a eingle panicle of charge c, pawing at an
offset £t from the cenlroid of an oppositely charged Gaussian
distribution, is given by:
• Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract
DE-ACO3-T6SF00M5

('• °"1
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Fig. 1. Th* trajectory of each beam U deflected
by the opposing baam panting at an oflset £V

#(A).
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•
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Wbtfi to* beams p**f with oflsets larg* compared to their
transversa sis**, tbty see **ch other a* point charges and (1)
I* a good approximation for their mutual deflection. When
colliding with » small onset, th* finite eiie* of th* baam dis
tribution! must b* taken into account. The? can be don* by
convehitlng (1) with th* distribution of th* opposing baam.
The Teenlt of such a calculation, carried out tn the limit of
•mall £>, i* *xpr*M*d to term* of a form factor which reduce*
the average deflection:

riK)'

P)

H ae Jl is th* ratio of th* tranavats* aisee of th* two beams.
D*fl*ction versui offset ki plotted in Fig. 1 for 60 G*V
beam* consisting of i * 10'° particles, with transvars* spot
sites a of 2, &, and 10 *m. 10 pm if th* estimated *is* of the
beam* at th* SLC interaction point before optical correction*
in mad*. M'-gnet setting trrott and misalignments contribute
to this estimate. By adjusting the final focus corrector mag
nets, c can be reduced to about 2 jim. The above form factor
baa been Incorporated in the curves a* a multiplying reduction
factor, Mtuming in each case R = 1.
S. Deflection Detection
Several methods hsve been studied for detecting and mea
suring the beam-beam deflections. The most obvious is to use
a pair of BPMa etradling the interaction point. If the drift
length 'lever arm* is long enough, a deflection at the I P will
result in a measurable paction shift at the BPM. The power
of thii method can be greatly enhanced by euppreaeing the op
posing beam on some puioes sr>d watching the measured beam
jump back to its undeflected position. To make this possible,
a pair of special pulsed magnets, the "lingU" '.ream dumpers *,

Contributed to the Stanford linear Acce/eraCor Conference,
Stanford. California, June 2-6, 19ef
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1-»»PI

<D
1
where r, ie th* classical radio* of th* alectron, -j th* ntativi*.
tic £ / m factor, !>T th* number of particle* and o- th* RMS
transvan* lis* of the Gaussian, distribution.

1

Beam centering: Scanning the target across the probe
and recording a plot similar to Fig. 2 for the probe will
facilitate op time! steering of the two beams. The aerodeflection symmetry point in Fig. 2 la reached when the
beams are perfectly cantered.
Spot siae tuning: Taking the limit of (1) for email A and
multiplying by the form factor (2) gives:

'(A)

-20

0

EOM/flEAM OFFSET

Fig. 2. The deflection angle 9 u a (miction of offset
A, plotted for three ipot sixes.

r

1

Another approach is baaed on detecting beamatrahlung ra
diation. Thia ia the name given to the synchrotron radiation
emitted by each beam as it ia deflected by the other. The an
gular distribution of this radiation, strongly peaked forward in
the direction of the outgoing beam, can be measured with a
suitable detector along a line of sight but quite distant from
the interaction point.

gt

* '

0.4S1 »rt Afr 1

The procedure* described here are baaed on relative mea
surement* of the outgoing beam position at location* what* the
angular deflection produced In the colliaion leads to a trans
verse position shift. Many of the BPMs in the outgoing trans
port system have suitable phase shifts from the IP to be used
for thi* purpose. The beat location*, however, are in the final
optical transformer qusdrupotes, where the ^-functions reach
their largest values, thereby magnifying the deflection* the
most, and where dispersion i* negligible, (which minimis** con
fusion with energy variations). Three BPMs, near qusdrupolsf
Ql, 3 and i, are planned for thi* purpose (Fig, 3). Each ha*
an effective optical lever aim rf about 3 meters. Position shift*
corresponding to a wide range of IP parameter* can be resolved
at these location*.
9

SINGLE-BEAM PUMPERS

Application t o Steering and Tuning Procedure*

A three-step tuning procedure ia envisioned:
1. Initial beam finding: One beam - designated the "taxgei"
in thia case - is momentarily suppressed with a linglebeam dumper while poaition measurements are made on
the "probe* beam. In this way, the shift induced by
the target beam can be determined. When the offset
between the beams is large, the magnitude of the shift
is inversely proportional to the offset and its sign tells in
which direction to steer. This can be seen by taking the
limit of (]} for large A:
#(A)

__

-2r. N
1

T

1_
A

(3)
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(S)

A relative measure of spot site can thus be obtained by
scanning on* beam across the other aa in Step 2 above.
Guided by that* measurement*, an operator can adjuat
optical element* of the traiisport system to minimise thi*
final spot *iae.

3

4.

w

The slope of the deflection of the probe beam near the
aero-deflection symmetry point is inversely proportional
to the cross-sectional area of the target. By differenti
ating (1), it can be seen that the deflection is maximum
for offsets of about 1.8 standard deviation* of the target
distribution, and that the maximum deflection scale* as
the inverse of the transverse spot tise:

will be provided upalream of the final focua to kick either beam
out of the tramport system on command.
In principle, the beam-beam deflection can also be obeerved
with conventional screen profile monitnrr located in the path)
of the outgoing extracted beam* u they are transported to
the dumpa. In ,he SLC, such meaaurementa wilt he poaaible in
the vertical dimension only. Deflection* in the horiiontal plane
will be obscured b> the momentum dispersion introduced *oy
the extraction septum magneta. Af- part of a planned upgrade
for the north extraction line, it will be possible to cancel the
dispersion with additional magnets to enable deflection mea•urtmenta in both the boritontai and vertical dimenaiona. Tn
any case, poaition measurements in the extraction linea provide
essentially no information about the abaolute poaition of either
beam near the I.P., becauae of the large number of magneta,
traversed by the outgoing beam before reaching the extraction
line. However, relative poaition ihifti can be rceaaured using
devices in the extraction linea in conjunction with the singlebeam- 'umpers mentioned above to give a useful meaiure of
the deflection at Che I.P.

1

Ait-Core '
Pi'her Co>l&

v

S'*»ting
D>bal«s

Fig. 3. Schematic of beamline component* relevant to
the deflection technique.

The awful range of these techniques, i.e., the maximum
offset t h u still gives » meararHble deflection, is limiud only by
the ability of the BPM to resolve beam centtoid movements.
For txemplt. irmmr the BPM near Ql can reselv* th* centroid
poaition of a • ingle bunch of S x 10* particlee to a level of 20 ma.
It will then be possible to detect relative beam-beam offset* up
to a maximum of;

For larger beam aureola, it may be possible to do better than
the limit indicated in (6], became the BPV resolution alao
improvat with incnaiing current. By chopping one beam oft"
and on uaing the aingle beam dumper* and averaging over
many pulses, the resolution can be improved farther. Although marginal at low intenaity, thii beam finding technique
ehould bridge the gap between the uaual orbit matching meth
od* which rely on abao'ute BPM accuracy to atecr the beami
independently to the IP, and technique* baaed on iuminosityrelated aignals, auch at beamstrahlune,, disruption imaging,
and the Bhabha scattering rate.
4

1

t . Dynamic Error* N d Corrections
It ii expected that even when the aUtk crossing error*
have been corrected a* deacribed above, the two beam* will
not remain centered on each other without an active feedback
system. Many aourcte of drift and jitter that could cauae the
beam* to wander at the IP have been identified. In moat caua,
theae effect* can be minimized with careful attention to rel
evant hardware deaign*. Magnet power iupplie*, for exam
ple, muat be well regulated, and euppc-rl structures mini be
rigid. Natural ambient ground vibration* at frequencie* above
I Ki have been shown* to be negligible, although aome local
man-made vibration *ource* men ai reciprocating pumpa could
cause problem* if not iaolated. On a slower time acale, thermal
effecu will can** mechanical support structures to expand, and
power supplies to drift enough to adversely effect the luminosity unless ateering correction* are made. Studio* of feedback
tcheme* for the SLC have focuaed on limple and relatively alow
algorithm*, although the BPM electronic*, control system, and
other key component* are being built to allow pul*e-by-pul*e
feedback to accommodate faater or more complex scheme*.
A limple feedback algorithm for correcting relatively alow
drift* i* bued on automatically *uppre**ing one beam periodi
cally uaing the.aingle beam dumper. Of courae, the luminosity
would be sacrificed on theae occasional pulses, but they would
enable a steering correction to be computed from the measured
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position shifts o( the outgoing beam. Because each measured
dafleclion can correspond to two possible offsets, the operation
has to be carried out frequently enough to ensure that the ac
tual offset doati not drift outside the domain of the IP, bounded
by th* deflection maxima, in the time between updates. This
approach it probably adequate to track th* thermal expansion
of support structural u d other mechanical effect*
An approach that does not require sacrificing any beam
pulse* would be to excite small 'dither coil" dipoles (Fig. 3) in
a pre-programmed way to induce email periodic offset* at the
IP, with an amplitude of a fraction of a standard deviation. In
this way, one beam can be made to trace out a pattern such as
a small circle at the IP. The deflection* of the opposing beam
will then project the same pattern at the BPM. When the offact between the beam* correspond* to a point on a steeply
riling positive slope in Fig. 2 (beyond the 1.6 a peak on either
side), the projection is a magnified image of the dither pattern.
When the offset is leas than 1.6 c, the projection it an inverted
image of the dither pattern. Syochronou* position tseaeurement would then allow a determination of whether the beam*
were colliding within or beyond 1 6 *tandard deviations of each
other. If neceaaary, a correction could be applied to bring them
back to within one a. The sign of the deflection would indi
cate the direction in which to steer. In both these algorithms,
corrections are applied using steering corrector* immediately
upstream of Q3.
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A . 3 " O b s e r v a t i o n o f B e a m - B e a m Deflections at t h e I n t e r a c t i o n
P o i n t of t h e Stanford Linear Collider"

In this publication, we report the first measurements of beam-beam deflections at
the SLC. The successful application of this method to maintain the beams in collision is
described, with a summary of the experimental limitations.
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ABSTRACT
We report the first direct observation of the electromagnetic deflection of high
energy electron and positron beams as they pass each other with small impact
parameters. Measurements of the deflection amplitude are found in agreement
with theoretical expectations. This phenomenon, which is sensitive both to the
relative position of the two beams and to their transverse sizes, has been used
successfully to optimize and maintain collisions at the interaction point of the
SLAC Linear Collider.
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The SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) is a novel electron-positron accelerator de
signed to operate with center-of-mass energies around the mass of the neutral
c

intermediate vector boson (Z ).

The frequency of collisions in linear colliders is

limited by power considerations to a few hundred Hertz, typically two or three
orders of magnitude lower than in storage rings. At these frequencies, achiev
ing interaction rates useful for physics requires focusing the beams to transverse
sizes of at most a few microns, and then establishing and maintaining collisions
between beams with impact parameters smaller than the beam sizes themselves.
One technique which has been proposed for this purpose is based on measuring
the deflections produced in the beam trajectories by the coherent electromagnetic
interaction between the beam bunches as they pass near or through each other at
the interaction point (IP).
In this letter we report the first observation of beam-beam deflections, which
constitutes a crucial step in establishing the viability of the linear collider concept.
After deriving the predicted properties of the phenomenon and their dependence
on beam parameters, we describe the technique used to measure the deflections.
We then turn to a discussion of the experimental results, and conclude with an
outline of possible refinements in applying beam-beam deflections to luminosity
optimization in linear collider*.
When two oppositely charged, relativistic beams pass each other, they feel an
attractive impulse as a result of their electromagnetic interaction. The resulting
-

deflection in their trajectory is given by 6 = r a n ' (pt/p) & (pi/p), where pt is the
transverse momentum imparted to one bunch as it passes through the field of the
other bunch, and p is the longitudinal momentum of the bunch.
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Consider the deflection of a single "probe" particle in the fielc of an oppositely
charged "target" bunch of N particles, each with charge q, having a Gaussian
t

charge distribution:

N,q
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(1)

The transverse electric field of the bunch is given by:
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We now solve for the transverse momentum in i and y:
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where A is the length of time the probe charge ia in the field of the beam and A ,
T

r

y

is the offset between t h e probe charge and the center of the bunch. To obtain the
right-hand side of Eq. (3), we have made the substitution CT = z and performed the
integration over z. Equation 3 is valid when disruption effects, where the beams
induce size changes in each other during collision, are negligible. Since p ss m 7 c ,
c

we may write:
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where r is the classical radius of the electron.
t
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(t + 2*if
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For the realistic case of a probe beam with a Gaussian charge distribution a
convolution with the expression obtained for the deflection of a single particle must
be done:

OO

00

(5)

where (0*,y) is the average deflection anfie of the probe bunch (i.e.the deflection
of the center of gravity of the bunch). The density distribution of the probe beam
is G, where x (y ) is the center and <rp.z(<Tp,i) is the standard deviation in the x(y)
p

p

direction. If we assume that the two beam spots are eiect ellipses in the transverse
plane, then

t
where A (A )
z

t

2

I

(* + 2S* ,) (t + 2Zlf

(t + 2EJ)

1/2

(6)

is now the distance between beam centers and T\ = a* + a\
z

x

(Sj — er* + a} ) is the sum of the squares of the probe and target beam sizes.
t

The integration in this expression can be performed analytically if we assume that
S , = S , = E (this includes the case of round probe and target beams). With
2

A = {A\ 4- Aiy>

the result is:
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Equation 7 shows, as expected, that there is no deflection either when the
beams are far from each other or when they are exactly centered. The maximum
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deflection for round beams occurs when the impact parameter is approximately
1.6 E. During its start up phase, the SLC ran with typical beam intensities of
slightly less than 1 x 10

10

particles/pulse, and transverse beam sizes at the IP

of approximately 5 /im, so the maximum deflections seen in this data should be
about 35 prad. At these sizes and intensities disruption effects are expected to be
negligible.
We used four beam position monitors (BPMs), two on either side of the IP,
to determine the beam deflection at the IP. These BPMs are captured between
quadrupole magnet pole pieces due to space limitations (Fig. 1). The four elec
trodes in each BPM are carefully impedance-matched and are read out on both
ends into custom-designed electronics. This allows us to measure the vertical and
horizontal positions of both beams on the same machine pulse, even though the
beams are separated by less than 30 nsec in the BPMs closest to the IP. The pulseto-pulse resolution of these BPMs is measured to be better than 10 /im for beam
9

intensities of ~ 5 x 10 particles/pulse, and is expected to improve further as SLC
beam intensities increase.
Measuring positions in two BPMs on both sides of the IP independently de
fines incoming and outgoing beam trajectories at the IP. The information from
all four BPMs is used in four separate linear fits which yield the beam position,
the incoming beam angle, and the beam deflection angle (all evaluated at the IP)
in each plane for both beams on a single beam pulse. While the positions and
angles of the beams at the IP are observed to be stable on a pulse-by-pulse basis
to a fraction of the measured beam size and angular divergence (typically several
b indred /trad), fluctuations of this magnitude in the outgoing beam angle can still
be several times larger than the expected maximum deflection. Fitting directly
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for the difference between the outgoing and incoming angles of a given beam ef
fectively decouples any angular motion of the incoming beam from the deflection
angle measurement. This can also be shown to reduce any static misalignments
in the BPMs to a constant offset of the measured deflection angle, which cap. be
ignored for our applications.
In practice, the deflection angles for both beams are measured as a function of
the impact parameter as one beam is swept across the other in either the horizontal
or the vertical direction. These beam scans are accomplished using small air-core
dipole magnets (Fig- 1), which cai increment the beam position, between machine
pulses, with a resolution of 0.05 /jm. Since the beams deflect each other very little
when they are far apart, they must first be brought to within a few beam radii of
each other. This has been done by steering the beams, one at a time, onto carbon
filaments with radii comparable to the beam size, which are inserted into the
T8

center of the beam pipe at the IP. ' These filaments produce secondary emission
and Bremsstrahlung signals proportional to the fraction of the beam intercepted.
The filaments, which are primarily used to measure and optimize transverse beam
sizes, stay retracted during deflection measurements.
To get the information necessary to precisely center the beams, one beam is
scanned past the other, typically over a range of ±40 urn in 2 ftm steps. The BPM
signals are read out on each pulse, processed, and stored by a microcomputer until
the scan is finished. The microcomputer also sets and reads back the current in the
air-core dipole magnets used to position the beams. When the scan is finished, the
microcomputer sends the scan data to a VAX-8800 computer on which the data is
analysed and displayed. The results of a typical positron beam scan in x are shown
in Fig. 2. The deflection angles parallel ((9 )) and perpendicular ({#„)) to the scan
Z
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direction as a function of the scanned beam's distance from its original position
are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. For approximately round beams
the data are expected to be described by Eq. (7). For real-time beam centering,
fits to the data were approximated using Eq. (7) for the in-plane deflection curve,
assuming the beams were aligned in the scanned direction, and by a Gaussian for
the out-of-plane curve. As can be seen by the curves shown in Fig. 2, the data
is consistent with these approximate functional forms, with the maximum out-ofplane deflection occurring at the zero-crossing of the in-plane deflection curve.
Figure 3 shows a scan with one of the largest maximum deflections measured to
+

date. After centering the beams in x, the e beam was scanned past the e~ beam
in the y direction. The beam sizes measured prior to this scan using the carbon
filaments were c = 7.2 pm, a = 3.9 fim for the electron beam; a = 4.9 fim, <r„ =
z

v

T

3.9 jim for the positron beam. The curve derived using these measured beam sizes
as input overlays the data. The beam currents, which provide a multiplicative
normalization, were adjusted to give the best fit and were found to be consistent
with currents measured by other means. The agreement between data and theory
indicates that beam-beam deflections are well understood and reliably measured.
Beam-beam deflections are a powerful tool for luminosity optimization at the
SLC. Positioning the scanned beam on the zero-crossing of the deflection curve
aligns the beams to a small (Taction of the beam size. This has been the primary
method used to steer the SLC beams into collision. In most cases, the beam spots
at the interaction point are approximately round, so that meaningful fits to the
deflection data using the form of Eq. (7) can be made. These immediately yield
estimates of the beam sizes and intensities. In the future, pulse-to-pulse sampling
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of the beam deflection will be made in a feedback microcomputer which will be
used to compensate for any slow drifts of the beams relative to each other.
Beam-beam deflections may also be used to minimize the spot size at the IP.
Small changes in beam size are signalled by measurable changes in the slope of the
deflection curve through the zero-crossing point. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4.
which shows the dependence of the slope on the size of the e~ beam in x for
+

several different e beam radii. The electron beam size in y is assumed fixed near
its optimal value.
The relationship between the slopes of the deflection curves and the luminosity
. 9
is:

where S and 5 , are the slopes of the deflection curves measured with separate
t

x and y scans after the beams have been centered. The repetition rate of the
collider is / . An independent measurement of the number of particles, N, in the
deflected beam is also required. The advantage in using the slopes is that they can
be accurately measured even when the beams are not round. Optimal luminosity
can be achieved by adjusting the focus of the beams to obtain the maximum
slopes. Once this has been established, it can be monitored by checking the slopes
periodically with short scans across the zero crossing point.
In conclusion, we have presented measurements of the deflections of high-energy
electron and positron beams as they pass by each other. These measured deflections
agree with theoretical expectations. We have discussed how the deflections have
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been used to steer micron-sized beams into co ision, and how they will be used for
spot size optimization at the SLC.
We would like to thank G. B. Bowden, J.-C. Denard, A. Gromme, J.-L. Pella
grin, and M. Ross, who were responsible for the BPM system. The performance of
these devices was critical for the results presented here. We also acknowledge the
numerous and invaluable contributions to this experiment by the SLC staff and
the Final Focus commissioning group.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1.

Schematic of beamline components relevant to the beam-beam de
flection measurement.

Fig. 2.

A beam-beam deflection scan of the e

+

beam relative to its initial

position showing (a) the in-plane deflection, and (b) the out-of-plane
9

_

deflection. The e~ beam intensity was about 7 x 10 e /pulse, and
both beams were approximately round with a = 1 fxm. The beams
were approximately 10 pm apart in the out-of-plane direction during
this scan.
Fig. 3.

An e

+

beam deflection scan in y after alignment in x. The curve

overlaying the data is a theoretical calculation using as input the
beam sizes as measured by the wire filaments.
Fig. 4.

The expected slope of the in-plane deflection curve at the zerocrossing point as a function of the e~ beam a~ with a fixed <j~
of 1.5 t*m. The solid curve corresponds to a round e
+

+

beam with

+

(r

= 1.5 fim, the dashed to <7 = 3.0 pm and the dotted to

+

= 6.0 ftm. The target beam intensity for these calculations

ff

10

was 1 x 10 .
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